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Abstract 
Wine, an alcoholic beverage made of fermented grape juice, is commonly considered 
I 
as an upper-class drink in Hong Kong. Through the study of wine-tasting community, 
a specific group of wine consumers who claim consumption of wine for the purpose 
of tasting, this research aims to examine the relationship between taste and identity. 
By looking into the development and practices of wine consumption in Hong Kong, 
this thesis illustrates how the concept of social distinction is constructed through the 
practice of wine tasting and how people's experience in wine-tasting community 
shapes their personal identity. At the end, I compared the wine market in San 
Francisco to that of Hong Kong to highlight how one's taste, something commonly 
understood as biological, is shared by our particular cultural backgrounds. 
ii 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Aim of the Study 
Wine, or pduh tduh jdu (葡萄酒)in Cantonese, refers to an alcoholic beverage 
made of fermented grape juice^ and is commonly considered as an upper-class drink 
in Hong Kong. Through the study of the wine-tasting community, a term which I use 
to describe the specific group of wine consumers who focus on the taste in wine, this 
research aims to examine the relationship between taste and identity. By looking into 
the development and practices of wine consumption in Hong Kong, this thesis 
illustrates how the concept of social distinction is constructed through the practice of 
wine tasting and how people's experience in wine-tasting shapes their personal 
identity. 
As Freysinger and Kelly (2004) write, "things are more than things. They have 
meanings of taste, style, and identification. We identify who we are in the society with 
our things" (2004:366). Wine is not just wine. In fact, much of the time wine is not 
simply considered to be an alcoholic beverage made of fermented grape juice. It is 
more commonly understood in terms of its meaning, i.e. the symbols it carries. 
1 Since wine is often translated only asyaM, which in Cantonese means any kind of alcoholic beverage, 
confusion is commonly found as to what exactly wine is. For example, baahk jdu (白酒）literally 
means any kind of alcoholic beverage having a white color. Therefore, people use this term to describe 




The most important symbol in wine is "taste". In fact, no other food or drink is 
comparable to wine in the magnitude and popularity of its tasting. When we eat an 
apple or drink a Coca-Cola, we sense its taste without giving it much thought. Taste is 
one of the five biological senses. We are born with the ability to taste, i.e. to 
distinguish sweetness and sourness and to identify different aromas. Such ability is 
often taken-for-granted and people often forget it has to be learned. 
Unlike most other communities, the wine-tasting community is very conscious 
about the acquisition and the identification of taste. Among them, wine is not just a 
beverage; it is a symbol complex, a joint creation of human beings and nature. Taste 
has been made a fetish and elevated to almost the level of sacredness. Wine tasters, 
who focus their wine consumption on the experience of taste instead of the act of 
drinking, distance themselves from ordinary wine drinkers, who consume wine 
mainly as an alcoholic beverage. They often attend or even hold wine-tasting 
gatherings to share wines and learn about the differences between wines of different 
grapes, regions and vintages. 
, By looking at what taste is and how people develop the ability in wine tasting, 
this thesis examines not only the basics of the organization of the wine-tasting 
community, but also how wine tasters interact in wine-tasting occasions and pursue 
2 "Taste" in the wine community describes both the ability to smell and to orally taste. Therefore, in 
this thesis, taste refers to both senses. The terms "aroma" and "flavor" are also used to help distinguish 
to the two senses, when needed. 
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social status and personal identity through their experience in the consumption of 
wine and taste. 
Background 
This research studies the wine-tasting community in Hong Kong. It is not an 
actual community in which all people meet and have face to face interaction. It is an 
imagined community of people sharing similar interests in wine and taste. 
Benedict Anderson used the term "imagined community" in a political sense, 
referring to the idea of a nation, in which its members although not knowing each 
other, "in the minds of each lives the image of their communion" (1983:6). He argued 
that through the government and media, people become united virtually as a 
community, coming to hold shared customs and value systems. As Anderson argued, 
"communities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style 
in which they are imagined" (ibid.). 
Tony Blackshaw (2003) studied working-class men (which he called "the lads") 
and wrote about an imagined community of leisure life in the age of globalization. “I 
agree with Anderson that in the minds of each member of 'the lads' lives the image of 
their communion... However, its stage in history is not the same as Andersons' 一 
» 
when freedom was only a rare and much cherished ideal. It is a time when freedom 
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depends on one's ability to consume... and what ‘the lads' consume in the leisure 
life-world is the image of their communion" (2003:104). 
I have borrowed their concepts of "imagined community" in using the term 
"wine-tasting community". Like citizens of a nation, the members of the wine-tasting 
community are distinguished by a shared quest~in this case, the pursuit of taste. 
They will never know most of the other wine tasters, yet in their minds they believe in 
sharing a similar habit and even passion. 
They created an imagined community through the consumption of wine and 
participation in wine tasting. By attending different types of wine-tasting events and 
carrying out shared tasting rituals, they use such imagination in the construction of 
their personal identity and value system of their own. wine groups, which are still 
rather diversified due to class and regional differences. 
Some wine tasters meet new friends through wine-tasting occasions, while some 
view wine as a social facilitator which they use to maintain ties and friendships. Mr. 
Chu, a young wine drinker in his mid twenties, told me that he believed whether one 
has a habit of wine drinking is mainly a result of his social network. "Many of my ‘ 
friends drink wine; as we hang out together, it is natural for me to drink it，，. In fact, 
members of the wine-tasting community tend to share similar background and social 
status, partly because the community in Hong Kong mainly expands through one's 
4 
already established social network.. 
One reason why social networks have an important role in one's participation in 
the wine-tasting community is that people newly interested in wine often do not feel 
comfortable to attend a wine-tasting event without the guidance of a more 
experienced wine-taster. Daisy, a friend of mine at her twenties, was interested in 
wine and sought to enter the wine community. However, she found it very difficult. 
She said, “I would like to learn more about wine, but without any knowledge of wine 
and not knowing the proper etiquette of wine-tasting, I don't know what to do and 
how to behave in a wine-tasting event.... It is a great experience to come (to a 
wine-tasting event) with you because you can teach me how to taste wine like a 
professional, so I won't be embarrassing myself . In other words, while the 
wine-tasting community is imagined and seemingly open to everyone, there is a social 
boundary of knowledge and etiquette that bars outsiders by making them feel 
uncomfortable and awk. 
Wine can be consumed at different levels. In this thesis, I have narrowed down 
my field by focusing on wine tasters, whom I define as people meeting the following 
three prerequisites: first, they drink wine regularly; second, they practice wine tasting, 
not only drinking; and lastly, they invest in gaining knowledge about wine. By using 
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these criteria, I limit the pool of informants to wine tasters instead of wine consumers 
of all levels. 
I develop this definition because classifications for previous studies on wine 
consumption, particularly for marketing purposes, are not completely applicable to an 
anthropological study of the wine community in Hong Kong. Previous studies have 
often divided wine consumers into different categories, in accordance with their 
frequency or purpose of consumption, their spending on wine, or the kinds of 
wine-tasting activities they participate in. For example, Steve Charters (2006) 
classifies wine drinkers into four categories: connoisseurs, aspirational drinkers, 
beverage wine consumers and new wine drinkers. However, as my fieldwork indicates, 
most wine tasters in the wine groups in Hong Kong are often a combination of 
connoisseur and aspirational drinker. Moreover, it is hard to classify and segment the 
group as most market researchers would, since during my fieldwork I witnessed many 
of my informants change their roles over time in accordance to the different occasions 
of wine tasting. 
I have placed little attention, on the mass of wine drinkers and focus on the 
relatively small group of wine tasters because, although drinkers constitutes a large 
proportion of the wine market, the wine tasters invest time and effort in learning about 
wine and are indeed more pivotal in defining, changing or modifying the general 
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understanding and pattern of wine consumption. As Freysinger and Kelly (2004) 
wrote in their study on leisure, even if only a minority of participants are regular, they 
often play a more significant role than the majority. "Others start activities but drop 
out. They do not invest themselves significantly in gaining skills or in other 
requirements that make participation satisfying. The major markets in leisure are 
those invested in the activity" (2004:171). 
Moreover, in wine groups and different kinds of wine-tasting events, wine tasters 
decide the characteristics of the group. Tasters are core, as they can assure the 
continuity of the community by their persistent participation. Therefore, looking in 
detail at the practices of wine tasters should allow us to understand how wine is 
consumed and how cultural meanings of wine are created. 
I have not included non-Chinese in the research in Hong Kong. This is due to the 
fact that over 95% Hong Kong citizens are Chinese. Beyond that, bringing in 
non-Chinese in the study would add too many variables into the analysis. Unlike 
Europeans, most middle-class Chinese wine drinkers did not grow up with a habit of 
wine consumption at home. They have learned to consume wine from friends and 
maintained this habit by becoming involved with wine-tasting groups. Instead of 
studying the non-Chinese drinkers in Hong Kong, at the end of the thesis I will use the 
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wine community in San Francisco to compare to that in Hong Kong in order to bring 
in and analyze the influences of culture on taste. 
The General (Mis)understandings of the Wine-Tasting Community 
The wine-tasting community is often misunderstood in Hong Kong. Before my 
participation in the wine tasting community, my imagination of a "typical" wine 
drinker would be that of young professionals, like lawyers or doctors； who gather after 
work in a fancy bar to have a sip of wine for relaxation or social purposes, as has been 
frequently portrayed in many local TV dramas. 
However, my first experience of wine tasting in 2002 presented a very different 
picture of wine and wine drinkers. While wine drinkers are popularly understood as 
social drinkers consuming wine for fun, I discovered that most tasters consider wine 
as an object of passion. They pride themselves in their seriousness in the act of wine 
consumption. Most wine tasters do not drink wine in bars, and they have a very 
different drinking pattern than the consumers of other alcoholic beverages. 
After years of participation in the wine-tasting community, I have also come to 
realize that wine-tasters often face a dilemma: while they are aware of the social 
status and cultural capital that they acquire through wine consumption, they tend to 
downplay the importance of such symbols, as they believe they are different from and 
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do not want to be associated with those who consume wine for its symbolic status. 
Poh Tiong Ch'ng, the publisher and editor of Asian Sommelier Guide 2007， 
discusses on the "difference between someone who loves wine and someone who 
wants people to think he loves wine. The first is a genuine interest and passion while 
the second is a struck-up, and stuck-up pose" (Ch'ng 2007:8). Not only was he trying 
to draw the distinction of genuine wine lovers and conspicuous wine consumers by 
identifying the reason behind one's act of wine consumption, those who consume for 
conspicuous reason are being looked down upon. 
Most wine tasters I talked to have expressed a similar view of wine consumption, 
claiming wine as something "to be enjoyed, even discussed, certainly to be served, but 
not as a crude instrument to measure or determine social status or 'class'" (ibid.). 
Although in the mass media wine is almost always portrayed as a combination of the 
symbols of knowledge, style and wealth, the members of the wine community tend to 
avoid such a stereotype as if it is a stigma of snobbishness. • 
While many people, especially non-wine drinkers, considered wine to be a 
product mainly for conspicuous consumption, wine tasters have understood wine not 
only as a symbol of lifestyle, but as their passion and an object of appreciation. Such a 
dilemma is commonly observed among the middle-class wine consumers, and hence 
leads to my interest in the study of the relationship of wine consumption and identity 
i. 
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construction. In the following, I shall look at the work of previous scholars on the 
relationship of consumption and identity. 
Literature Review 
Anthropologists who have studied food consumption look at food not only as a 
commodity for profit, but more importantly as an expression of identity. Looking into 
the cultural meanings of food and its function in the construction of identity, they have 
showed that the study of food products, including wine, has social and cultural 
significance. On one hand, food manifests people's identification with their own 
origin; on the other hand, it provides a "nonthreatening and pleasurable way to sample 
a new identity" (Halter 2000:107). 
One of the earliest anthropological books on drinking is Constructive Drinking: 
Perspectives on Drink from Anthropology, edited by Mary Douglas (1987). In this 
volume, Douglas highlighted the fact that alcohol is consumed not only for its 
alcoholic content, but more, for the things it symbolizes. She presents the 
consumption of alcohol not as a deviant behavior, but "a normal adjunct to 
celebration" (Douglas 1987:4). By looking at the consumption of alcohol in different 
occasions and different societies, this book illustrates an anthropological way to study 
drinks as artifacts, paying attention, "to the complex of attitudes, values, actions that 
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are associated with it" (Heath 1987:18，in Douglas 1987). 
Recent anthropological research on wine indicates that wine must be studied as a 
social fact whose meanings differ from country to country and from class to class. 
Marion Demossier, in his article "The Quest of Identities: Consumption of Wine in 
France", points out that wine is a strong signifier of religion, hierarchy and 
national/regional identities. He also suggests that the act of wine drinking is an 
iniportant area to study, for it "is above all a collective sharing, a place for a symbolic 
exchange", since wine drinkers often have "a need to express knowledge and 
pleasures associated with the consumption of wine". (Demossier 2001:15) 
Bjom Kjellgren (2004)，in discussing wine consumption in China, suggests 
mainland Chinese consume wine for a taste of modernity, a sign of the 
socio-economic status of the drinkers as well as their connection to the globe. Not 
only is wine significant to the drinkers of the upper class, it also carries "the promise 
of a brighter and healthier future also for the many who as yet cannot-afford it but on 
whose efforts and continuing belief in the market the system relies" (Kjellgren 
2004:17). 
Eric Ma studied the pattern of alcohol consumption in Hong Kong and explained 
the growing popularity of wine in Hong Kong as a result of an expanded cultural 
imagination of middle-class taste. "In the 1990s, an emphasis on sophistication, the 
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‘tasteful life，, and professionalism has generally evolved as the most highly-valued 
norm in the consumption of luxury goods. ... Red wine now in Hong Kong means 
refined taste, a concern for health, Westernness and, most importantly, a specific body 
of knowledge one has to acquire before one is able to appreciate the wine one drinks" 
(Ma 2001:133-134). He concludes that such rising interest in wine represents a pursuit 
of taste and a shift of identity among the middle class. Such ideas are pertinent to my 
research, since the aim of my study is to enhance our understanding of Hong Kong 
society through the study of wine consumption. 
Most previous research has addressed the cultural significance of the study of 
wine. However, while this research has confirmed that the study of wine consumption 
can help enrich our understanding of a given society, for example, its social structure 
and value system, the importance of taste in the consumption of food and drink has 
not been well studied. Very often anthropologists look for functional purposes of food; 
in other words, they study how the consumption of food and drink affects the eaters 
and drinkers in other aspects of their lives. They analyze the consumption of wine 
through a utilitarian or a symbolic perspective and ignore the experiential perspective: 
to understand "what people feel when they drink” (Charters 2006:133). 
The experiential perspective is an important part of consumption, in that when, 
people make the decision to eat and drink, they choose not only by evaluating food 
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and drinks in terms of functionality (for example, health concerns, cost and time), but 
also by evaluating the experience of such consumption. After eliminating the 
inappropriate choices, they often choose what they want to taste best; in other words, 
people make the decision to eat and drink partly through the conception of taste. 
Therefore, although, like many anthropologists, I look at the economic and symbolic 
aspect of wine in the discussion of symbols of social distinction, I also center this 
thesis on the discussion of taste and how its study contributes to our understanding of 
people's identity construction. 
In fact, I argue that wine is a most suitable subject to study in the understanding 
of taste, as wine tasting is more elaborate than that of other food products, as well as 
more popularly accepted and institutionalized. There is a well-established system and 
well-accepted custom in the discussion of taste in the wine community, making this 
research much easier to carry out than research on taste in other food or drinks. 
Wine and Society: The Social and Cultural Context of a Drink by Steve Charters 
(2006) is one of the few books that specifically look at wine in a cultural perspective, 
in order to "examine the cultural forces which have shaped both how wine is made 
and the way in which it is consumed" (Charters 2006: backcover). By looking into the 
production of wine, its consumers and the social dimensions that influence the wine 
industries, Charters demonstrates the different perspective of wine producers and 
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consumers and how various social, political and economic influences affect the wine 
world. It has been an important piece of reference in this research, since its detailed 
and well-organized discussions of the cultural significance of wine were tremendously 
helpful in the organization of my thoughts and the writing of this thesis. 
Wine Consumption as Trading Up 
Silverstein (2003) explained "Trading up" as paying "a premium price for 
remarkable kinds of goods that we call New Luxury~products and services that 
possess higher levels of quality, taste, and aspiration than other goods in the category 
but are not so expensive as to be out of reach" (Silverstein 2003:1). As wine is 
commonly assumed to be a luxury product in Hong Kong, consumption of wine 
among the middle class is often viewed as an action of trading up. 
. W h i l e wine tasters often think they buy expensive wine because they are willing 
to pay a higher price for a higher quality or a better taste, most wine drinkers and 
non-drinkers consider the consumption of expensive wines as acts of conspicuous 
consumption. In fact, assimilation into the upper class has long been studied and 
understood as one of the most significant strategies of identity construction through 
consumption. It provides a utilitarian explanation for the consumption of luxury 
goods. 
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Veblen's study of conspicuous consumption is one of the most influential 
writings on the pattern of luxurious consumption. In his book The Theory of the 
Leisure Class (1899/2005), he suggested that "conspicuous consumption of valuable 
goods is a mean of reputability to the gentleman of leisure" (Veblen 1899:49). He 
looked at wealth as the basis of the leisure class and money as increasingly important 
for the admission into such a class. While he acknowledged the importance of 
knowledge, manner and etiquette in the definition of class, he suggested that the 
definition of "classiness" in taste and style, in addition to wealth, was new~i t was a 
result of the emergence of the middle class, which had intruded into the earlier class 
structure of lower and upper class. 
When a person of the middle class tries to reach higher class levels, he/she must 
attain money "to overcome very material difficulties that stand in the way of his 
accent" as well as "a fair average complement of the pecuniary aptitudes" (ibid.73). 
To demonstrate their capital, the middle class becomes involved in conspicuous 
consumption of luxury items to emulate that of the upper class as well as to announce 
their superiority over others in the middle class. 
His theory of conspicuous consumption explains how fine wines can be used as a 
symbol of one's sophistication, since wine is a valuable good that gives its consumer a 
sense of worthiness due to its costliness (ibid. 44). Although mass production of table 
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wine now allows wine to be consumed at a cheaper price, the price of fine wine 
remains high and is still treated as evidence of wealth. Consumption of valuable 
goods like vintage fine wine, on one hand, gives middle class a feeling that they can 
cross class boundary through emulation and consumption of luxurious products. On 
the other hand, it also requires a knowledgeable consumption which specifies one's 
acquisition of wealth does not equate a rise in social class unless one also improves its 
cultural capital. It reinforces class differentiation by stressing the superiority of the 
taste of the leisure class, because the only people who have the cultural capital to 
understand what "good taste" is can be identified as a member of the upper class. 
Borrowing the ideas of Erving Goffrrian and his study of self presentation (1959), 
we can understand that conspicuous consumption of wine as a way for people to 
present themselves as members of the class of distinction. By associating oneself with 
this symbol of wealth and lifestyle, one puts on stage a display of the lives of the 
leisure class. 
However, while many people think of class in terms of wealth, in the wine 
community, it is clear that one's social standing is constructed not simply from one's 
possession of economic capital, but also on other symbolic values. Similar to what 
Veblen had observed, a new standard is created when too many people have come to 
possess economic capital compared to those in the upper class. Indeed, understanding 
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wine in its monetary and symbolic values is considered inappropriate in the wine 
community, as Ch'ng commented: 
Drinking expensive wine and talking loudly doesn't make you classy. And 
certainly not if you bring your own bottles, even magnums, to a wedding because 
you feel the host is serving wines beneath your 'class'... Anyone who does that 
is advertising vulgar behavior and minus-zero upbringing. (Ch'ng 2007:8) 
It is clear that class and social distinction cannot be justified by conspicuous 
consumption alone. While money is required as an entrance ticket, taste, an 
ambiguous concept unexplained by Veblen, functions to maintain and distinguish 
social hierarchy. 
Taste as a Combination of Symbols of Class Distinction 
Pierre Bourdieu has famously examined the concept of taste and its association 
with social distinction. Like Veblen, Bourdieu attributed the obsession with luxury 
consumption to the desire to become socially distinctive. However, he looked at taste 
and distinction not just as a signifier of one's class, but also as an important element in 
the construction of people's habitus, a term he used to "sum up the entire 'way of life' 
and ‘social and cultural orientation' of a given stratum of people" (Rojeck 2000:87). 
Unlike the previous classification of class, habitus is a more flexible term which 
allows different ways of lives for people of similar orientation. It also enables us to 
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understand the standard of elites as socially constructed and hence allows changes of 
such standards. 
In Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgemnet of Taste (1984)，Bourdieu 
examines taste. He argues that the art of drinking and eating is not about a 
biologically or physically sensitive palate, but the ability to appreciate the symbols 
and relationships embedded in food. Taste, as consumed in food, arts and other 
cultural goods, gives people a sense of one's place in social space, reflects their 
habitus and guides their choices in consumption in accordance with their social 
positions (Bourdieu 1984:466). 
Taste is also a field where people fight for the maximization of various kind 
capitals, including cultural, economic and symbolic ones. He characterized 
working-class meals as defined by plentifulness, focusing on the material reality and 
immediate satisfaction of food and drink. The bourgeoisie, through their commitment 
to aestheticization and stylization, signified a shift "from substance and function to 
form and manner" (Bourdieu 1984:196). Through progressive generations of 
assimilation with the upper class, people increase their cultural capital and knowledge 
becomes a power that is socially recognized as "excellence". As summarized by 
Charters, Bourdieu concludes that "consumers are classified by their taste and that 
taste results from the interplay of social origin, educational background and 
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'trajectory' (the direction of one's social mobility)" (Charters 2006:143). In other 
words, differences in taste imply differences in class and social hierarchy. A fine 
palate in wine indicates one's social distinction. 
While Bourdieu's understanding of taste as a symbol of distinction has been 
widely accepted by anthropologists and other social scientists and applied to the 
studies of different kinds of commodities, including art and music, this notion of taste 
has focused on the cultural part of taste, and undermined the physical aspect of taste, 
for example, the aroma, flavor and texture of food. 
Therefore, this thesis looks into the concept of taste not only in terms of its 
symbolic meanings, but also in the relationship of its physical characteristics to its 
cultural interpretations. Taste in wine is cultural but not only cultural; it is centered on 
a distinct physical basis, as we will explore later. 
Hong Kong, a City of Consumption 
Hong Kong has ranked first in the freedom of economy in the world for 13 
consecutive years (Kane 2007:206) and has provided its people with enormous 
freedom in the consumer market. Its high level of economic development and freedom 
of information flow turns it into what Chadha and Husband (2006) called a place of 
"fast-tracking Bourdieu", where development of "good taste" happened only in a 
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couple of decades instead of taking generations (Chadha and Husband 2006:136). 
Wine is one of the products symbolizing social distinction and its consumption has 
become especially notable in the last decade in Hong Kong, signifying "a refined taste, 
a concern for health, Westemness and, most importantly, a specific body of 
knowledge one has to acquire before one is able to appreciate the wine one drinks" 
(Ma 2001:133-134). 
The global trend of wine consumption spread to Hong Kong particularly after the 
economic takeoff in the region in the early 1970s. Since the mid-1990s，wine has 
taken over from cognac as the new status symbol in Hong Kong. In recent years, the 
wine market in Hong Kong has attracted much media attention, not only at the local 
level, but also at the international level, as Hong Kong has become more and more 
recognized as the new international wine hub. There has been a sharp rise in the 
import, export-and local consumption of wine in Hong Kong. 
In this research, I used middle-class Chinese wine tasters in Hong Kong as my 
key informants and their imagined wine-tasting community as the field for analysis. 
Middle-class wine consumers are chosen for two reasons. First, middle-class 
people on the one hand have the freedom to move across class boundaries, yet on the 
other hand find themselves lost in the social hierarchy. In Hong Kong, they are the 
group that most needs to construct and negotiates their own identities because of the 
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ambiguous definition of their status and the lack of widely accepted stereotype of who 
they are and how they should behave. 
Since this research is not only looking at the consumption of wine, but also at 
identity construction and negotiation, such focus allows me to easily observe the 
process and mechanism for identity construction. 
Second, wine consumers of the middle class are also a more sensible choice for 
the research than those in the lower class or the upper class. Wine is a relatively 
luxurious product; hence regular consumption of wine is almost absent from the lower 
class population. I must also admit to the fact that I have encountered many 
difficulties trying to research on wine consumers of the upper class, including the 
problem of accessibility to a very small population and the challenges of "studying 
up". 
Methodology 
To examine the phenomenon of wine consumption and analyze how individual 
identities and social values are created and negotiated through the discussion of taste 
in wine, both quantitative data and qualitative data are needed. Participant observation, 
unstructured focus group and informal interviews are used to elicit qualitative data 
related to the consumption of wine and identity construction in this research. I have 
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also used quantitative data from other research on wine consumption to help 
understand the development of the wine market in Hong Kong. 
Fieldwork was started in Hong Kong in October 2006, although I had my first 
experience in wine tasting in 2004. Over 30 wine shops, supermarkets and bars were 
visited and unobtrusive observation was conducted to collect demographic data, 
identify the shops' characteristics, and get a general impression of the pattern of wine 
consumption. 
I selected two wine shops where wine-tasting is frequently conducted for more 
frequent participant observation. Visits were made to these two shops, YC and CC, 
approximately 3-5 times a month, in addition to random visits to other shops and 
participation in wine tasting events when available. The two shops were selected 
because they not only provide wine for people to buy, but also space and facilities for 
peQple to taste and talk about wine. 
YC, located in one of the new towns in Hong Kong, is the wine shop that I 
visited most. The majority of its regular customers are middle-class or "new rich". 
The shop has a very strong wine group of around 30 members. Other than the few key 
members, the population of the group is constantly changing. However, there is a very 
strong bond among its members, even though many of them come from very different 
backgrounds. Among them, there is a retired construction site manager, a retired 
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computer engineer, a business owner, a cemetery director, a civil servant, a musician, 
a truck driver, a professor and several housewives. Their education background ranges 
from those who have not even graduated from elementary school to PhD holders. 
Some of the members speak only Chinese, while some have lived overseas and know 
multiple languages. People meet frequently and consume a rather large amount of 
wine. 
CC works by a totally different mechanism. It is a wine shop on Hong Kong 
Island, in a district surrounded by restaurants and residential buildings, but not the 
famous bar area Lan Kwai Fong. It offers free wine tasting in the evening every day.. 
Instead of a regular wine group, many of its visitors just stop by to try wine and 
purchase bottles of wine. Its visitors don't know each other and social ties exist only 
between the customers and the sales or shop manager. Some of its visitors are wine 
tasters who also attend different wine groups regularly. As the shop manager is very 
knowledgeable about wine, wine tasters often come to discuss wine information with 
the manager and ask for recommendations in picking wine for different 
wine-consuming events. The shop plays the role of a service center to the imagined 
community of the wine tasters. 
By continuous participation in the wine communities of these two shops, not 
only did I collect data on the practice of wine tasting and the general shopping pattern, 
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I also developed close relationships with members of the wine groups, which has 
enabled me to identify the social structure and participate in the creation and 
negotiation of the group identity. 
Informal interviews and unstructured focus group discussions, along with casual 
conversations, were conducted during fieldwork to try to help understand people's 
attitudes towards wine consumption. Topics varied in accordance with people's 
general understanding of wine, their recent experiences in wine consumption, recent 
news and other topics. In addition, 12 formal structured interviews were conducted 
targeting wine tasters of different backgrounds as well as other key actors in the wine 
business, like shop owners and salespeople. During such interviews, I have asked 
questions including "what does wine mean to you?" and "why do you (or your 
customers) enjoy wine so much?" in order to find out the meaning of wine to its 
consumers. 
I have also participated in large-scale public wine-tasting events, wine dinners 
and wine lectures. These experiences not only broadened my network, but also 
showed me different ways of interaction on different occasions. These will be further 
discussed later in this thesis. 
Archive research was also conducted, targeting mainly magazines and 
newspapers carrying wine-related news and advertisements. Textual analysis of press 
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releases and advertisements for a new housing estate using wine as its theme was also 
conducted to understand how the desire to be related to wine is generated and 
presented. Such data depicts the image of wine-drinking in mass media and is a 
crucial part of identity construction targeting both wine drinkers and non-drinkers. 
Challenges and Limitations 
While the thesis is written in English, the fieldwork in Hong Kong was mainly 
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conducted in Cantonese. Much effort was made to ensure accurate translations. At 
places where translation may lead to confusion, Chinese is provided for reference. 
Although this research deals mainly with activities carried out in public, I keep 
my field sites and informants hidden, using pseudonyms in order not to disrupt the 
wine group and expose it to a larger population. 
In addition, due to limited resources and time, a more thorough quantitative 
•. 
research was unfortunately not possible. While part of the research was designed to 
understand the general wine market in Hong Kong, it is important to notice that the 
data on the development of the wine market in Hong Kong mainly comes from 
interviews and archives, instead of from statistical data. 
This research should not be used to justify social stratification. Although this 
thesis looks at the meaning of social distinction and analyzes the rationale behind it, it 
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also reflects on whether the symbols of distinction are justified and reminds readers of 
the influence of stereotypes of class and status. 
Summary of the Thesis 
In Chapter 2,1 analyze the wine market in Hong Kong. The aim of this chapter is 
not only to provide a picture of the development of wine consumption in Hong Kong, 
but also to show how taste is culturally constructed. It takes a holistic approach in 
relating the changes of the wine market to the social, political and economic 
environment in Hong Kong. 
Chapter 3 illustrates the demographic characteristics of the wine community in 
Hong Kong. Integrating data from archives and my fieldwork experience, I give an 
overview of the population and describe four common types of wine tasting events 
that tie different groups of wine tasters together. 
In Chapter 4 I examine the patterns of wine tasting，understanding its philosophy 
through detailed examination of its basic principles and rituals. Using examples 
observed in large-scale wine-tasting events, the chapter shows how wine tasters are 
distinguished from less serious wine drinkers, and discusses differences of behavior 
that can affect social standing within the wine community. 
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Chapter 5 and 6 looks into how the symbols of wine are transmitted to the wine 
tasters and becomes part of their identity. Chapter 5 provides an analysis of the seven 
common symbols associated with wine and the rationale behind them, including 
Westernness, uniqueness, wealth, knowledge, leisure, aestheticism and health 
consciousness. Chapter 6 gives an illustration on how wine tasters in small-scale wine 
gathering talk about wine and how the interaction of and how recognition from the 
members in a wine group give powers to the participants. Through looking into the 
wine group in YC, I try to capture the principles that the wine community is based on. 
Finally in Chapter 7，I discuss my fieldwork in San Francisco and compare the 
wine communities there with the one in Hong Kong, in order to point out the 
influence of local drinking culture and how it makes the wine community here in 
Hong Kong a unique case. 
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Chapter 2 The Wine Market in Hong Kong 
Introduction 
Wine is commonly conceived of as a luxury item and a symbol of social 
distinction in Hong Kong. However, it has not always been a commodity of the elites. 
In many European countries, wine can be a beverage, a daily item of casual 
consumption. The difference in the development of the wine market in Hong Kong 
and those in Europe and North America must be addressed in order to understanding 
the culture of the wine community in Hong Kong. 
In this chapter, I examine the development of the wine market in Hong Kong and 
how its consumption is linked to Hong Kong identity at large. A holistic approach is 
taken in this chapter. I discuss the economic aspect of the wine market and put it in 
the context of the social and political environment in Hong Kong. Through 
scrutinizing the development of the wine market, this chapter illustrates the process of 
how wine becomes a popularized luxury item in Hong Kong, which led to the rise of 
the wine-tasting community. 
In the article "When is food luxury?，，，Marijke van der Veen (2003) points out 
that it is important to look at the transition process by which ordinary food becomes 
luxury or vice versa. She explains that luxury foods are: 
widely desired because they offer a refinement or a qualitative improvement of a 
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basic food and a means of distinction because they are not yet widely attained. 
Thus, they are not specific items of food, but rather those foods that in any 
particular place and time are regarded an indulgence and a status indicator. They 
are those food a society deems extravagant or unnecessary.... Each society 
determines which food are social necessities and which are luxuries, and this 
distinction reflects the social grammar of a society, its moral and political 
make-up. (van der Veen 2003:420) 
By looking at the development of the general wine market as well as wine as a status 
symbol in Hong Kong, this chapter reflects on the changes in the social grammar of 
Hong Kong society as affected by the economic, social and political environment. 
While the information given in this chapter is not directly relevant to the discussion of 
the construction of identity through taste within the wine-tasting community, it is the 
backbone of this thesis as it illustrates how wine has become an item representing 
social distinction in Hong Kong. ’ 
Consumption and Identity 
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, Hong Kong is an interesting and unique 
place where identity is extremely flexible, constantly under challenge and 
continuously being reconstructed. 
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Compared to communist China, where the state is considered the most important 
force to counter the strong influence of the market in the construction of one's identity, 
Hong Kong has developed a social value system strongly based on choice in the 
market. While traditional Chinese customs and philosophy are still widely celebrated 
in Hong Kong, modern Chinese society, particularly as governed by the PRC, has not 
been as widely accepted. In fact, the authority of the "mainland" is often challenged 
and sometimes even stereotyped as signs of an inferior, backward, dictatorial and 
uncivilized society. 
As a post-colony which has been returned to the China for just a decade, the 
threats of political shift and instability have not eased. Hong Kong has maintained a 
philosophy of flexibility and adaptation to change, finding its strength and confidence 
mainly on a strong economy. Freedom in consumption becomes one of the most 
important characteristics in the society of Hong Kong. 
The consumption of wine, in such circumstances, seems to many people just 
another option in consumption, of which their decision is solely a result of one's 
preference of taste and lifestyle. From an economic perspective, wine is just another 
commodity, what defined by Polanyi as an "object produced for sale on the market" 
(Polanyi 1944:75). 
However, previous scholars have also shown that the consumption of 
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commodities is far more complex than being induced by economic reason alone. 
Baudrillard looked at consumption not only as a consumption of goods, but also as a 
consumption of signs. He stresses that commodities are consumed as a symbolic 
complex, which reflects as well as solidifies social values.and cultural norms. 
Karl Marx was one of the earliest and most important theorists in the discussion 
of commodities and their relationship to the social and political environment. In 
Marx's analysis, commodities are defined as tilings valued more by their exchange 
value than their use value. The use value of objects is "a direct relation between the 
objects and man", while its exchange value is realized only "by means of social 
process" (Marx 1848:328). Commodities become fetishes when people ignore "the 
social relation between men" and in fact are more identified with "a fantastic form of 
a relation between things" (ibid.: 321). Scholars studying wine solely from an 
economic perspective have focused on the exchange value of wine and neglected the 
direct relation between wine and its consumers. ‘ 
Therefore, in order to understand the meaning of wine consumption to 
consumers, we must go beyond focusing the study on the level of price and utility. 
Instead, we need to look directly at how consumers relate themselves to the 
commodity. 
Anthropologists have long realized the importance of relations between objects 
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and their users. They argue that objects have arbitrary intrinsic values, that they "are 
desirable because of their meaning, because they stand for something else, for ideas 
and concepts, and because they trigger powerful emotions" (Wilk 2007:119). This 
direct relation between things and people has existed long before the development of 
capitalism and industrialization. Although globalization and consumerism accelerate 
and expand the search for symbols through the proliferation of consumption, they 
should not be regarded as the origin of such a phenomenon. 
As the meaning of an item is symbolic, often hidden and taken for granted, 
anthropologists often look into the changes of meaning of an item over time and space 
in order to understand its meaning. In this chapter, I will look into the development of 
the wine market and the meaning of wine in Hong Kong over time. 
The consumption of wine has been rapidly growing in the last decade in Hong 
Kong. However, this taste is new and people's understanding of wine has changed 
greatly since the 1960s，heavily subjected to the social，economic and political 
environment in Hong Kong. To understand the wine market and the development of 
wine as a status symbol in Hong Kong, not only must we look into the history of 
Hong Kong, but also at how changes of the society affect people's understanding of 
taste and hence affect their conceptualization of wine. 
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The Beginning of Wine Consumption in Hong Kong 
Wines in Hong Kong are all imported because there is no local wine production. 
Located in a subtropical region and under the influence of monsoon weather, Hong 
Kong's climate is too hot and wet for viticulture. The introduction of wine to Hong 
Kong can be traced back to the beginning of colonization and missionary activity in 
the region, accompanied by a rise of foreign trade and cross-cultural interaction. 
It should be noted that although wine was not available in Hong Kong before 
being imported fi-om the West, producing wine from grapes indeed had a very long 
history in China. Wine just never acquired a high level of popularity and social 
significance as it did in the West; Chinese liquors made of wheat, rice and/or other 
crops instead play a more important cultural and social role. Scholars (for example, 
Kjellgren 2003) have suggested that wine existed in China since 200 B.C. and may 
even be dated back to the Zhou dynasty (ca. 1100-256 B.C.)� . According to Hyams 
(1987)，Chan K'ien had reported in 128 B.C. to Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty that 
there was wine made from grapes in Ta-Yuan (or Ferghana Valley, referring to a 
region around the present Kyrgyzstan). However, it was not popularly consumed and 
“a thousand years later the Chinese were still re-introducing the grape-wine, 
cultivating small vineyards in certain provinces but still making wine only rarely, 
3 It was possible that wine existed in China for a long time as "wine-making from grapes need no 
inventiveness" (Kjellgren 2003). Yeasts needed for fermentation grow on grape's skin naturally, hence 
storage of crushed grapes would easily be turned into wine. 
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locally, and on a very small scale, as a curiosity" (Hyams 1987:237). 
While there has been no scholarly study on the introduction of wine to Hong 
Kong, studies of other regions have recognized that missionary activities and 
colonization were the main forces in the spread of wine production and consumption 
all over the world. 
Tim Unwin (1991) suggests that wine was introduced to colonies in the Americas 
and Africa for two main reasons. First, he notes that wine "formed an essential part of 
the diet of the conquistadors, and its consumption provided one way of, at least 
temporarily, overcoming the hardships of campaigning in inhospitable alien 
environments" (1991:220). Second, wine is closely linked to Christianity."^ Not only 
was wine a crucial part of the sacrament, but also Christ, as written in the Bible, had 
likened God and himself with vine and wine several times. 
.Unwin ' s analysis, particularly the first explanation, can also be applied to the 
introduction of wine into Hong Kong. As Hong Kong Island was ceded from China 
after the First Anglo-Chinese War (or Opium War) under the Treaty of Nanjing and 
became a British colony in 1842，it was likely that wine was imported to Hong Kong 
4 Unwin suggests that wine is related to Christianity in three main aspects. First, in the Bible, there 
were many stories likening Jesus Christ and the Jewish people to a vine, wine or a vineyard (Unwin 
1991:83-85). Not only did Christ tell parables about wine and liken himself to wine, the first miracle of 
Christ was an act of turning water into wine. Second, Unwin suggested that consumption of wine drew 
the differences of the Christian and the Jewish religion which required abstinence from alcohol. 
"Christian priests were under much less stringent rules concerning wine drinking than were Jewish 
priest" (Unwin 1991:140). Lastly, and most overtly, was the use of wine to symbolize Christ's blood 
during sacrament. “The symbolic drinking of wine as part of the Christian Eucharist, Mass or 
Communion, was to play a fundamental role in influencing the global distribution of viticulture, and 
the social and ideological significance of wine" (Unwin 1991:139) 
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by its European colonizers as a commodity of regular consumption, although it is 
impossible to prove this since no records exist. At the earlier phase of colonization, 
.most high-ranking government officials were British and wine was likely to be 
imported to maintain their need of a British lifestyle. In fact, Britain has been the main 
importer of Bordeaux wine since the century. British distributors (like Berry Bros, 
and Rudd) still play a prominent role in the wine market in Hong Kong today. 
My informants, experienced wine-tasters who had done some research on the 
topic, generally believed that the beverage was first introduced to Hong Kong by 
missionaries, which can date back in the region to the arrival of the missionary Matteo 
Ricci in Macau in 1582. Wine at that time was not drunk and consumed as a 
commodity. Although missionaries had resided and used wine in sacraments in Macau 
and Guangdong before the arrival of the British army and government officials, it is 
believed that wine had not been, imported in large quantity to the region until the 
arrival of British wine distributors after colonization. 
Wine remained a drink for the colonizers and a few rich Chinese in Hong Kong 
before the 1960s, as the local economy was weak and quite undeveloped. Even as late 
as the 1970s, most Hong Kong residents were working in the low-paying 
manufacturing sector. With low income and limited access to foreign products, wine 
was definitely a luxury item, out of reach for most Hong Kong citizens. It never 
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occurred to most people in Hong Kong to take a sip of wine. Instead, Chinese liquor 
was the popular alcoholic beverages at the time. 
The Beginning of Mass Consumption of Wine in the 1960s 
Wine consumption has gained popularity among the local middle-class Chinese 
in Hong Kong since the 1960s, spreading rapidly in the 1980s and reaching its first 
peak in 1996. The process of its popularization is closely linked to the development of 
the Hong Kong economy. 
In the 1960s，Hong Kong entered a stage of industrialization and a new class of 
"new rich" emerged. Before then, most affluent Chinese in Hong Kong were 
businessmen escaping from the civil war and Communist rule in mainland China. The 
new rich continued to grow in the 1970s and 1980s, when the property and stock 
markets prospered and "produced tens of thousands of rich people, ranging from 
billionaires to the members of the 'sandwich class^'" (Lo 1996:163). 
The 1960s and 1970s was also a time "when locally raised teenagers and young 
adults were eagerly searching for their own identities" (Lui 2001: 38). As Smart 
explains, "the rising affluence in Hong Kong since the 1960s created a market for 
consumer goods and provided the necessary conditions to support conspicuous 
5 Sandwich class refers to the middle class in Hong Kong. This group of people is not rich enough to 




At the same time, "a wide range of technological innovations in viticulture and 
vinification have taken place, designed not only to reduce the costs of production, but 
also to produce wines of invariant quality best suited to the emergent mass market for 
such products" (Unwin 1991:344). The global wine market was expanding due to the 
increase of wine production in the new world and the growth of wine consumption in 
East Asia. The rise of new world wine from countries such as South Africa, Chile and 
Australia made wine more affordable. With the drastic economic development in 
Japan and other East Asian countries, wine was quickly popularized and became a 
new fashion in East Asia beginning in the 1960s. 
As the economy grew, wine alongside other Western commodities was imported 
and consumed by people in Hong Kong. From the 1970s to the late 1990s, cognac was 
the most popular alcoholic beverage. Wine was not perceived as a prestigious drink 
and was treated like other alcoholic drinks. It was drunk, but not tasted, because its 
attraction lay in its "Westemness"^ and its alcoholic content instead of its taste. 
In the 1970s, Mateus Rose, a light-bodied rose wine from Portugal, was one of 
the most popular wines in Hong Kong. As commented by one of my informants, Mr. 
Fan, "while the rich and powerful drank cognac and brandy, Mateus Rose was a 
6 More discussion on the symbols ofWestemess can be found in Chapter 5. 
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cheaper alternative for the mass consumers... It was also considered as a drink for 
dating and for women because of its low alcohol content." It was popularly known in 
Chinese as Ma Tauh Louh Syu, which sounds similar to its Portuguese name but 
literally means "Mouse at the Pier". By its Chinese name it is clear that the wine was 
not a status symbol of the upper class and of social distinction at that time. It was 
considered a modern and relatively cheap drink (as compared to cognac) from the 
West, and became very popular in the 1970s in Hong Kong and widely consumed at 
meals and banquets. 
Mr. Shum, a wine connoisseur in his late fifties, explained that the low social 
status of wine in the 1970s was a result of wine's generally poor quality. He said that 
wine was not appreciated as it is today because the condition of wine in the 1970s was 
poor due to the lack of knowledge and facilities for proper storage: 
. L i k e China now, wine was not stored properly in Hong Kong then as temperature 
control systems were not popular, or even possible. Most wines were overheated 
and people could only drink after mixing it with soft drinks, because the wine got 
spoiled and tasted too bad to be drunk on its own. 
Before the 1990s, except for the few elites purchasing wine from a few major British 
distributors, most Chinese bought wine in local stores, which treated wine as no 
different from other alcoholic drinks like beer in stock. 
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First Popularization in the 1980s to the Early 1990s 
Wine connoisseurs that I talked to over age fifty started regular wine drinking in 
the 1980s or the early 1990s. Starting from the 1980s, Hong Kong shifted from a 
manufacturing-based economy to an economy based on finance. In general, "social 
class in Hong Kong has been based, quite nakedly, on money: the richer you are, the 
higher class you are" (Mathews and Lui 2001:8). 
However, since the late 1990s, the definition of social distinction has become 
more complicated. As a result of the expansion of tertiary education as well as the 
grwoth of the financial sector, an increasing number of middle class and professionals 
have emerged, hoping to redefine social distinction, based not only on one's wealth or 
social connection but also on one's knowledge and ability. 
Moreover, since China adopted the Open Door Policy in 1978 and the handover 
of Hong Kong's sovereignty to China was approaching in the 1980s and 1990s, many 
Hong Kong Chinese were eagerly looking for ways to distinguish themselves from 
"uncivilized" mainland Chinese, particularly through stressing the importance of taste 
and cultural competence, since many mainland Chinese are becoming rich and money 
slowly fails to function as the key factor of the distinction. 
In the 1990s, the Hong Kong economy grew so fast that its per capita income 
surpassed that of its British colonizer. At the same time, Hong Kong became the 
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world's leading importer of cognac (Van Westering 1994) because French cognac was 
"the ultimate symbol of prestige status and conspicuous consumption in Hong Kong 
society" (Smart 2005:111) since the 1970s. However, while cognac was still popularly 
consumed, in the 1990s, its status was slowly threatened by a rise of wine 
consumption, particularly among an emerging group of young professionals. 
As Eric Ma pointed out, "in the 1990s, an emphasis on sophistication, the 
'tasteful life，，and professionalism has generally evolved as the most highly-valued 
norm in the consumption of luxury goods" (2001:133). A trend favoring wine 
consumption has developed, since there is a large group of people with adequate 
money looking for "a refined taste, a concern for health, westemness and，most 
importantly, a specific body of knowledge one has to acquire before one is able to 
appreciate the wine one drinks，，(Ma 2001:134). Cognac, on the other hand, was more 
and more commonly viewed as a drink for the rich and yet unsophisticated, causing a 
decline in its popularity. 
The Years of Turbulence 1997-2002 
1997 was not only the year of the handover, in which Hong Kong became a 
Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China; it was also the year 
when Hong Kong suffered from one of its most severe economic downturns, as 
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affected by the East Asian financial crisis. Despite the reduction in wine duty from 
90% to 60% in 1997，the consumption of wine dropped dramatically in 1998 (Dewald 
2003), as the GDP of Hong Kong recorded its first decline in 30 years with a 
historically high unemployment rate and cuts in salary for most ordinary working 
people. 
The dramatic decline in wine consumption in 1997 forced many small wine 
shops and local stores to close. In addition, since 1996 was regarded as the best 
vintage for Bordeaux in the 1990s，many wine merchants invested in wine futures 
and were short of capital. The collapse of the local economy in 1997 thus seriously 
affected many wine businesses. However, it also drove the popularization of wine as 
distributors recognized a need to expand their market to the lower-middle class. In 
contrast to most people's perception that the older the wine is, the better it is, most 
wine should in fact be drunk young because its lack of tannin leads to the decline of 
its quality over time. Therefore, the need to sell the wine before its quality starts to 
decline pressured distributors to promote wine consumption to the masses. 
Two of the biggest wine chain stores in Hong Kong, Watson's Wine Cellar and 
Vins Gallery, both opened their first shop in 1998，in Central and Kwun Tong^ 
respectively, with the latter shop especially focusing on local middle class wine 
7 Most wine futures in Bordeaux are released in May and June the year after harvesting; i.e. the futures 
of vintage 2007 were released in May 2008. 
8 Central is the central business district on Hong Kong Island, while Kwun Tong is a traditional 
industrial area in Kowloon. 
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consumers in new towns，. Vins Gallery in fact is a signifier of wine consumption 
starting spread out from the sphere of the elites in Hong Kong Island to include the 
common middle-class in new towns in Kowloon and the New Territories. 
Despite all adversity, the wine market, after suffering a serious decline in 1998， 
has had a steady rise in wine imports, re-exports (mainly to China) as well as local 
consumption over the past 10 years since, even when the Hong Kong economy went 
through many ups and downs as affected by the collapse of the dot-com bubble in 
2000, the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001 and the outbreak of the Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, which greatly affected the local economy. 
In fact, the economic hardship in 2000 and the outbreak of SARS may have 
helped popularize wine among locals in Hong Kong. As mentioned earlier, wine since 
the 1970s has become a symbol of social distinction through signifying taste in 
addition to wealth. During these hard times, people shifted attention from wealth 
accumulation to the pursuit of knowledge and health, allowing wine, a drink that 
celebrates both values, to surpass cognac as a status symbol. 
During the economic recession in 2000, the government advocated the concept 
of lifelong learning and suggested a transition of the Hong Kong economy to a 
knowledge-based economy, developing policies to subsidize adults to take training 
9 As the traditional business districts became more crowded and the property became more expensive, 
the government-developed new towns in Kowloon and the New Territories became the popular 
residential areas for the lower and the middle class in Hong Kong. 
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courses. The media acted hand in hand with the government to promote continuous 
learning as necessary for one to maintain competitiveness and survive economic 
hardship. Under such circumstances, wine as a symbol of knowledge has easily won 
out over other alcoholic drinks to become a symbol of success and social distinction. 
Wine lectures became popular and an expectation emerged that wine salespeople 
would serve as educators for customers. More wine courses have become available 
not only for people in the industry, but also for wine amateurs and novices, for 
example, those offered by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups. Some wine 
courses became reimbursable by the Continuing Education Fund as part of 
government support for lifelong learning and the industry of tourism and catering. 
The SARS outbreak in 2003 also heavily affected people in Hong Kong, bringing 
significant social and cultural changes. During the outbreak, the government launched 
huge campaigns in alerting people to the danger of poor hygiene. The society 
suddenly became much more health-conscious. Such awareness in -the pursuit of 
health encouraged wine consumption even if people disliked its taste, as long as it was 
seen as contributing to one's health. For example, a local remedy to lower blood 
pressure by drinking wine with onion has become widely practiced. The increasing 
number of health drinkers facilitates the growth of the consumption of cheap table 
wine in Hong Kong. 
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In addition to social and economic changes, the wine duty in Hong Kong also 
fluctuated greatly in the last decade. Contradicting a government proposal released in 
August 2000 to develop Hong Kong as a regional wine distribution hub, the 
government decided to raise the duty rate on wine from 60% to 80% in the 2002/03 
budget (Economic Analysis Division 2003:236), in order to increase government 
revenue during economic hardship. This deterred the consumption of wine in Hong 
Kong and encouraged many regular wine consumers to go overseas to drink wine at a 
lower cost. 
Five years later, in 2007, when economic growth was becoming steady, the wine 
duty was lowered to 40%, as the government re-introduced a plan to develop the wine 
trade in Hong Kong. The taxes on wine as well as the necessity of having a license to 
import wine were finally abolished in March 2008, making Hong Kong at present one 
of the cheapest places for wine consumption in the world. It has hence attracted 
companies like Bonhams and Acker Merrall & Condit to hold premium wine auctions 
. i n Hong Kong (Berry 2008:3). 
The Current Wine Market 
Today, not only is the local wine market at its peak，but also Hong Kong is 
becoming more and more important in the international wine market. The VinExpo, 
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the largest wine and spirit exhibition, "staged every two years in Bordeaux—and 
overseas in alternate years" (VinExpo.com 2008), was held in Hong Kong in the 
summers of 2006 and 2008. In the wine auctions held on 1 June, 2008 in Hong Kong, 
twelve bottles of 1990 Domaine de la Romanee Conti were sold for HK$1.89 million, 
breaking the Asian record. With the rapid economic growth in China, wine merchants 
all over the world have come to Hong Kong for new opportunities. 
Not only is the wine market growing, it is also getting more popular on the local 
level. Wine columns are found in local newspapers like Mingpao and Oriental Daily 
and many middle-class based magazines including CUP, Mingpao Monthly and Hong 
Kong Economic Journal Monthly. A typical column often introduces two to five 
bottles of wine, gives background information of the vineyard or winery and discusses 
the aroma and flavor of each wine. 
Wine can also be found in almost all supermarkets in Hong Kong and has 
become a popular item in banquets, almost completely replacing cognac, which was a 
must-have item in the 1970s and 1980s. More and more restaurants are serving wine, 
and some even specialize in pairing wine with food. Bars are now offering fuller wine 
lists, and more are serving wine by the glass. The Sun Hung Kai Properties even 
developed a luxurious housing estate in Hong Kong named The Vineyard, featuring 
"chateau lifestyle", private cellars and regular wine tastings. It also sponsored a TV 
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program to introduce wine appreciation to the general public. Properties in the estate 
were quickly sold out soon after the estate was opened in 2007. It is obvious that the 
concept of wine consumption is popularly accepted and often celebrated as an element 
of an elite lifestyle. 
General Market Features 
While experts in the wine business have commented that the general wine market 
in Hong Kong is mostly free and flexible, providing equal chances and favorable 
conditions to international wine producers, it is also apparent that the market is very 
much dominated by French wines and flill-bodied red wine. Other types of wine are 
often much less appreciated and consumed in Hong Kong. However, these views do 
not contradict each other because they describe the wine market from two different 
perspectives. 
From the perspective of importers, the wine market in Hong Kong is free and 
flexible, mainly because there is no competition with local wine production and no 
“ regulation against any particular countries, regions or wine styles. Especially now that 
the wine duty is completely abolished, the importers are free to import and re-export 
wine in and out of Hong Kong, as long as they can pay for the transportation and 
storage. At the retailers' level, however, the wine market in Hong Kong is not so 
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flexible and free, due to the rather monotonous taste of consumers. Hong Kong wine 
drinkers have almost uniform preferences. 
Hong Kong wine consumers prefer red wine over white wine. Dewald's research 
(2003) showed that 82.6% of interviewers preferred red wine, followed by sparkling 
wine (11.8%). However, this has not always been true throughout the region. "In the 
1980s, as much as 65% of sales in Southeast Asia were white wines. Today in Chinese 
markets, that's switched to an 80% demand for reds" (Sinclair and Lui 2000). It has 
also been pointed out that the proportion of red wine consumed is increasing, partly 
due to the image of red wine "as a 'healthy' alternative to spirits, and a more 
sophisticated option to beer" (Italian Institute for Foreign Trade 2007:12). 
Most Asian wine drinkers, including those in Hong Kong, also prefer French 
wine over wine from other countries. According to the Hong Kong Trade Statistics 
provided by the Census and Statistics Department of the HKSAR，40.6% of wine 
imported to Hong Kong in term of value (excluding sparkling wine) in 2003 was from 
France. Australia was ranked second, constituting only 18.3% of the total import. 
Although the domination of French wine has been declining since the mid-1990s (in 
1996，French wine had a market share of 55.4%), it is obvious that "the consumers in 
Hong Kong are still consuming French wine the most, due to the wide recognition and 
long history of French wine in. the world market" (Italian Institute for Foreign Trade 
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2007:7). 
I was told by wine shop owners and managers that previously the wine tax was 
one big obstacle in the promotion of cheap table wines. Mr. Tsang, a wine shop owner, 
said, "unlike regular wine-tasters, most consumers of cheap table wines are those not 
willing to spend much money on wine. A wine tax of 80% drives the price up, and 
turns these people away. How can you convince them to spend $80 on a wine that 
worth only $50 when they do not even want to spend much on wine anyway?" 
Because the wine tax was abolished in 2008, it is anticipated that wine 
consumption will continue to increase, particularly in the area of cheap table wines. 
New-world wines, for example, from Chile and South Africa are expected to grow in 
market share. While people still argue on how this would affect the domination of 
French full-bodied red wines in the Hong Kong wine market, the growing popularity 
of wine consumption in Hong Kong is unquestioned. 
Conclusion 
Since the introduction of wine in the early stage of colonialism, it has taken over 
a hundred years for wine to be popularized and consumed by the masses in Hong 
Kong. Being introduced to the region as a drink of the colonizers and the elite, its 
consumption was limited to a small number of members of the upper class in the 
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Hong Kong society. With the rise of the middle class and the new rich in the 1960s， 
local people tried wine for a taste of affordable Westernness, as suggested by the 
success ofMateus Rose. 
With the help of a shifting economic focus from manufacturing to finance, a rise 
of local tertiary education as well as the return of educated Hong Kong Chinese from 
overseas in the 1980s，wine consumption was popularized and became understood as 
a sophisticated symbol of wealth and knowledge. While the economy went through 
many ups and downs in the last decade, wine consumption has continued to grow, 
slowly replacing cognac as a status symbol. 
The popularization of wine broadens the spectrum of wine consumers. More 
importantly, it intensifies the competition of social status through wine consumption 
and drives some ordinary wine drinkers to become wine tasters in order to maintain 
their social position as elites. Due to the fact that more and more people consume 
wine, the symbolic power of the act of consumption declines, and no longer indicates 
social status as much as it did. In order to be distanced from the uneducated new rich 
who can afford the drink, a small group of wine consumers target a higher level of 
consumption: a consumption of taste, which requires not only wealth, but also 
knowledge. In short, the popularization of wine consumption leads to the formation of 
a wine-tasting community in Hong Kong by broadening the spectrum of wine 
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consumers as well as creating the need for a more sophisticated type of wine 
consumption for maintaining social distinction. 
While it is hard to predict how the increased popularity in cheaper wines after the 
abolition of the wine tax in 2008 will affect the structure and the hierarchy of the wine 
market in Hong Kong, it is important to notice that the market was changing fast 
during the time when research was conducted, and that change is expected to continue 
in the years to come. 
With the overview of the development of the wine industry in Hong Kong and 
looking into the features of the current wine market, this chapter has illustrated some 
of the background factors of how wine became a status symbol in Hong Kong as well 
as the rise of the wine-tasting community. This paves the way for the discussion of the 
symbols of wine and the dynamics of wine tasting in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 3 The Wine-Tasting Community in Hong Kong 
Introduction 
After looking at the development of the general wine market in Hong Kong in 
the previous chapter, I will now look into the structure and rituals of the wine-tasters, 
i.e., people who practice wine tasting. Wine tasting is an activity in which the 
practitioners consume wine with specific rituals in order to acquire a more thorough 
understanding of the taste of wine. In the wine-tasting community, one's skills and 
knowledge demonstrated through wine-tasting is one of the easiest ways to distinguish 
themselves from the mass wine consumers. In contrast to people who see wine as an 
alcoholic beverage, this particular group of wine consumers creates an imagined 
community in which the nature of wine consumption is transformed from the 
consumption of a drink to the consumption of taste. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the wine-tasting community is an imagined 
community of people who share a similar interest in wine consumption with the 
particular focus on taste. In this chapter, I will first describe and analyze the concept 
of taste among wine-tasters. It is the root of the community and therefore must be 
studied in detail. Then I will identify who the wine-tasters are by comparing the 
socio-economic status of the wine-tasters observed in my fieldwork with the 
demographic data presented in Dewald's research (2003) on wine consumers in Hong 
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Kong. At the end of this chapter, I describe four types of wine tasting events, to give 
an overview of how wine-tastings are conducted and how the community is 
celebrated. 
The Meaning of Taste 
Wine-tasters frequently talk about taste. Taste, in fact, is the key subject in the 
study of wine and in. the conversations among wine-tasters. These people share their 
views on wine and discuss with one another how wine should be appreciated. 
However, even though the taste of wine is very frequently mentioned in the wine 
community, it is still considered by most as a mystical concept. Philosophers, wine 
critics and market researchers have all written on the meanings of taste, but no unified 
understanding of taste has been reached. Not only is there no universal definition of 
what taste is good, there are also doubts on whether such definitions can be or should 
be achieved, because people are still debating topics like the objectivity or subjectivity 
of taste, the methods to assess taste, and the relationship between taste and money. 
One of the inost recent publications on the subject of taste in wine is Questions of 
Taste: The Philosophy of Wine, edited by Barry C. Smith (2007). By looking at 
different philosophical aspects of the arguments, including the objectivity/subjectivity 
of wine, the relationship of knowledge and tasting as well as how wine quality is 
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evaluated, the book contributes to the study of taste in wine, and many of the 
arguments in the book will be further discussed later. However, like many previous 
studies, there has not been a shared understanding of taste in the book and the 
different understandings and interpretations have weakened the argument. Therefore, I 
feel it is essential to illustrate how taste is understood in the wine community before 
moving on with the discussion. 
Taste is often considered a matter of personal judgment. Many wine-tasters I 
spoke to said that "a wine is a good wine as long as you like it". As Mark Twain once 
wrote, "there are no standards of taste in wine, cigars, poetry, prose, etc. Each man's 
own taste is the standard, and a majority vote cannot decide for him or in any slightest 
degree affect the supremacy of his own standard" (Twain 1895, quoted from Zraly 
2005:15). Taste, in this sense, is subjective. 
However, as Karen MacNeil (2001)，in her book The Wine Bible, explains, 
wine-tasting requires both subjective and objective assessments. One's liking of a 
wine is subjective, but to determine whether a wine is of good quality or not, one 
needs the experience and knowledge to understand a wine objectively. 
Getting to the point where you are knowledgeable enough to have both a 
subjective and an objective opinion of a wine is one of the most rewarding stages 
in developing wine expertise. It allows you to separate your liking of something 
from its quality. (MacNeil 2001:3) 
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In other words, a wine that tastes good to you does not mean it is a wine of good 
quality. 
In fact, commenting on whether a wine tastes good or bad suggests that there is a 
judgment on quality, which is and can only be evaluated on an objective scale. The 
good or bad taste of wine, as well as the ability to distinguish such taste, is therefore 
not personal or individual, but must be socially recognized, or even socially 
constructed, as we will see in later chapters. 
To fully understand taste, one must not look at it as a single concept, but as a 
mixture of different meanings. I argue that the meaning of the taste of wine should be 
studied in three aspects, the physical taste, the symbolic taste, and the action of tasting. 
Although these three areas of taste are distinctive, they are interrelated and commonly 
not. individually acknowledged by wine tasters. I believe it is the confusion of these 
areas which result in the mystification of taste. 
The first part of taste is what I called the "physical taste". In Cantonese, it can be 
referred as meih douh (味道).One of the definitions of taste in the Oxford English 
Dictionary (2007) is the "quality or property of a body or substance which is 
perceived when it is brought into contact with certain organs of the mouth, etc., esp. 
the tongue" or "the particular sensation excited by anything in this manner" (Oxford 
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English Dictionary 2007). In the wine-tasting community, such a definition of taste 
has been expanded to include not just the sensation acquired by one's mouth, but also 
by one's nose. Wine-tasters often use "taste" to describe both the olfactory and 
gustatory sensation acquired through the consumption of wine. 
Since the physical taste is a result of chemical combinations and biological 
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reactions, people often believe that it is possible to be objectively and scientifically 
evaluated. Two obvious examples of easily measured physical gustatory taste in wine 
are the level of sugar and acidity. While most aromas described in wine cannot be 
scientifically measured, many drinkers are certain that the grape varietals of wine can 
be identified by their unique aromas. For example, the hint of lychee in a white wine 
signals a high possibility that it was produced by a grape called gewustraminer. The 
taste of what is commonly known by tasters as "cat's suggests the white wine 
is very likely made of Sauvignon Blanc. John W. Bender (2008) also claims that 
when you smell the fierce, honeyed aroma of a Sautemes, you are smelling 
botrytis; when you find your Comas a little ‘barnyardy，，you are detecting 
brettnomyces; that 'corked' bottle that you sent back at the restaurant because it 
smelled like wet newspaper really does smell of wet newspaper because that is 
how 2, 4，6-trichloranisole smells.... (Aromas) are grounded in veridical 
perception and are chemically justifiable. (Bender 2008:127). 
Cat's pee is the signifying aroma of Sauvignon Blanc, especially those produced in the Marlborough 
region in New Zealand. In general, cat pee usually describes "a pungently 'perfumed' mix of herbs, 
asparagus, green bean and bell pepper" (Murphy 2005). 
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Although the physical taste may be chemically grounded, it is difficult or even 
impossible to measure. In addition to the basic olfactory and gustatory taste, the 
physical taste also includes the integration of different senses, their balance and the 
complexity, which cannot be quantified and scientifically evaluated. 
The second part of taste is "symbolic taste". This taste can be understood as "the 
sense of what is appropriate, harmonious, or beautiful; esp. discernment and 
appreciation of the beautiful in nature or art; spec, the faculty of perceiving and 
enjoying what is excellent in art, literature, and the like" (Oxford English Dictionary 
2007). It is viewed as a standard of style or manner which exhibits one's aesthetic 
discernment and cultural competence. In Chinese, it is equivalent to ban meih (品 
味yi . Some believe it can be ranked or evaluated through a standard approach 
developed by wine experts, while others believe it is a personal experience. 
.Taste in this understanding sets its basis upon the physical taste of a wine and is 
expanded to include the resemblance to its place of origin as well as the imagination 
and inspiration aroused by the consumption of wine. For example, wine tasters often 
describe wine as masculine or feminine. These symbolic tastes are developed based 
on a combination of physical taste, aesthetic senses and social values. 
Not only can taste be understood physically and symbolically, taste is also a verb 
Ban is a word referring to class. Historically it is a marker of power among government officials. 
Ban is also often used as a verb meaning evaluating with appreciation, especially in something with 
aesthetic values. 
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that people use to describe the action "to try the flavour or quality of by the sense of 
taste; to put a small quantity of (something) into the mouth in order to ascertain the 
flavour, etc" (Oxford English Dictionary 2007). In Chinese, it is understood as ban 
seuhng (品嚐)• Seuhng is an action which is carried out to facilitate the acquisition of 
both physical taste and cultural taste, particularly of food and drink. In the dictionary, 
taste is also defined as the action “to have or take a taste of (food or drink)... only as 
much as is sufficient to try or perceive the taste of, to eat or drink a little" (Oxford 
English Dictionary 2007). Therefore, tasting also has an implication that the tasters 
should not drink in large quantity. 
Although these three understandings of taste seem distinctive, they are in fact 
built upon one another. In fact, it is exactly the interrelation of the different meanings 
of taste that makes the debate on how wine should be assessed and evaluated difficult 
to conclude. 
Physical taste is commonly thought to be most scientific and objective aspect of 
taste due to the fact that part of it can be evaluated by scientific methods, for example 
by measuring the level of sugar and acidity through laboratory tests. However, its 
objectivity is questioned as its reception depends on people's olfactory and gustatory 
sensitivity as well as their cultural competence. For example, a person who has never 
tried lycliee would not be able to analyze and describe a gewustramimr as such; 
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instead, he may refer to other fruits with a similar aroma. The discernment of aroma 
and taste is therefore not only a biological reaction, but also a reflection of one's 
experience. 
Since symbolic taste is a reflection of one's aesthetic discernment and cultural 
competence through the extension of one's experience of physical taste, such taste 
cannot be scientifically evaluated either. However, such taste is often quantified 
through ranks, grades or scores by evaluation schemes developed by experts in the 
wine community, like wine critics, connoisseurs and sommeliers. 
Therefore, a wine that tastes good may simply seem palatable to some wine 
tasters, but aesthetically inspiring or pleasing to others, as a result of the confusion of 
physical taste and symbolic taste. Due to the different understandings of taste and the 
difficulty to assess taste, the wine-tasting community has developed a distinctive 
culture which highlights social interaction and encourages people to share their 
experiences and opinions of wine, in order to incorporate individual subjective 
understandings into a more objective and shared view through group recognition. 
Who are the People in the Wine Tasting Community? 
After discussing the meaning of taste, let me now examine the social and 
economic status of wine-drinkers and tasters in Hong Kong. With limited resources, I 
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have depended mostly on data collected through my fieldwork as well as data that are 
publicly available, including government statistics and a few journal articles, 
especially Dewald's article, "Wine Consumption in Hong Kong" (2003). While this 
report was published six years ago, I do not find the data outdated. Dewald conducted 
a telephone survey and collected qualitative data on wine consumption in Hong Kong. 
Most of its data on wine consumers corresponds to my fieldwork experience, as 
presented in the discussion that follows. However, since the report focused on the 
general public and their habits of wine consumption and this thesis looks into the 
more specific group of more sophisticated wine tasters, some discrepancies are found. 
Research on wine in Hong Kong has also been conducted by�market research 
companies. However, most recent data is too expensive to access and limited in 
distribution, and hence cannot be used in this thesis. 
Gender 
As pointed out by Dewald (2003) and also witnessed in my own fieldwork, the 
wine market in Hong Kong is dominated by men, in both the distribution and the 
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consumption sectors. Although the number of female drinkers is growing fast, 
particularly in the entry level and slowly in the connoisseur level too, the professional 
level is still male-oriented. Many women now work in wine-related industries; 
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however, they are mainly responsible for management, marketing or clerical work. 
Most wine buyers and sommeliers are men. In my field sites, I saw that most female 
participants attended wine-tasting events only with their husbands or boyfriends. 
More men are found participating in wine-tasting events alone than women. I also saw 
that female tasters spend less on wine than their male counterparts, as most wines are 
paid for by their male partners. 
Age 
Dewald's research (2003) shows that there are more wine drinkers than 
non-drinkers only in the young to middle-aged groups (26-35 and 36-45). This 
corresponds to my fieldwork experience, in which most participants in large-scale 
wine-tasting events are between 25 to 45 years old and most participants in wine 
gro\ips are between 35-55 years old. 
I also noticed that the proportion of participants from certain age groups changes 
in accordance to the format and nature of the tasting community. For example, 
location often affects the average age of participants. Bars tend to have a larger 
proportion of younger wine consumers, especially 20-30 years old. In addition, online 
discussion boards are popular among younger tasters to share information on wine 
and organize wine-tasting events. 
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On the other hand, most private or invited wine-tasting sessions for connoisseurs, 
particularly those in wine shops, have a large proportion of participants over 40 years 
old. This is very likely a result of one's increasing economic capital, knowledge, 
experience and social networks with age. Younger wine tasters are less frequently 
invited to special tasting sessions due to its lack of financial and social capital. 
Level of Economic Capital 
One's expenses with wine do not necessarily correlate with one's wealth. 
However, as wine is a relatively expensive drink, particularly wines consumed in a 
wine group, it is a legitimate guess that most of its consumers belong to the middle to 
upper class and have a higher level of economic capital. Dewald's research also shows 
that wine-drinkers have "a higher overall income than non-wine drinkers" (2003:60). 
Mr. Li, a knowledgeable wine taster in his 50s，said, "drinking wine does not make 
you a person of the upper class, but it definitely shows that you have extra money to 
spend. After all, one cannot afford to drink wine if one is starving". 
I also noticed in my fieldwork that the economic capital of wine tasters varies in 
accordance to the location of wine groups. For example, it is easier to find people with 
lower education level or more financial strained in wine groups in new towns. Since 
large-scale wine tasting events are usually cheap, there tends to be a larger proportion 
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of lower-middle class participants. Certain wine tasting events, like wine dinners, 
charge rather expensive admission fees, and hence are attended mainly by wealthier 
patrons. Some wine clubs also impose not only an expensive membership fee, but also 
a strict referral system to limit their memberships to people with both economic 
capital and social networks in order to highlight the members' elitist status. Mr. Tang, 
a member of a renowned wine club, said he knew rich people whose membership 
applications are not accepted as they lack social skills and nomination from accredited 
referees. By setting such restrictions people with little social capital are barred from 
participating in activities held by these clubs. 
Education level 
Dewald's research shows that "41.8% of the non-wine drinkers had not 
completed their secondary education as compared to 19.3% of the sample of wine 
drinkers. One quarter (26.7%) of the sample of wine-drinkers had finished tertiary 
education as compared to one tenth (10.9%) of the non-drinking sample" (Dewald 
2003:57-58). This indicates that "the higher the education level attained by a person 
the more likely they are to consume wine" (Dewald 2003:58). I also observed that 
most wine groups and wine shops only provide wine information and event notices in 
English instead of in Chinese or bilingually, indicating that their members are usually 
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of higher education level. 
As a whole, it seems to me that one's economic capital is a more influential 
factor in determining one's habit of wine consumption than one's education level and 
age. First, one's participation in wine consumption is not necessarily in proportion to 
their education level. Younger wine tasters tend to have a higher education level, 
although they generally have less experience and are less willing to spend money on 
expensive fine wines. This is mainly a result of the reform in Hong Kong's education 
systemi2 as well as the development of Hong Kong's economy, which allow the 
younger generations more opportunities in education regardless of their family 
background. 
Second, my observation suggests that the generalization provided above is not 
always applicable. I observed that only few students in university consume wine. 
Even though many university students drink alcoholic beverages, wine is not a 
popular choice. Although this group of educated youth is knowledgeable, they do not 
consume much wine. I also found that there is a larger proportion of less educated and 
yet very experienced wine tasters in some wine groups that have a generally older 
population. 
12 Hong Kong government started six years of free compulsory education to all children in 1971 and 
later extended to nine years in 1978 as a mean to increase the education level as well as to stabilize the 
society after the 1967 ript. 
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To sum up, while the wine-tasting community is quite diversified, with people 
ranging from their early twenties to over sixty and from the lower-middle class to the 
upper class, educated middle-age male wine tasters make up a dominant position in 
the community, just as they made up a dominant position in the society at large. While 
I mostly agree with Dewald's findings, I found that there are many regional 
differences and tasting styles, which will be further elaborated in the following 
discussion. 
... 
Four Types of Wine-Tasting Event 
There are many occasions in which people taste wine. It can be done alone or in 
a hotel ballroom with over a thousand participants. While the members of the 
wine-tasting community may not know each other, wine-tasting events are organized 
in _ i c h they meet other wine-tasters and strengthen the imagined relationship of the 
community. In the following, I look at four of the most common types of wine-tasting 
events in Hong Kong in which people of the wine-tasting community get together to 
pursue this special interest in taste. 
Large-scale Public Tasting Events 
A large-scale public wine-tasting event is defined as wine tasting that is open to 
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the public with hundreds of participants. These events are often organized by wine 
businesses (like shops and distributors) and Sopexa Hong Kong in order to promote 
wine consumption. These events often charge an admission fee (usually ranging from 
HK$150 to HK$300 per person) and serve over a hundred wines. As large-scale 
public tasting events are costly, the organizers often hold these events once a year as 
their biggest promotional event. Examples include the Grand Tasting in the World 
Wine Week organized by Watson's Wine Cellar and JW Marriott Hotel and the 
Everyday Bordeaux Wine Fair organized by Sopexa as part of Le French May 
festival. 
In a large-scale public tasting, the most common practice is that everyone is 
given a glass when entering the venue, which they later use to taste different wines. 
Twenty or more booths or small counters are set up, each stationed by representatives 
of a wine shop, winery or distributor, displaying a variety of wines. Some wines 
displayed are for sale only; others are available for tasting as well as for sale. To taste 
wine, attendees have to go to one of these booths or counters and ask the 
representatives for tasting. The representatives often ask the preference of the taster 
before filling the glass with a tasting portion of wine. The taster can continue to taste 
the other wines served at the counter or move on to another booth, until they have 
enough. .Food or snacks are often served in small portions, brought by 
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waiters/waitresses walking around the venue. People can taste wine in any order and it 
is rare for people to taste the same wine multiple times. 
Depending on the organizers and the scale, the booths or counters are sometimes 
arranged in the alphabetic order of the names of the wine shops or wineries, and 
sometimes in accordance with the origin, characteristics or styles of the wine being 
served. Sales are done mostly by placing orders with delivery services, meaning the 
customers have to order by the case of twelve bottles or at least in relatively large 
quantity. Cash coupons are commonly given with the tickets to encourage people to 
place orders in these tasting events. In order to encourage sales as well as to keep 
people staying for a longer period of time, people placing order are often given 
chances to enroll in lucky draws. The attendees are welcome to leave a name card or 
contact information to the organizer as well as to the wine shops' or wineries' 
representatives, so that they can be included on their contact lists to receive 
information on future promotion or sale. 
Four out of the five tasting events of this style that I attended were held at hotel 
•• ballrooms in order to accommodate a large number of participants. They were all 
scheduled to start in the afternoon and lasted until the early evening (usually between 
1pm to 6pm). A private tasting was sometimes held for the representatives of the 
participating wine businesses and other special guests before the venues open up to 
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the public, so that the involved parties can interact and build up relations without 
disturbance from the crowd in the public tasting. 
These events are usually widely advertised, not just targeting regular wine 
drinkers, but also novices and people who are inexperienced in wine. For example, the 
Everyday Bordeaux Wine Fair 2006 was advertised alongside many art performances 
including operas, movies and concerts in the Le French May Festival. The organizers 
and participating wine businesses use these occasions to promote wine drinking to the 
general public and establish new relationships as well as to strengthen connections 
with potential customers. 
Medium-scale Tasting Events 
Medium-scale wine-tasting events are usually semi-public. Some are jointly 
organized by mass media and bars or restaurants, while some are organized by wine 
shops and wine distributors, particularly for their regular customers. Such tasting 
events usually have a quota of 30 to 100 attendees. Depending on the organizers, such 
events can be free, or can charge an admission fee, usually between $100 and $300. 
The formats of these events vary. They are less standardized than the large-scale 
public tasting events discussed above. In order to accommodate tasters of different 
levels, they are usually held as a blend of wine lecture and wine dinner. Many of these 
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events have a theme. For example, Ming Pao jointly organized a wine-tasting event 
with Creek Wines prior to Valentine's Day to teach young wine consumers about wine 
and food matching. Sopexa also organized wine-tasting events in multiple wine shops 
and hotels to promote wines from the region of Alsace, France. 
Participants are usually given a glass when they arrive, or even a set of glasses if 
space allows (for example, when it is held in a restaurant). A speaker or host will start 
the event by giving a general introduction of the organizer, the venue and some basic 
information and skills of wine-tasting. Wine is passed around, served in a particular 
sequence, and each participant is. given a tasting portion of each wine. To prevent 
people from pouring too much, wine glasses are often marked to indicate the right 
portion for tasting. Wine pourers which stop wines from pouring after a certain 
amount (usually 1-2 oz.) are sometimes placed in the mouth of each bottle. The host 
usually tells the attendees the background information of a wine and describes his/her 
perception of its taste. Participants then taste the wine, before the speaker moves on to 
the next one. In each tasting event, participants can usually taste five to eight different 
wines. 
Food or snacks are often served in small portions. Unlike the large-scale tasting, 
food and wine are served to all participants in the exact same order in a medium-scale 
tasting so that each wine is matched with the right food. 
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Since these events are often held in bars, restaurants or wine shops with limited 
space, a smaller number of attendees are allowed. Therefore, such events are usually 
promoted through membership programs or mailing lists and are not as commonly 
known as the large-scale tasting events. Early registrations and deposits are often 
required. 
Private Wine-tasting Events 
Private wine-tasting events are most common, and yet also most hidden and 
mysterious in the wine community, because the organization is highly dependent on 
the participants and their social networks. In addition to personal networks among 
friends and family, these tastings are sometimes organized through wine shops and 
online forums. 
As the groups tend to be small and intimate, the tastings are usually less 
organized. People often know each other beforehand and maintain the relationship 
and the informal organization by meeting regularly for wine-tasting. Even the 
newcomers usually know some participants, or else they would not be informed of the 
events. The format is also very flexible, but the most common practice is that a small 
group of wine-tasters gather in a restaurant, wine shop or the home of a participant to 
share few bottles of wines. These tastings usually have between 4 and 15 participants. 
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The network expands usually through participants bringing in new friends, yet 
most of these groups seek not to expand too much. Indeed, it is more important for 
these groups to maintain and intensify the already established relationships among 
their members than to recruit new members. 
Unlike the large-scale public wine-tasting mentioned above, these private tasting 
events are more relaxed concerning the rituals and rules of wine tasting. Depending 
on the group, in some events people share wines with specific themes or even a 
particular list of wines, while in some other events, particularly those held in a wine 
shop, people open wines randomly. In Chapter?, I shall further discuss a wine group 
which frequently holds private wine-tasting events to illustrate the way people interact 
in these events and the implication and influences on participants' self-identity. 
Wine dinners 
Wine dinners are a particular form of wine tasting event, in which both wine and 
food are served to enhance the experience of tasting. It is also the most expensive 
event in wine tasting, with prices usually ranging from $800 to $2000 per person. A 
\ 
11 
vertical tasting of the famous Le Pin with paired food was priced as expensive as 
$8800 per person. 
13 Vertical tasting refers to tasting wines from the same winery in different vintages (i.e. year of 
production). Horizontal tasting, on the other hand, refers to a wine tasting of wines from different 
wineries in the same vintage. 
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Wine dinners are usually organized by wine shops or wine distributors. 
Winemakers or representatives of wineries are often invited as special guests to 
introduce the wine and give information concerning the vineyards and wineries. 
Wines are served in a particular order to match with the food. In recent years, with an 
increasing number of restaurants which have sommeliers to provide professional 
recommendations or offer menus with wines and dishes that are already paired up, 
wine dinners can be more easily organized by individuals who have less experience in 
wine-tasting. 
The size of wine dinners often depends upon the venue, the organizer and the 
wine served. As I have observed, the number of participants typically ranges from 10 
to 50 attendees. Early registration is required, although walk-ins are sometimes 
allowed when space is available. Each participant is usually given a set of glasses 
(usually five to eight), one glass for each wine. Each dish is accompanied by a 
specific wine, and wines are generally served separately in order to avoid confusion. 
The cost and the organizers of the wine dinners have a direct influence on the number 
and types of participants. Usually, the more expensive the wine dinners are, the more 
experienced the participants are. 
Wine dinners are often held in restaurants serving European cuisines, but I have 
received 组 increasing number of invitations to wine dinners at Chinese restaurants in 
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recent years, as many wine shops are trying to promote the pairing of Chinese food 
with wine. 
These four types of wine-tasting events accommodate different types of 
wine-tasters. Large-scale public wine-tasting events are often the most comprehensive 
in the practice of wine tasting rituals, which will be described in more detail in the 
next chapter, even though there often are a large proportion of novices. Most 
experienced wine tasters have established their own small wine tasting groups in order 
to enjoy more expensive wines with people who have learnt the art of wine 
appreciation. Generally speaking, private wine groups tend to be the most diversified 
and flexible, because most professional as well as unprofessional wine tasters can 
easily seek or organize a group that fits their needs. 
« 
Conclusion 
This chapter begins by discussing the meaning of taste and offers an introduction 
of who the wine tasters are and how the wine-tasting community is organized. 
At the beginning of this chapter, I examined the meaning of taste and the idea of 
a wine tasting community. I defined taste and elucidated its three levels of meaning. 
By pointing out the differences of taste in the physical and symbolic aspects, as well 
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as the idea of tasting as an action, I sought to illustrate the complexity and 
interrelations of the three levels of taste, which are important for us to understand the 
philosophy behind the practice of wine-tasting and how it facilitates the generation of 
an imagined community of wine-tasters. 
I also presented a general picture of who the wine consumers are by the 
discussion of their social and economic status based on both qualitative data collected 
from my fieldwork and quantitative data collected from previous research on wine 
consumption in Hong Kong. It can be said that most of the participants of the 
wine-tasting community shared similarities in gender, age and economic status as well 
as education level. The common Hong Kong imagination of a wine taster as a middle 
aged educated middle- to upper-class man, although a stereotype, holds some degree 
of truth as these are characteristics the majority of wine tasters share. Such 
information is particularly relevant to my discussion in Chapter 5，in which I analyze 
the symbols of wine and the concept of social distinction in Hong Kong. 
The illustration on the four types of wine-tasting events gives a general account 
of the occasions in which wine tasters , in Hong Kong get together to celebrate their 
community. It showed how different wine-tasting events are organized to attract and 
accommodate the needs of different groups of wine-tasters. Further discussion of the 
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large-scale public wine-tasting events and small-scale private wine-tasting events will 
be provided in the following chapters. 
* 
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Chapter 4 The Rituals of Wine Tasting as Expressions of Identity 
Introduction 
Understanding who the wine consumers are and where the wine-tasting 
community gathers is only the first step to understanding the culture of wine-tasting in 
Hong Kong. To understand what actually happens in a wine tasting and how people 
interact in the wine-tasting community, in this chapter, I scrutinize the practice of 
wine tasting and how breaches of the wine-tasting rituals distinguish the wine tasters 
from the inexperienced wine drinkers, particularly as witnessed in large-scale public 
wine-tasting events. 
As briefly mentioned in Chapter One, wine tasters are very particular in their 
practice of wine tasting rituals in order to more accurately assess the taste of wine as 
well as to be distinguished from casual drinkers who consume wine as an alcoholic 
beverage or conspicuous drinkers who use it as a tool to demonstrate their wealth. 
While it is true that wine tasters sometimes drink wine not for taste but for 
alcohol, socializing or businesses, such distinction is a common topic in wine groups 
and is very important to most wine tasters. Their obsession with taste often gives them 
a feeling of superiority or a higher social standing than conspicuous and casual 
drinkers. It also justifies their regular acts of alcohol consumption which otherwise 
might become a negative social stigma. 
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On occasions of wine tasting, there are often a series of rituals or behaviors that 
people follow. According to Clifford Geertz, ritual dramatizes symbols and beliefs of 
a religion (Geertz 1973:127). It involves a "symbolic fusion of ethos and world view" 
and helps to "shape the spiritual consciousness of a people" (1973:113). While the 
wine tasting community is not a religious community, the steps of wine tasting must 
be viewed in a similar way as religious rituals, practiced as a celebration of the sacred 
idea of taste and carried out almost as a moral obligation of the members of the 
wine-tasting community. 
For most wine drinkers or novices who have little knowledge of the philosophy 
behind the practices of wine-tasting, the rituals are superficial and are unnecessary. 
However, in the eyes of wine tasters, deviance in the rituals, no matter how minor, is a 
breach of the norms of wine tasting, and exposes the identity of casual wine drinkers 
and-novices. By observing one's practice in wine-tasting rituals, including breaches, 
and the way one discusses wine and related subjects, wine tasters are able to identify 
other members of the wine-tasting community from general wine drinkers. 
In the following, I shall first illustrate the basis of the rituals~physical taste—at 
three levels: sight, aroma and flavor. Then I will describe the steps of wine-tasting, in 
which rituals are practiced to facilitate the assessment of taste. Looking into the 
differences between how tasters and drinkers carry out such rituals, I will explain how 
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tasters, by the display of their skills in the tasting rituals, are distinguished and given 
special attention in the wine-tasting events. At the end of the chapter, I use examples 
of "wine talk" to illustrate how tasters are distinguished from ordinary wine drinkers 
by their engagement in the discussion of wine. Most examples in this chapter come 
from observation and fieldwork in large-scale public wine tasting-events, in which we 
can find the largest proportion of wine novices and drinkers among all wine-tasting 
events and the execution of the full set of rituals. 
Sight, Aroma and Flavor 
The essence of tasting a wine is to try it in a small portion in order to get both a 
subjective and objective understanding of its physical and symbolic taste. It is 
different from wine drinking, which is a behavior of wine consumption without 
paying particular attention to the wine's taste. To appreciate the taste of wine, wine 
tasters carry out a sensory assessment by conducting a careful evaluation of a wine's 
sight, aroma and flavor. 
The sight of a wine refers to the elements of color, clarity and tears (the drops of 
wine in the bowl of the glass after swirling, also called legs). The color of a wine give 
hints concerning the grape varietals used, its age and the condition of its production 
(e.g. ripeness of grapes and the method of wine making). The clarity of a wine is 
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directly related to the condition of the wine (for example, cloudiness suggests that 
wine has oxidized) as well as the production method (the use of filtering, which could 
indicate the origin of wine as certain regional laws prohibit filtering wine). The tears 
are an indicator of the alcohol content of a wine, which gives the tasters some ideas of 
the ripeness of grapes when harvested and where the grape comes from. 
The aroma (also called the nose) of a wine not only gives information on the 
grape varietals used, the characteristics of particular vineyards or winemakers and the 
vintage (e.g. through assessing the ripeness of the grape when harvested), but also the 
condition of wine (e.g. whether it has been heated, oxidized or corked). It is often 
considered the most important part in the assessment of a wine and has the most 
vocabulary to describe it. 
According to experienced wine tasters, the oral flavor of a wine is in fact the 
least informative aspect of wine. Compared to sight and aroma, it has the least 
vocabulary. However，it is still considered crucial as it confirms previous judgments 
based upon the assessment of color and aroma, as well as enabling the examination of 
the balance, integration and complexity of the wine. 
While much information can be found on the labels on wine bottles, wine tasters 
pride themselves on their ability to identify such information solely from tasting a 
wine and the ability to appreciate wine as it is，uninfluenced by the information 
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provided on the bottle. Sometimes wine-tasters practice blind tas t ingstast ing and 
assessing a wine with no information given (e.g. by covering the labels on the bottle, 
or even serving the wine in a decanter or a glass without presenting the bottle), in 
order to acquire an objective and unbiased perception of the taste of wine. 
A series of elaborate tasting rituals has been developed to maximize the 
acquisition of information concerning sight, aroma and flavor. Although not always 
fully practiced, the community has developed a standardized procedure in 
wine-tasting: "sight", “sniff’，"sip", "slosh" and "spit" known as "the five Ss". These 
steps are always described and explained in most wine b o o k s 14，although the 
terminology may differ. Simply put, a taster first looks at the colors and hues of the 
wine, then sniffs to learn about its aroma, sips to explore its taste and sloshes to 
maximize the experience of aroma and flavor, and spits it out to examine its finish 
(the feeling that lingers in one's mouth) and to minimize the effects of alcohol. A 
skillful presentation of the complete tasting ritual of the five Ss would'help one to be 
identified as a taster instead of a drinker. 
These steps are created for a systematic analysis of the taste of wine. In other 
words, these steps are designed for assessment instead of appreciation. At most wine 
drinking occasions, these steps are not necessary since information on the wine drunk 
For example, Standage(2005)，Zraly (2006) 
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is provided on the label and the disturbances from the surrounding environment 
prevent an accurate assessment of the taste of the wine. 
Through an analysis of some of the differences in the practices of rituals between 
drinkers and tasters as observed in large-scale public wine-tasting events, I will now 
demonstrate how the boundary between wine drinkers and wine tasters is understood. 
The Practices of Tasting Rituals in Large-Scale Public Wine-Tasting Events 
I have attended five public wine-tasting events over the past two years. Many of 
the younger wine drinkers, including me, have their first experience in wine tasting at 
such events. Attracted by the glamorous and stylish image of wine tasting， 
inexperienced drinkers often find public tasting an easily accessible place to satisfy 
their curiosity about the mysterious wine world. Many wine drinkers also attend this 
type of tasting as it is a cheap and convenient way to sample a large number of wines. 
While such events attract many novices, many experienced wine tasters are not 
particularly enthusiastic about participating in this type of wine-tasting, mainly 
because they do not find the wines served in such events attractive. Experienced wine 
tasters also tend to have a wine-tasting group which they attend regularly. Mr. Wong, a 
wine-taster in his 60s with over 30 years of wine experience, told me that he only 
attended this type of wine-tasting once, when he was invited and given two free 
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tickets by a friend who was one of the organizers. He told me that it was an economic 
and convenient way to taste wine, but "the wines served are not what I want" and he 
preferred wine-tasting in his own wine group in which he can socialize with friends. 
In large-scale wine-tasting events, even a person who is attending a wine-tasting 
event for the first time would immediately notice the different treatments received by 
an experienced wine-taster and a novice. I remember in my first attendance at such 
event in 2002, which was also my first real experience in the wine-tasting community, 
I saw a wine shop representative secretly hide a bottle of fine wine behind the booth 
and pour it only to tasters who seemed experienced, including Mr. Lee, with whom I 
randomly chatted in the tasting event. Mr. Lee asked the representative to let me try 
the wine and asked my opinion of it. Not only did the representative serve me the 
wine reluctantly, she also put her name card back to her pocket as soon as she heard 
that I was a student and was new to wine tasting. Later in my fieldwork, I often found 
that wine shops and wineries participating in these events served fine wines that were 
not listed or publicly displayed only to seemingly experienced and knowledgeable 
tasters as well as to their regular customers. Sometimes the experienced tasters can 厂， 
also skip through the order of tasting to taste the more expensive wine without having 
to try out the cheaper ones first. 
Similar experiences are common among the less experienced wine drinkers. Amy 
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and Sarah, both university graduates in their early twenties working in the finance 
sector, went to a large-scale wine-tasting event with me. It was their first experience 
in attending a wine-tasting event. They told me afterwards that they felt they were 
being treated differently and felt out of place, “maybe because we don't know enough 
about wine". Amy said, "some [representatives] won't even look at you. It feels as if 
they pour you wine to make you go away.... When I ask for a certain wine, they often 
pour me another one." While part of their negative feeling come from 
misunderstanding of the tasting rituals (which will be explained later), it is also clear 
that some participants are treated better than others because they are wine tasters, 
which mean they regularly consume wine and are more willing to spend on it. 
It is a reasonable claim that the display of one's cultural capital through the 
tasting rituals in these wine-tasting events is a display of social status and often 
rewards the performer with economic and social benefits. In order to enjoy the 
privileges of sampling unlisted expensive wines, wine tasters attending these 
large-scale wine-tasting events often proactively seek to be distinguished from the 
large number of novices, including paying additional attention in the performance of 
the full set of rituals in wine tasting, which are in fact not as fully practiced in most 
other occasions. Moreover, by acting ostentatiously professionally in these events and 
standing out from the crowd of novices, experienced wine tasters may also expand 
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their network in the wine-tasting community by exchanging name cards and contact 
information with the representatives of the wine businesses. 
In the following paragraphs, I present a detailed examination of how the 
assessments of sight, aroma and flavor are facilitated through different rituals and how 
an experienced wine taster and a novice may differ in their performance of such 
rituals. The comparison shows how wine tasters act differently from common drinkers. 
It is also the case that their actions influence their experience in the wine-tasting event, 
determining whether privilege in tasting more expensive fine wines would be given to 
them. By carrying out these rituals and claiming the identity of a wine taster, one 
claims to have social and economic capital. 
I shall argue, in the following sections, that taste is not only sensual and 
biological, but also carefully constructed and calculated in the wine-tasting 
community. These events offer a convenient occasion to sample a large variety of 
tastes and offering many chances for the participants to test their tasting skills and 
ability. By looking at the information given on the labels or by the salesperson, a 
taster makes predictions of what kind of taste the wine provides. By looking, smelling 
and sipping, the taster experiences the wine and assesses whether they have made an 
accurate prediction or not. By the end of the wine-tasting event, while many common 
wine drinkers do not really gain discernment, wine tasters usually gain experience and 
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feel more confidence in their judgment of taste. In other words, the rituals are carried 
out as an expression of one's knowledge and experience in wine tasting. 
Assessment of Sight 
To assess the quality of wine through one's eyes, one has to know what to look 
for. As mentioned earlier, an experienced wine taster can tell much about the wine 
simply by examining its color, its clarity and its tears. While a novice often takes a 
cursory glance at the wine, a wine-taster knows that one should hold the glass at an 
angle of 30-45 degrees, looking at the wine from above, examining not only the center 
where the color is most concentrated, but also the rim, where the color gives 
information on the age of the wine. 
To make such assessment more overt, many novices hold the glass up, in order to 
observe the beautiful hue of a wine under light, which reveals that they are not 
examining the wine in a professional way. In fact, an attentive wine-taster holds the 
glass against a white piece of paper or cloth. Such action is a common practice in 
“ wine tasting, as it allows a more objective judgment on the wine's color undisturbed 
by the background. 
Many people also like to look at a wine while swirling the wine in the glass, in 
order to appreciate the beauty of the swirling wine. However, to examine a wine, it is 
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more important to look at the wine after, not during, swirling, in order to observe the 
tears. To ignore the tears would be an indicator of carelessness in tasting. 
While these rituals provide you information of the wine and are important to the 
tasting experience, they do not enhance the experience of taste. Rather, they serve to 
give the wine taster an idea of what the wine may taste like before trying it. Once the 
wine is poured, wine tasters carefully examine whether the wine's color, clarity and 
tears are the same as their prediction. I have heard participants telling the salespeople 
in amusement that a certain wine is lighter or darker than they expected. For wine 
tasters who do not have any prior information concerning the wine, they base their 
prediction on their ability to taste, which the rituals can supposedly enhance. 
Assessment of Aroma 
The aroma of a wine, according to many wine tasters I talked to, is most 
indicative in assessing a wine's quality and characteristics. Therefore; its assessment 
is often considered the most important part of wine tasting, to which people pay most 
attention and spend most time discussing. It also has the most elaborated vocabulary 
and rituals. 
While it is hard to tell whether someone has smelt and understood the aroma 
simply by observing their action, wine tasters tend to sniff rather overtly, for example 
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by taking a long deep breath or multiple quick sniffs. Another typical behavior of 
wine tasters is to stick one's nose directly into the glass. Most young ladies attending 
public wine-tasting events do not sniff hard, as it is an inappropriate or even, rude 
behavior in normal circumstances. However, a serious wine taster would certainly 
stick his/her nose into the glass, even risking leaving marks or stains on one's face. 
Swirling the glass is also an important part of wine-tasting because it is believed 
to be an important act which concentrates the aroma in the center of the tasting glass. 
Due to its peculiarity~swirling is rarely deemed appropriate in other 
occasions一swirling is also commonly recognized as an act particularly carried out by 
wine-tasters, even to people who knew little about wine tasting. When I introduced 
wine tasting to many of my friends who are new to the wine world, one of the first 
questions they asked was that of how to swirl a glass smoothly and swiftly. 
.To correctly swirl a glass, one has to hold the glass by the handle, not the bowl, 
and swirl smoothly by the movement of the wrist or by moving the glass in circles on 
a sturdy flat surface like a table. It takes some practices to swirl a glass smoothly and 
• swiftly, but it is very easy to learn. Those who cannot properly swirl a glass are clearly 
not experienced wine tasters. 
Those who swirl too much, on the other hand, would be viewed as pretentious, 
for they have apparently neglected the real meaning of swirling, which is to facilitate 
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the assessment of aroma. Because swirling facilitates oxidization, except for fine 
wines which sometimes need additional aeration to bring out the aroma after years of 
storage, swirling too much would weaken the taste of wine. Once when a friend and I 
were tasting wine in a bar, both of us agreed that one wine-taster looked pretentious 
and even phony. After a period of observation and discussion, we came to the 
conclusion that it was his continuous acts of swirling without sniffing that betrayed 
him. 
For wine tasters who have made predictions of a wine's taste by its look as well 
as the information given，they analyze whether there are differences in the aroma 
experienced and in their imagination. As the rituals of swirling and sniffing can 
magnify their experience of the wine's aroma, these steps are often given extra 
attention. For common wine drinkers, however, who may not first make a prediction 
of taste, these rituals do not matter as much. While the wine tasters are often excited 
to try each wine and test themselves, some wine drinkers may become bored. Without 
an organized system to understand and describe aroma, the whole experience may 
simply seem bizarre to them. 
Assessment of Flavor 
To assess the flavor of a wine, the two rituals involved are "sipping" and 
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"sloshing". "Sipping" basically means getting the wine into one's mouth. It seems 
easy, but most new wine drinkers are identified by taking too small of a sip. While 
drinking tea or coffee in small sips is a common way to show one's appreciation for 
such beverages, wine should always be tasted in a portion of half a mouthful, because 
due to the effect of tannin and acidity, the flavor cannot be fully appreciated in smaller 
portions. 
Tasters also "slosh". By drawing in air while holding the wine in the mouth, 
sloshing strengthens the wine's aroma and flavor by facilitating aeration and allowing 
the wine to reach all parts of the mouth. Sloshing is always the least practiced ritual. It 
gives the taster a funny look and causes him/her to make strange noises, but it also 
gives a taster capital because it is rarely seen in regular wine drinking occasions and 
less known to novices. A wine taster would by now find out through these steps 
whether he/she had made an accurate prediction of the tannin, acidity and sweetness 
of the wine. 
The Final Step: Spitting 
"Spitting" is commonly practiced in large-scale wine-tasting events, although it 
.“ • 
is rarely seen in other wine-tasting occasions, where tasters often swallow the wines 
served. One reason for this is that such wine-tasting events often serve more than 100 
» 
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wines. Most attendees would taste over 30 of them. Therefore, without spitting, it is 
very easy to get drunk. 
Spit tubs (buckets for spitting) are placed in every counter or booth in large-scale 
wine tasting events. They provide not only convenience, but also create social 
pressure for one to spit in such an event. The organizers tend to present the event very 
seriously, with a strong focus on wine-tasting, in order not to be misunderstood as a 
social event or a drinking party. Spitting thus becomes a crucial action to the claim of 
a tasting event because when one spits it shows that the attendee is not here for 
drinking alcohol. In other words, spitting empowers the actor by elevating his/her 
status in the wine circle into the level of appreciation: it signifies going beyond the 
profane level of alcohol consumption to which might be considered the sacred level of 
tasting. 
However, many novices find it difficult to spit for two main reasons. First, it is 
culturally inappropriate to spit in public. Spitting is regarded as a rude behavior to be 
carried out in public in Hong Kong, particularly because spitting has been used as a 
stereotype against mainland Chinese. It is considered an unhygienic and inconsiderate 
act, and hence a sign of low education level and social status. At normal 
circumstances, it should only be conducted when in necessary at the backstage. While 
spitting is a social taboo in most circumstances, in wine tasting it is not only 
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legitimized, but even exalted in the front stage. Many newcomers find it hard to adjust 
to the scene of public spitting. 
Second, it takes some skill and practice to spit properly into the spit tub. As 
mentioned in many wine reviews (for example, Steinberger 2002), spitting with 
accuracy and distance is appreciated or even admired as a signifier of an experienced 
wine-taster. One cannot spit too close to the bucket as there may be splashing; yet too 
much distance makes it difficult to spit inside the bucket without" dripping on the 
surroundings. Although spitting skill is competitive only among the top level of 
wine-tasters (like sommeliers and wine critics)，a good spit makes one stand out as a 
professional taster, because most wine-tasters in Hong Kong rarely spit in their 
regular wine-tasting activities. 
Discarding wine directly from the glass to the spit tub also requires special skills. 
One has to slightly turn the glass while pouring the last drops of the wine or else wine 
will drip from the rim and get the handle dirty. It signifies the end of the tasting 
procedure of one wine and sets the stage for the next one. 
After evaluating the taste, a serious wine-taster often jot notes on his/her 
experience and writes down the assessments of the taste of wine. By doing so，one 
concludes an ephemeral experience and turns it into a potentially longer-lasting one, 
which can be recalled later by reading the notes. 
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These rituals are not intended to be performed, but to be carried out naturally. All 
these details may not seem significant to novices or inexperienced drinkers, but 
experienced wine-tasters have taken these rituals of tasting for granted and any breach 
is often very obvious. While mastering the rituals and the skills does not instantly 
qualify one as a taster, the inability to follow such steps is an absolute indicator of 
one's lack of experience, which result in being neglected or less attended by the 
salespeople in the event. 
The elaborated rituals in wine tasting also remind the participants that the 
wine-tasting events are occasions for assessing taste. In fact, I argue that one's 
appreciation of wine is not as important as one's ability to discern and assess wine in 
these events. As mentioned before, fine wine are not commonly served in these events 
and many experienced wine tasters do not bother to attend these tasting events 
precisely because these events are not places to appreciate the beauty of wine. In these 
large-scale wine-tasting events, where most of the participants are novices in wine 
consumption，the rituals are carried out as expressions of one's identity as a wine 
taster. 
Beyond Tasting： Wine Talk 
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Knowing how to access the quality of wine is only the first step of getting 
involved in the wine-tasting community; being able to talk about wine and share one's 
feelings and opinions on wine is just as important, at least in large-scale public 
wine-tasting events. In addition to the standardized wine-tasting procedure, or the five 
Ss, another important part of the tasting ritual is "wine talk". Wine talk refers to all 
conversations aroused by wine-tasting. These conversations are an important part of 
public wine-tasting because observation of one's practices in rituals can only hint at 
the skills and experiences one may have in wine tasting, but not at how the 
participants think about the wine tasted. Through wine talk one can easily assess the 
wine knowledge the others have and also their preference in taste. This also gives 
hints as to one's social and economic standing. 
Ms. Yu, a young wine novice, commented on her experience on attending a 
public wine-tasting event. “I enjoyed tasting different kinds of wine, but I was 
embarrassed when people asked me what I thought of the wine since I often didn't 
know how to answer". Many new wine drinkers have similar experiences, particularly 
• because they recognized that they are being judged by their answers. 
In a large-scale public wine-tasting event, I have noticed two most frequently 
asked questions. The first question is "what wine would you like to try?". It is asked 
when a wine-taster reaches a tasting booth that offers a wide range of wine. Tasters 
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can simply point to the wine they want, or describe the flavor they are looking for. 
Many drinkers instantly point to the most expensive wine; however, this is often not 
considered an appropriate answer, as a serious wine-taster is expected to follow the 
tasting orders tar t ing from the wine with the weakest flavor and progressively 
moving to the strongest one, which is often also the most expensive one. In one 
wine-tasting event, I saw a salesperson in the counter of a famous chateau in 
Bordeaux insist on having the tasters follow the tasting order and refusing to serve 
wine to people who only want to drink the most expensive wines available. 
In fact, it is frequently observed that no matter what flavor the tasters prefer, for 
example, "a fruity low-tannin red" or "something like Pomerol" (a region in Bordeaux 
that makes wine mainly firom merlot), they are often served wines in the same 
sequence and hardly ever would they be served the most expensive wine at the very 
beginning. The only exception is when a wine taster asked for a white wine, he/she 
would not be served with a red wine, because white wine is usually lighter and drunk 
before red wines. Nonetheless, these wine tasters will eventually end up in the same 
sequence after tasting all the white wines served. 
After being served a wine, the taster may also be asked "what do you think of the 
wine?". This is not an easy question to answer, especially for a novice. The.simplest 
answer would be "I like it" or “I don't like it". However, as mentioned above, the 
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wine-tasting events are not designed for people to appreciate wine. Whether the wine 
is liked is not as important as the question of why a wine is liked. Tasters often further 
elaborate on why they like or dislike the wine served, by saying something like “I like 
the hint of cinnamon in the wine" or “it is sweet/acidic/tannic/aromatic". Those who 
cannot articulately present what they think of the wine, which requires not only 
knowledge of wine tasting but also the correct use of wine vocabularies and jargon, 
are regarded as less experienced drinkers. Those can pass the test, on the other hand, 
are sometimes asked to taste the more expensive reserved wines. 
In a large-scale public wine-tasting event, as we have seen above, there are 
elaborate rituals and practices which might seem mystifying for most novices. 
However, these rituals reify the symbols of taste in wine and help to distinguish the 
wine tasters, who not only recognize that they are being observed, but also actively 
put ‘ their skills and knowledge on stage，in order to celebrate their beliefs in 
wine-tasting, and gain respect as well as other advantages, including the right to taste 
expensive reserved wines and gather more power in bargaining for purchases. 
Conclusion 
Looking into the actual practices of wine-tasting in large-scale public 
wine-tasting events, it is clear that people (whether wine-tasters or not) go to these 
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occasions not just to enjoy the taste- of different wines. In fact, I argue that, in these 
events, the taste of wine is less important than the act to display taste. As mentioned 
earlier, many experienced wine tasters often find the wines served unattractive and 
hence do not attend. While those who do attend claim they go in order to try out wines 
of different tastes, it is also observed that the events are used as social occasions to 
introduce their skills and knowledge in wine tasting to their friends with less wine 
experience and to thereby gain status and social capital. 
The importance of these events in the wine community should not be 
underestimated. While these events are held only three to five times a year, these 
events play a significant role in expanding wine tasters' networks in the wine-tasting 
community. Not only do these events serve as occasions in which wine tasting novices 
are welcome to participate, test their skills, learn and interact with other members of 
the wine tasting community, they also introduce wine shops and distributors to new 
and experienced wine-tasters, which may later develop into a - new business 
relationship. As many experienced wine-tasters acknowledge, some fine wines are 
rare and hard to find, especially those of specific vintages. Only through a close tie 
with wine distributors and importers would the wine-tasters be allowed to find the 
special wines they want, for example, by placing special orders to the specific 
wineries; collectors or dealers from other countries. These wine events are on one 
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hand a show of wines, and on the other hand, a show of the important wine 
distributors in Hong Kong. 
Not only can we see how wine tasters and wine drinkers act differently in this 
chapter, we can also see that, in the wine tasting community, the symbol of taste has 
been elevated almost to a religious level, in which there are elaborate sets of rituals to 
celebrate and highlight its important role. 
In fact, the differences in the ritual practices are often results of the discrepancy 
in the philosophy of wine-tast ingthe assessment of taste versus the simple 
enjoyment of wine drinking. For example, holding a glass up to look at the reflection 
of light is an act of enjoying the hues, but not an act of assessing the taste. Many 
novices leam from observing what wine tasters do and following their actions, not by 
understanding the reasons for such actions or the philosophy behind them. As Amy, 
the-new wine drinker mentioned earlier, told me, "wine tasters swirl their glasses. I do 
not know why they swirl, but since I am drinking wine, I have to learn to swirl too in 
order not to embarrass myself . For the new wine drinkers, these rituals are practiced 
symbolically and are believed to be able to somehow engage them into this particular 
interest group because these actions help them to better enjoy wine. However, the 
novices miss the point that wine tasters often do not drink for simply the enjoyment of 
taste, but also drink to sample and assess tastes. 
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More importantly, noticing the differences in the practices of the wine rituals is 
the first step to distinguish wine-tasters from wine drinkers and hence to draw the 
boundary of their community. Such discrimination between wine tasters and drinkers 
is found in almost all wine-tasting events, while most comprehensively and explicitly 
carried out in the large-scale public events. As Anthony Cohen (1985) argued, 
"awareness of community depends on consciousness of boundary" (paraphrased and 
quoted from Rapport and Overing 2000:62). By finding commonalities and 
identifying differences, wine-tasters are able to associate themselves with this 
imagined and socially distinctive wine-tasting community and separate themselves 
from the less sophisticated wine drinkers. 
Through these illustrations, we can see that people are not consuming alone, 
even if they attend these tasting events on their own. Through their observation and 
social interactions, people find identification of themselves through witnessing the 
commonalities and differences they have with other wine consumers.“ 
In large-scale wine-tasting events where many novices attend and people hardly 
know each other, people are interacting and competing through the display and 
maximization of one's capital by exhibiting their wine-tasting skills in-the practices of 
elaborate tasting rituals. In order to emphasize the role of taste in wine, especially to 
novices and wine drinkers, the wine tasters employ a more rigid practice of rituals, for 
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example, by including the rarely practiced step of spitting. 
However, the most intriguing part of these events is that while the taste of wine is 
showily celebrated through displaying the most elaborate practice of rituals, the real 
physical taste of wine is not given much attention. As mentioned earlier, wines served 
in these events are rarely expensive wine of excellent quality. For experienced 
wine-tasters and connoisseurs, it is not easy to find a wine that fits their high 
expectation of physical taste in these occasions. These events therefore become 
occasions for people to display taste more than to experience taste. As physical taste is 
I 
not what the wine drinkers and tasters seek in these tasting events, I argue that the 




Chapter 5 The Symbols of Social Distinction in Wine Consumption 
Introduction 
As argued in the conclusion of last chapter, in large-scale wine-tasting events, the 
display of taste is more important than the actual acquisition and assessment of the 
physical taste of wine. What, then, do wine tasters get from participating in this game 
of displaying taste? 
In this chapter, I aim at understanding the symbols embedded in wine 
consumption. These symbols represent some of the core values underneath the idea of 
social distinction. They lure people to participate in wine tastings, even if they are not 
particularly fond of the physical taste of wine, by casually creating an association 
between wine tasters and the elite class. 
"Things are more than things. They have meanings of taste, style, and 
identification. We identify who we are in the society with our things" (Freysinger and 
Kelly 2004:366).Wine is one of these things that have meanings which people can 
identify with. Wine is often defined and understood by wine tasters in terms of the 
symbols it carries, while its real substance, an alcoholic beverage made of fermented 
grape juice, is commonly neglected. 
Victor Turner defined a symbol as “a thing regarded by general consent as 
naturally typifying or representing or recalling something by possession of analogous 
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qualities or by association in fact or thought" (Turner 1967:19). Although the meaning 
of symbols is arbitrary, there is often "a logical association between a symbol and its 
referent" which is developed out of our experiences (Womack 2005:5). Leslie White 
wrote that "all culture (civilization) depends upon the symbol. It was the exercise of 
the symbolic faculty that brought culture into existence and it is the use of symbols 
that makes the perpetuation of culture possible" (White 1949:33). Therefore, looking 
into the detail of the symbols of wine and social distinction in Hong Kong is indeed a 
way to observe its culture. 
In this chapter, I look into symbols of social distinction which are commonly 
associated with wine consumption. I hope to how and why wine and wine tasting 
become media of such symbols. The discussion is constructed by integrating my 
fieldwork experience and data from archives with the political, social and economic 
environment in Hong Kong, in order to develop a holistic perspective on the 
construction of taste and symbols. Then, next chapter we shall move from the 
discussion of a shared identity of being a sophisticated wine consumer to a more 
individualized identity, as a wine taster with a special preference of taste. 
The Relationship of Wine and Social Distinction 
As discussed in the literature review in Chapter One, one's preference of taste, 
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physical or symbolic, is often treated as an indicator of one's class and social status. 
Having a palate for fine food is a synonym of being socially distinctive. Wine is often 
perceived as a symbol of social distinction partly because of the strong emphasis on a 
refined taste by some of its consumers. Commonly found in newspapers, magazines 
and TV soap operas in Hong Kong, wine is portrayed as an elegant drink consumed 
by people of the elite class. With the wine enthusiasts' explicitly displayed attention to 
the aroma, texture and their integration, wine has been elevated from a profane 
alcoholic drink to a beverage of tasteful experience. 
However, the relationship of taste and class distinction is obscure. People cannot 
pinpoint the correlation between having a refined taste and having social distinction 
because, first, the definition of a refined taste is culturally shaped and constantly 
changing, and second, the concept of social distinction is itself a complex of many 
ambiguous values and is also constantly changing. To identify common symbols of 
social distinction commonly recognized by people in Hong Kong, I have studied the 
conversations people have in wine-tasting, and analyzed the concept of distinction 
through seven aspects: Westernness, uniqueness, wealth, knowledge, aestheticism, 
leisure and health. At the end of this chapter, we shall be able to understand how these 
symbols intertwine to construct an image of a tasteful style implying social distinction 
and cultural competence to wine consumers in general, no matter whether they 
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understand the physical taste of wine or not. 
Westernness 
First of all, wine tasters in Hong Kong perceive wine as a "Western" beverage. 
The Western identity of wine is very much related to its role in European culture: it is 
part of the regular diet of many Europeans and a required item in a sacrament for 
Christians. As mentioned in Chapter Two, the emergence of the wine market in Hong 
Kong was very much a result of British colonization. 
Not only has wine originated from the West, it also tastes "Western". Most terms 
• •.. 
used in wine talk describing the aroma of wine refers to things of Western origin. For 
example, wine tasters often describe the aroma of red wine in such terms as raspberry, 
black currant and cherry and the aroma of white wine as bell pepper, asparagus and 
lime. Flowers and trees like violet, oak and eucalyptus are also used to describe 
aromas, although most Hong Kong people have little experience of these plants from 
the West. Many items are not commonly grown in China and rarely consumed in 
Chinese cuisine, but are more commonly found in the West, including herbs and 
spices like cinnamon, thyme and licorice. Some items (for example, raspberry, 
blackberry and thyme) are so rare in Hong Kong that wine tasters don't even bother to 
translate because their Chinese names are unheard of to most people. 
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As a result of its association with the West, most people do not consume wine 
with Chinese meals, except in cases of celebration (e.g. wedding banquets). Wine is 
most commonly paired with European cuisine,, served mostly in bars and 
Western-style restaurants. Although some upscale Chinese restaurants have adopted 
wine into their drink menus, it is not common to see local Chinese drinking wine in 
Chinese restaurants. Many of these restaurants have not acquired the right glassware 
for wine consumption, which also indicates how uncommon the practice of wine 
consumption is in Chinese restaurants. 
However, while speaking of the concept of 'Westernness', it is important to 
realize that, in Hong Kong, the West refers not to a geographic location, but to a 
concept of the first world, for example, nations in Europe and North America which 
are seen as economically, socially and culturally "advanced". That is why Japan is 
sometimes thought of as a Western country while countries in Africa and South 
America are never considered Western. China, which is considered as'a model of the 
East, often suffers from discrimination as a result of this casual binary division, which 
contrasts China to the "advanced" West. 
While Chinese identity in Hong Kong is slowly becoming accepted after the 
handover of sovereignty in 1997，Westernness is still the representation of the upper 
stratum of the cultural hierarchy. With France popularly recognized as the most 
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prestigious country for wine production, wine is easily made an example of an 
upper-class commodity, alongside similar conspicuous goods like leather bags and 
designers' clothes from France. 
When wine was imported by the British colonizers in the late century to the 
early century, it was viewed as an exotic drink totally unrelated to Chinese culture 
and the local community. As pointed out in Chapter Two, wine never gained 
popularity in China until very recently even though it had been produced for over 
2000 years. Most wines in Hong Kong are imported from foreign countries. However, 
its symbolic value of Westernness is assumed, regardless of its place of origin, hence 
allowing mass consumption of wine from Chile and South Africa. 
In a gathering in YC，a wine shop at which I conducted extensive fieldwork, the 
wine tasters sometimes joked about wine produced in China, including some of the 
big-wineries like Great Wall, Dynasty and ChangYu. Although many of the attending 
wine tasters had never drunk (and made no attempts to try) any of these wines，there 
was a consensus that wines produced in China were of bad quality. Some blamed this 
on the terroir^^ and some believed cultural difference was the cause. Mr. Shim said, 
"Chinese should stick with baahk jdu (白酒，commonly translated as "Chinese wine" 
which refers to Chinese liquor made from distilling fermented crops like rice or 
Terroir. the French word for land. It is used by the wine community as a complex of all the elements 
that influence the taste of the wine produced, including soil, wind, and the work of wine makers. 
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sorghum). Let the West handle wine. It is just not a Chinese thing." Mr. Poon, one of 
the few who tried Chinese wines, said, “I have never tried a good Chinese wine. Great 
Wall is one of the biggest and most famous wineries in China, but its taste is not 
delicate. Even if they know the wine-making process, they have no idea what an 
elegant taste is like, so they can never make wine like those in France." Many people I 
talked with share a common opinion of Chinese wine, which perhaps is the direct 
cause of its unpopularity in Hong Kong. For wine tasters, wine is and should remain 
Western, not only because of its Western taste，but due to the prestigious status of 
Westemness. 
Uniqueness 
Another distinctive character of the taste of wine is the uniqueness of every 
bottle of wine. Upper-class commodities, like handmade leather bags and designers' 
clothes, often highlight the uniqueness of every product. Although cheap table wines 
are often made to be the same, many fine wines are individually numbered and have 
special marks on .the bottle to help distinguish their unique identity. This sense of 
uniqueness in wine helps to distinguish it from purported “lower-class” mass products 
which emphasize standardization and uniformity. It also functions to reinforce other 
symbolic value of wine, like wealth and aestheticism, which shall be discussed later. 
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As commonly acknowledged in the wine community, every bottle of wine has a 
different taste. First, every year, each winery produces wines of different tastes 
because there are many factors, i.e., the terroir, which affect the taste of wine. The 
land, the weather of the particular vintage and the work of winemakers all have an 
influence. In addition, even wines from the same winery produced at the same vintage 
can taste differently due to the differences in storage and time of consumption. In 
Sideways (2004)，a popular American movie describing a wine journey of two men, 
Myra, a female wine lover, described wine's uniqueness as an evolving process: 
I like how wine continues to evolve, like if I opened a bottle of wine today it 
would taste different than if I'd opened it on any other day, because a bottle of 
wine is actually a l i v e ! 气 i t ' s constantly evolving and gaining complexity. 
That is, until it peaks, like your '61. And then it begins its steady, inevitable 
‘decline. (Payne 2004) 
This romantic understanding of each bottle as a unique wine and each tasting as a 
unique experience is very important to many wine tasters, as it turns otherwise 
somewhat similar tasting events into each a distinctive and special experience. 
In YC, members of the wine group rarely drink two bottles of the same wine in a 
wine gathering, but it is common to sample the same wine at different times, first 
16 That a wine is alive is a metaphor commonly heard among wine tasters. It refers to the process of a 
wine reaching its maturity (the prime time to be consumed) through storage and then having its quality 
slowing declining until it is dead, which means the wine is over-oxidized. . 
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because it would be shared with different people and second, because the wine may 
taste different with aging. According to my fieldwork, its members deliberately buy 
multiple bottles of the same fine middle-range wine ($250-$500) for tasting at 
different times 口. For example, once four people in YC shared a case (twelve bottles) 
of Chateau du Tertre 2002 at $350 per bottle. Multiple consumptions of the same wine 
are justified by the theory of the evolving taste of wine. 
However, it should be noticed that this association of wine with uniqueness is 
based on the image of very few fine wines. In fact, most wines nowadays are 
produced for immediate consumption and each bottle is not expected to be too 
different from others. Most wineries, particularly those in the "new world", i.e. 
anywhere other than Europe and middle east, produce wine not to reflect the 
characteristics of terroir, but to maintain a certain taste unaffected by the condition of 
production. Therefore, while the concept of uniqueness strengthens the symbolic 
values of wine, it is itself a creation based on the characteristics of very fine wines and 
hence further stereotypes wine as an up-scale product. 
Wealth 
Wine is sometimes perceived as an ostentatious object as it can - be very 
During the time when the research was conducted, the price of some of less famous 1855 classified 
wines in Bordeaux often ranged from $250 to $500. In 1855，in preparation of the World-Expo in Paris, 
the French emperor Napoleon III ordered for a classification of the best Bordeaux wines and 61 wines 
were classified into 5 crus. These wines are therefore often regarded as examples of fine wines, 
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expensive. The price of wine ranges from under HK$50 to over $60,000 per bottle^ 
To most people, the reason for such tremendous difference in price is not 
comprehensible. One popularly recognized explanation is the ostentatious and 
conspicuous aspect of wine consumption: people purchase expensive wine to show off 
their economic capital. While wine tasters recognize the attention people pay to 
expensive wines, they often claim that they are not buying for status. Instead, they 
claim the wine is worth its price because of the sophisticated taste it offers. 
Many people also question whether wine tasters can tell the difference between a 
cheap wine and an expensive wine simply by the taste. From my experience in the 
field, the answer is yes. Most of the time, wine tasters can identify table wines, often 
priced under $200，from the more expensive fine wines costing $300 or above. 
However, for wines priced over $500, it is harder to directly correlate taste to price 
because other factors, including brands, quantity of production and accessibility tend 
to have a stronger influence in the marked prices than its taste. 
Most wine tasters contribute the expensiveness of wine to the global speculation 
• of fine wines. There is a long history of speculation in the wine industry. Due to the 
impossibility of reproducing the condition of production, which leads to the 
uniqueness of each wine, the supply of fine wine is limited. The demand for fine 
A standardized bottle of wine is 750ml in volume. . 
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wines, especially those from a famous chateau in good vintage, rapidly and vastly 
surpasses their supply and therefore causes the price to shoot up. It was said that the 
speculation became fierce in the 1980s，as a very fine 1982 vintage boosted the 
market and drove up the price of fine wines and wine futures (Prial 1987/9. 
In addition, the escalating number of East Asian wine consumers since the 1970s 
has farther added to the skyrocketing price of certain "famous" wines. Under the 
influence of consumerism and a rising global demand for wine, many people invest in 
wine futures, and wine speculation is getting more common. With China and India on 
the rise and a spectacular vintage in 2005，wine speculation today is at its peak. 
Moreover, transportation and storage of wine are generally more expensive than 
other alcoholic beverages, as wine is easily spoiled if stored improperly. Fine wine 
generally needs to be stored in conditions with temperatures around 13°C，above 50% 
relative humidity, dim lighting and an odorless environment, often for years before it 
is mature enough for consumption. With the hot weather and the lack of space in 
Hong Kong, storage of wine is expensive. Its fragility further enhances its image as a 
precious product. 
All wines in Hong Kong were subjected to a heavy wine tax before March 2008， 
19 A good vintage refers to a year of good weather that allows grapes to mature and be harvested at its 
prime time. A good vintage however does not lead to a sudden increase in the supply in fine wine, 
because in most appellations, there is a cap on the volume of grape produced. Winemakers also tend to 
trim the vines to limit the growth of grape for a concentrated flavor. Therefore, a good vintage, instead 
of saturating the market with a supply of good quality wine, lifts up the expectations and demands 
without producing enough to satisfy them; hence, it often results in a tremendous rise in the price of 
wine. 
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making wine consumption more expensive than in much of the rest of the world. It 
was a popular belief that the government employed the wine duty as a measure to 
control alcohol abuse. The duty was highest between 2002 and 2006, when there was 
an 80% tax on wine. It was abolished in March 2008 as the government was trying to 
develop Hong Kong into a wine trading center in East Asia. Before then, wine was so 
expensive in Hong Kong that many wine lovers rented wine cellars overseas or in 
Macau (which has a 15% wine tax) for their stock and then traveled there to drink. 
One of my informants once joked that due to the tax, the cost of importing a bottle of 
a very fine Chateau Lafite (which often costs over HK$ 10,000) to Hong Kong would 
be similar to a roundtrip flight to London (which can easily be found at price lower 
than HK$8000), which has the biggest wine trading market in the world, as well as 
being where many Hong Kong people stock their wine. 
. S u c h an image of wine as a luxurious product is often taken for granted. To give 
an example, the wine tax was the only tax raised in the Government Budget 2002/03 
to increase government revenue during an economic recession because, as assumed by 
the government and media, "wine is a luxury product and an increase in the rate of 
duty will not affect ordinary people" (Hong Kong Wine Industry Coalition 2002:3). In 
other words, it is assumed that wine consumers are people from the upper class who 
can afford a higher tax in wine. 
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However, we should also be aware that this general image of wine as an 
expensive product is a distorted one. The average price of wine consumed is much 
higher in most tasting groups^^ yet it only represents a small segment of the wine 
consumers in Hong Kong. Wine is growing in popularity and can be enjoyed by 
people from all walks of life often at a relatively cheap price. According to the Hong 
Kong Wine Industry Coalition, "the two leading Hong Kong retail chains have nearly 
450 stores throughout the territory. Their top 60 premium stores only account for 25% 
of all wine sales, while the bottom 390 stores account for 75%, with an average 
selling price of HK$50 per bottle. Bottles priced at HK$100 and below constitute 
approximately 90% of the retail market" (Hong Kong Wine Industry Coalition 
2002:3). 
In other words, being a regular consumer of wine does not benefit one from the 
casual association with the distinctive class. It is wine tasters who get the benefit of 
such linkage because they general consume wines that are much more expensive than 
those consumed by the masses of people in Hong Kong. 
For example, in YC, it is uncommon to open and share a bottle of red wine that 
costs less than $200. Senior members sometimes offer to share more expensive wines, 
ranging from $400 to sometimes over $1000 per bottle. The empty bottles of the 
In the wine groups I studied in Hong Kong, the average price of wine consumed is estimated to be 
about HK$300. In large scale tasting events, the prices of most wine range from HK$150 to HK$300. 
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expensive wine tasted are kept and displayed in the wine shop. It is an obvious act that 
the bottles are used as a showcase of wealth, not only as a collection of memorable 
moments claimed by the members. 
I also witnessed that while wine in general is becoming more affordable, the 
wine consumed in YC, as well as in other wine-tasting groups, are progressively 
becoming more expensive and diverse. It is possible that due to the increasing number 
of wine consumers, wine tasters specifically need to consume wine with either a more 
expensive price tag or special features to highlight their distinctive status. 
Knowledge 
Many people think of wine as something difficult to understand because to 
appreciate the taste of wine requires much knowledge and skill. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, the rituals of tasting and wine talk are often a test of knowledge and 
skill that intimidates many novices. Karen MacNeil，a famous wine critic, wrote, 
"wine is the only beverage in the world that draws us in intellectually, causes us to 
think about it, to ponder it，to question why it taste the way it does. Wine, it seems to 
me, is compelling not solely because it tastes good, but because it appeals to the 
mind" (2001:xiii). Standage also wrote that "understanding the ramifications of who 
drank what, and why, and where they got it from，requires the traversal of many 
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disparate and otherwise unrelated fields: the histories of agriculture，philosophy, 
religion, medicine, technology, and commerce" (2005:5-6). Many people may find 
this bizarre, but most wine tasters would agree with these comments. 
The correlation of wine tasting and the acquisition of knowledge, although 
exaggerated, is grounded because knowledge does change one's experience in taste, as 
I have experienced and witnessed in my fieldwork. Mr. Fan, a wine enthusiast in YC, 
said at a wine gathering that knowledge helped him in tasting the differences in wine. 
When I started drinking wine, all I knew was some brands and the price tags. I 
then recognized labels of some famous chateaus and slowly learnt what fine 
wines taste like by experience. However, only after [wine tasting with] Mr. Shum 
another member in the wine group] did I learn how to identify taste of the 
regions and the grapes. He talked about which grapes are used in each region and 
the differences in vintage and winery. That makes wine tasting easier and more 
interesting. 
Mr. Fan progressed from understanding wine at the level of brand and price to a more 
sophisticated level, knowing not only just grapes and regions, but also differences in 
vintage and the history of some of his favorite chateaus. Not only is he now a 
respected member of the wine group, one of his friends who owns a restaurant in 
China often asks his advice when purchasing wine. 
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Knowledge helps the appreciation of wine for numerous other reasons. First, 
many of my informants recognize the power to pick a good quality wine that matches 
its price as one of most important roles of knowledge in wine consumption. As 
mentioned above, every wine is unique, and yet it is difficult for those without 
adequate knowledge and experience in wine to tell the differences from its look. 
Labels on wine bottles, especially those from the old world, contain only very basic 
information including the name of the winery, vintage, region and alcohol content. 
While some shops may provide wine notes that describe the characteristics of the 
wine to help shoppers, these notes usually cannot help inexperienced wine drinkers 
because they are often ambiguous and full of jargon. While the less knowledgeable 
buyers can only rely on the price tags to guide their consumption, those who are more 
knowledgeable can interpret these codes on the labels or wine notes into an imagined 
taste that gives reference to what to buy. 
Second, without knowledge of wine and its production, one cannot identify what 
a wine is supposed to taste like and hence cannot make the judgment of good or bad. 
A heated or corked wine^^ may not look different from one of good quality; only with 
knowledge and experience can drinkers identify disorder or deviation through the 
aroma and taste of wine. Moreover，unlike other commodities in which the role of 
21 Corked wine refers to wine affected by bacteria from a tainted cork. . 
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producers are neglected and devalued, wine drinkers pay much attention to the details 
of the production process; some believe these details to be most influential to the taste 
of wine. A good wine is commonly understood in the wine community as one that 
makes the best out of the given terroir, while a bad wine is usually one that does not 
live up to the terroir or fails knowledgable tasters' expectations. Thus, novices are 
unable to differentiate "good" wine and "bad" wine as a result of their lack of 
knowledge and experience. 
Lastly, as wine is considered a Western product for the educated, English is used 
as a predominant medium of communication for most tasting events. Labels on wine 
bottles are never translated, hence demanding that drinkers have at least a minimum 
level of understanding of a foreign language. As observed in most wine shops in Hong 
Kong, information on wine and tasting events are only available in English. Chinese 
descriptions of wine are only available in supermarkets on the more affordable wines. 
English vocabulary is very commonly used when people communicate their 
understandings of the taste of wine. "Bordeaux is the image model for most wineries 
today, but English is the language of the International, and of the well-to-do Chinese 
of the twenty-first century" (Kjellgren 2004:14).The dominant role of English in the 
wine community in Hong Kong further closes the door of wine appreciation to the 
less educated. 
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Due to these factors, wine is often portrayed as a product of the knowledgeable, 
turning it into a signifier of one's cultural capital. Members of the wine group often 
share their knowledge at wine gatherings, including discussions of articles they have 
read in magazines, books or the Internet, TV programs about wine, or their recent 
wine tasting experience. Wine books are on display in many wine shops and 
sometimes used as references in wine tasting. 
Among all rituals and talks in wine tasting, blind tasting is probably the most 
challenging test to one's knowledge and ability in the assessment of taste. Blind 
tasting refers to the tasting of a wine with its identity concealed, sometimes by 
covering the wine label by paper, sometimes by serving wine in glasses without 
providing any information. People are expected to solicit information concerning the 
wine through tasting, tell others about their assessment and make a reasonable guess 
on- the grape and origin of the wine, or even the specific winery and the vintage. 
Sometimes people make it impossible to guess by bringing in a wine from a region or 
a varietal that is rarely heard of. In this case, no one gets the right answer; everyone 
laughs and learns about it together. However, when blind tasting is taken seriously, it 
can be the most , challenging and stressful test of wine knowledge and tasting skills in 
the wine tasting community. 
My first experience in blind tasting happened in YC, when one member brought 
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a wine, playfully covered its label with papers and asked the group to guess what it 
was. Some successfully identified it as a wine from the region of Pauillac produced in 
1998. It was possible to make the correct guess because they had knowledge in wine 
and the wine market in Hong Kong. First, its ruby color helped tasters to identify it as 
a wine based on cabinet sauvignon (hence, very likely it is a Bordeaux wine from the 
left bank22). The slight brownish color of wine at the glass rim^^ indicated that the 
wine had matured and hence was probably from an older vintage (probably from the 
1990s). The aroma had only a trace of fresh ripe fruit, which indicated that it was 
unlikely to be a wine after 2000 and confirmed the previous guess on age. The wine 
also had a classic Pauillac (a region on the left bank) aroma of cedar and cigar. While 
its softened tannin suggested it was not from an exceptional vintage such as, for 
example, 1996，its complexity showed that its vintage was not too bad either (hence 
1997 was excluded). Moreover, it was not easy to find wines before the 1995 vintage 
in Hong Kong. Hence a 1998 wine from Pauillac became the most reasonable guess. 
Blind tasting is often a very stressful experience. Its stressfulness depends on the 
ability of other participants, since if no one makes a right guess, no one loses face. 
However, it is common that certain members are skillful and knowledgeable enough 
22 Left bank: on the left bank of River Gironde, including famous Bordeaux regions of Pauillac, 
Margaux, St. Estephe and St. Julien. These regions often use a large portion of cabinet sauvignon in 
their wine'blending. 
23 Rim: also called the edge, as compared to the core or the center part of the wine glass. The color of 
wine at the rim tells the age and the maturity of the wine. 
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to make a right guess and some would be completely wrong. It is also stressful when 
people disagree and try to convince others by reasoning their guess before the label is 
revealed, because whoever gets a wrong answer will look inferior in terms of skill and 
knowledge in wine tasting. This type of wine game is definitely a signifier of the 
significance of knowledge in wine tasting. For the few participants who can make the 
right guess, blind tasting games boost their self-confidence in wine tasting, as well as 
giving them social recognition of their skills and knowledge. The game also gives the 
wine group an image of professionalism because it demonstrates the group's concern 
for knowledge as well as self-discipline, that the members can rationally assess the 
wine imdistorted by the intoxicating effects of alcohol. 
While knowledge is not a prerequisite for entering the wine-tasting community, 
most wine tasters claim respect for knowledge and willingness to leam as a shared 
virtue. Not everyone has to be knowledgeable about wine, but one must at least show 
respect to people who make an effort to learn and share their information. 
Leisure 
Wine is also a drink of leisure. It has a relaxing image due to its alcohol content 
and its intoxicating effect. Leisure has long been a subject of study and often 
• (• 
understood as a characteristic of the upper class. Veblen's study of the leisure class 
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indicated the distinction of ruling class is defined by their power and ability in leisure, 
i.e. exemption from manual labor. The ability to have leisure activity is a signifier of 
one's social distinction. 
According to Freysinger and Kelly (2004), there are two understandings of 
leisure: pleasurable acts different from ordinary domains of life or pleasurable integral 
elements of ongoing life (2004:33). Wine can be consumed as a drink of leisure in 
both understandings. For example, a wine tasting event is a special activity separated 
from other domains of life for a pleasurable experience through the appreciation of 
wine, while drinking wine in a meal is integrating leisure as an integral part of an 
ordinary life. 
Part of the underlying logic for relating wine with leisure is a normative code of 
drinking as an act of celebration and joy in the Chinese context. As Josephine Smart 
(2005) concluded, drinking is considered as "a blessing and pleasure when consumed 
in moderation", partly due to the tradition role of alcoholic beverages as "an integral 
component in the proper administration of a ceremony or ritual" (2005:111-112). 
Moreover, the intoxicating effect of alcoholic beverages also reinforces the image of 
wine as a drink of leisure by contrasting it with the rationality and self-control 
required in the worjking environment. 
Its ’ requirement for knowledge, while seemingly contradicting the general 
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understanding of leisure, is indeed a new form of leisure in the modem world. As 
discussed in Pelcka Himanen's The Hacker Ethic, the first guiding value of leisure for 
many information professionals is passion instead of entertainment. The Protestant 
work ethic has transformed the purpose of life from the envisioned paradise of doing 
nothing to a kind of intense play through hard work and dedication (2001:13-19). 
Play is an important element in many wine tasting groups. YC's members, for 
example, like to hold impromptu gatherings in addition to the more regular gatherings 
on weekends. Meetings among key members tend to be unscheduled and unorganized. 
People would call each other and ask if they have time to "play" that evening. As 
mentioned before, people in the wine groups sometimes hold tasting games. Parties 
are also held for special occasions, like holidays or members' birthdays. The 
atmosphere is generally cheerful and fun. 
• In addition, people are discouraged from bringing their work to YC. People who 
often used the wine groups to solicit business or used the place as a work station were 
discriminated against by the members, as "they destroy the atmosphere of the group". 
Mr. Tung made it very clear that while members are welcome to share their 
experiences at work, working while they are in the wine group makes them not a real 
participant. 
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Art and Aestheticism 
Wine also symbolizes art or aesthetic experience, which is often associated with 
elites and the upper class in Hong Kong. Some of the most commonly known yet 
exaggerated examples of how wine tastes like art can be found in a Japanese comic, 
Kami no Shizuku (The Drops of Godf by Tadashi Agi. A very popular Japanese 




I wine in poems and as reminiscence of art works, for example, famous painting like 
Da Vinci's Mona Lisa. 
Such symbols of art are most commonly found in wine tasting, when people are 
I 
: making both descriptive judgment and aesthetic judgment in the taste of wine. People 
I 
: identify taste not only in a physical sense, but also in a symbolic sense, looking for the 
I 
I 
hints of balance, elegance, complexity and harmony. For many drinkers, wine inspires 
I 
I t 
‘ imagination and provides a sense of beauty and harmony that resembles art. 
Certain winemakers reinforce the linkage of art and wine by the use of 
beautifully designed labels. Chateau Mouton de Rothschild is one of the most famous 
advocates of wine and art by inviting prominent artists, including Picasso, to design 
their wine labels every year, making their wines not only collectables of wine lovers, 
but also art lovers. 
The comic began its story with the death of a famous wine critic, who left behind great fortune as 
well as a cellar of rare and fine wines. In his will, he made his son, who knew little about wine, to 
compete with a famous aspiring wine critic. Whoever wins the competition by successfully identifying 
his selection of "the drop of God" and twelve other bottles of wine will inherit his wealth. 
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One reason for the development of such symbolic relationship is that both wine 
and art require cultural capital for their appreciation. For many people in Hong Kong, 
the values of both commodities are vaguely defined and incomprehensible. One of my 
informants likened the experience of walking through a wine shop to going into an art 
gallery, as they share a similar aura. People who lack the cultural capital to interpret 
the messages on a wine label are often intimidated when shopping in a wine shop. It is 
difficult for them to understand the differences of each wine by its look; hence, they 
find it hard to make the decision to purchase. 
However, while wine's symbolic meaning in aestheticism is reinforced and 
strengthened in the discussion among the participants, scholars have argued that wine 
is not an artwork; the aesthetic experience of wine is a creation of the wine drinkers 
instead of the wine makers. In Wine and Philosophy, Sldlleas and Burnham write that 
"the fact that an object is 'aesthetic' is constituted by the activity of appreciation, 
rather than the other way around" (2008:167). The aesthetics of wine lies in the acts 
of wine appreciation (2008:157). Dilworth writes that "drinking a wine is not like 
experiencing a previously finished artwork, but instead it is an exploratory, 
spontaneous activity in which you yourself are the artist or creator of what you 
I 
experience" (2008:91-92). 
While the casual linkage of wine appreciation and sense of aestheticism is still 
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commonly acknowledged not only among wine tasters but also among drinkers and 
non-drinkers, few understand that the aesthetic value attached to wine is a 
self-imposed one. In fact, while I can identify some wine tasters who collect artistic 
items, I did not recognize many dedicated art lovers or artists in my fieldwork. 
Health Consciousness 
Lastly, wine's attributes for health also raise its social status. Health 
consciousness has become another new identifier of middle- and upper-class lifestyle, 
as health is considered as an important part of a quality life. As pointed out by 
William C. Cockerham (2005), "health in late modernity has become viewed as an 
achievement~something people are supposed to work at to enhance their quality of 
life" (51). A healthy lifestyle is also a signifier of the upper class because the greater 
resources enjoyed makes them "most able to adopt new health strategies and 
practices" (Cockerham 2005:58). 
Compared to other beverages like soft drinks, wine has what might be considered 
a healthy taste: low in sugar, no fat content, high in tannin (which also has 
antioxidants), naturally fermented, etc. Wine has a long history and reputation as a 
healthy drink. During the Roman Empire, wine was used as a purifier and was 
consumed with water for sanitary reasons. Recent medical research has suggested that 
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regular moderate wine consumption contributes to raising HDL cholesterol and 
prevent the LDL cholesterol from forming. It is also rich in antioxidants which 
prevent blood clotting and slow aging. As mentioned in Chapter Two, the attention to 
wine's health attributes is especially strengthened after the SARS attack in 2003. 
These strengthen the image of wine as an upper class drink. 
Moreover, wine fits into the category of a spiritual health food of the higher 
• . . .. ‘ 
social class in Taoism, which promotes concerns over spiritual health from the 
acquisition of qi (氣)，a Chinese term that carries the meaning of air and life energy. 
According to Company (2005), there is a hierarchy of eaters and foods, with those 
who eat grain versus those who eat qi. The divine and people of the higher position 
have a dietary regimen that focuses on the absorption of qi. While human "eats grains 
and vegetables here below on earth, via the mouth", the divine "eats the rising 
fragrance of the cooked foods, via the nose" (Campany 2005:99). "Heaven feeds 
people with the five types of qi, which enter through the nose and are deposited in the 
heart. The five qi are pure and subtle and they constitute the essence, spirit, 
” intelligence, voice, hearing, and the five natures" (Campany 2005:107). Wine, as most 
tasters would claim, is more defined by its aroma than its oral taste and is tasted 
through the nose instead of the mouth. This characteristic of wine makes it very easily 
adopted as a healthy drink of the high rank. 
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Campany also concluded from many ancient Chinese texts on food and drink that 
the cuisines of transcendence have three traits: they are “（1) based on something other 
than grains; (2) ingested raw or else prepared according to secret methods different 
from standard cooking techniques; and (3) consumed as part of a disciplined life 
partially lived in the mountains and roaming through the barrens of the cosmos, 
resulting in a feathered, flying, deathless being that was no longer human" (Campany 
2005:116). As a drink of grapes, created through a secret method of fermentation with 
no cooking needed, and providing its drinkers a sense of transcendence through 
intoxication, wine perfectly fits all three traits and hence is easily admitted to the 
world of the upper class. 
Based on Taoism, the Chinese understanding of upper-class food focuses on the 
experience of nose over that of mouth (i.e. fragrance over flavor), which symbolizes 
fulfilling one's heart instead of one's stomach. Many characteristics of wine fit such a 
description of food for the distinctive. Hence, the image of wine as a commodity for 
the upper class is strengthened. 
However, such an image is not consistent with my experience in the wine group. 
While many wine tasters are very selective about food and tend to made healthy food 
choice in their daily lives, this is more commonly based on their particular pursuit of 
taste instead of based on their health consciousness. Since red wine is often a good 
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company with fat, in YC, unhealthy greasy food is often served alongside wine， 
including barbecued pork, ham, duck liver paste, and deep fried bread. Participants 
claim that "wine balances out the fat in the food" with two meanings. First, wine 
tastes better when served with fatty food. Second, the healthy effect of wine 
counterbalances the unhealthy aspects of the food consumed. 
While it is not fair to say most wine tasters do not consume wine for health 
reasons, it is not correct either to say they have a healthy lifestyle. There are many 
wine tasters who started drinking wine due to health concerns, but not because wine is 
a health drink. More commonly they started as wine is a healthier alternative to strong 
liquors like brandy or whisky, since wine allows them to drink more and longer 
without having to suffer from serious hangovers. 
The amount of alcohol a participant of the wine-tasting gathering in YC 
consumed is definitely way beyond any health standard. For example, it is common, 
although not necessary, that every participant opens at least a bottle of wine for 
sharing. In other words, everyone in average drinks at least a bottle of wine by the end 
of each gathering. A bottle of wine has around 10 units of alcohol^^ more than double 
the recommended limits of alcohol consumption, which is 4 units for men and 3 units 
for women per day. 
25 One unit of alcohol is 8g of pure alcohol. (BBC 2001) • 
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Conclusion 
Symbols provide a way for people to communicate their conceptual world 
through real objects and behaviors. It is important to understand such symbols in wine 
because it can aid us “in gaining access to the conceptual world in which our subjects 
live so that we can, in some extended sense of the term, converse with them' (Geertz 
1973:24). One of the biggest misunderstandings in social distinction and class is to 
casually equalize it with one's possession of wealth. Taste, as shown in this chapter, is 
a web constructed not only of the symbol of wealth, but also of other symbols, 
including Westemess, uniqueness, knowledge, leisure, aestheticism and health 
consciousness, which signifies one's cultural, social and physical capital. 
Gordon Mathews used the metaphor of the cultural supermarket to explain the 
relationship of identity and economic consumption. "We consume information that we 
use in shaping who we are as individuals and in terms of our age, social class, gender, 
and sense of cultural belongings.... Consumption from the cultural supermarket 
underlies consumption from the material market: it provides us with the knowledge 
and the conceptual categories through which we consume goods" (Mathews 
2001:289). Particularly in Hong Kong now, where most items in the market is 
imported and where people seldom associate themselves with agricultural and 
industrial production, the influence of consumption in one's identity is tremendous. 
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This chapter has identified the origin of the symbolic power in wine and its 
relationship with the imagination of the distinct class. It is undeniable that the mass 
media commonly portray these symbols of social distinction with the association of 
wine consumption. The result is a casual linkage of such symbols with wine 
consumers, giving them positive social capital whether they want it or not. 
Most wine tasters, with knowledge of the wine market and the community, are 
less likely to take these symbols for granted, and sometimes even joke about these 
symbolic meanings others attributes to them. No matter if it is an accurate 
representation or not, it is true that many wine tasters see wine and the symbols in 
wine as a distorted representation of themselves. 
While some wine tasters enjoy bragging about their social distinctiveness in 
conveying their habits of wine consumption to outsiders, there is a growing pressure 
to denounce such behaviors among wine tasters because conspicuous consumption of 
wine pushes up the prices of fine wine and makes it harder for them to continue their 
pursuits. 
- It is also important to notice that the list of symbols of distinction is not universal. 
The symbols are locally constructed and applicable to Hong Kong only. For example, 
Kjellgren (2004) in the study of wine consumption in China also mentioned that wine 
has become not only a beverage of the affluent, but also a beverage representing 
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modernity: economic development and freedom in consumption. In Hong Kong, wine 
is viewed not so much as an object representing modernity, as an object of traditional 
European social values and structure. In fact, the historical backgrounds of wineries 
give more cultural capital to consumers in Hong Kong than do technological advances 
or signs of modernity. I will further discuss this when I compare the wine-tasting 
communities in Hong Kong and in San Francisco in a later chapter. 
Through the analysis of wine's symbols and the basis of its symbolic capitals, in 
terms of wealth, uniqueness, foreigmiess, knowledge, aestheticism, leisure and health 
consciousness, we have seen how these symbols are constructed and reinforcing each 
other to idealize wine as a symbol of status and social distinction. Compared to other 
alcoholic beverages, it is clear that wine is carefully constructed by the market to 
symbolize certain virtues the society celebrates. 
The wine tasters, on one hand, enjoy the prestige associated with their habits; on 
the other hand, they feel pressure to avoid promoting such images. Being seen as one 
who embodies these symbols of social distinction, wine tasters are imagined as people 
who have the money and knowledge to purchase wines, appreciate Western culture, 
uniqueness and aestheticism, as well as have a leisure and healthful lifestyle. However, 
in reality most of the wine tasters in Hong Kong are middle class, and can only afford 
the occasional consumption of expensive wine. Conspicuous consumption of wine 
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will make wine consumption as a whole become more and more expensive and hence 
in the end increase the cost to be involved and even threaten their positions in the 
wine-tasting community. There is a constant pressure in the wine-tasting community 
to denounce such casual association of symbols with conspicuous consumption. 
While understanding such symbols helps us to understand the logic behind 
people's conspicuous consumption of wine, what I would like to stress is that the 
study of these symbols tells us more about the value system, i.e. the symbols that 
constitute the idea of class and social distinction, in Hong Kong today. These symbols 
celebrated in wine are only wishful representations of the society created mainly by 
the market, i.e. wine distributors and retailers. 
In addition, although the symbols examined in this chapter can explain why more 
and more people in Hong Kong aspire to consume wine, they fail to explain why 
wines are tasted in a different way than most other food and drink. To explore the 
reason behind taste's role among wine tasters, in the next chapter, we will look at how 
taste in wine is employed in the construction of personal identities in a wine-tasting 
group. 
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Chapter 6 Wine as Individual Identity 
Introduction 
"Consumption decisions are directed by concern with the symbolic meanings of 
goods，，(Warde 1997:97). People choose among all kinds of goods and consume the 
ones that they feel are most compatible to the presentation of their self-identity. Last 
chapter I identified the symbols of social distinction constructed in wine. It is clear 
that wine consumption may help to raise one's social status by drawing a casual 
association between the drinkers and these symbols. For many non-regular wine 
I 
drinkers, wine seems upscale and socially distinctive. As discussed, wine consumers 
can buy a web of symbols, including wealth, knowledge and leisure etc, through the 
consumption of wine. However, this does not explain why taste plays such an 
important role in the wine-tasting community. If status is what wine tasters seek and 
can be easily attained simply by the act of wine consumption or a pretentious display 
of their wine-tasting skills like those attending large-scale public wine tasting events 
as mentioned in Chapter Four, the efforts they make in the acquisition of wine 
knowledge and discussion of taste might seem worthless. 
Therefore, I argue that wine tasters consume wine not only for social status, but 
• also for a more, personal representation of themselves. Every wine supposedly has a 
different taste, so every bottle of wine can carry a unique role in identity presentation, 
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representing different symbols, values and social relationships. Choosing a table wine 
from Chile, a grand cru^^ from France, a rare red wine from Lebanon, or a Sauvignon 
Blanc from New Zealand has different implications for the one who shares the wine 
and for the people with whom it is shared. This chapter explores how people mediate 
their personal identities and statuses in the community through acts of wine tasting. 
In a wine-tasting group, since everyone is regular wine consumers, the symbols 
of social distinction mentioned in the previous chapter does not to stand out as a 
unique individual in the community. Tasters often find the need to create a more 
personal image, often by the wine they choose. As each wine is supposedly unique in 
taste, each can be associated with different symbols and hence can easily be molded to 
fit one's individuality, 
Goffman argued that "although symbols of class represent status, they do not 
constitute it’，(Manning 1992:37). In this chapter, I further develop Goffman's theory 
that in a wine-tasting group like YC, the participants consciously develop their roles 
and statuses in the community by the wine they choose. In other words, wine, an item 
full of symbols, becomes a tool which people use to negotiate status and identity in 
the community. 
I 
Most of the examples in this chapter will be drawn from my fieldwork in YC, a 
26 Grand cm: a classification of fine quality wine in France. ’ 
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wine shop with a small but intimate wine group. In the following, I will first look at 
the structure and rules of this particular wine group. I will then explore wine tasters' 
experience of developing taste and its relationship to their search for an idealized 
identity and role in the tasting community. 
Brief Description on YC and its wine group 
As briefly described in Chapter One, YC is a wine shop in a new town^^ with 
most of its customers belonging to the middle-class or the new-rich category. A wine 
group emerged as its customers got to know each other by occasionally tasting wine 
together in the shop. Before I go on to describe the community, I will first illustrate 
the setting of the YC wine shop. 
Setting 
The shop is located at the corner of the ground floor of a small' shopping plaza, 
right next to a very busy road. It has a large window so it can be easily seen by 
passengers in vehicles passing by. Nevertheless, it is not easily found. To get there, 
one has to walk down a staircase inside the plaza and exit the plaza to enter the shop. 
It is the only shop the stairs lead to and is separated from everything else in the plaza. 
27 "Hong Kong has developed nine new towns since the initiation of its New Town Development 
Programme in 1973 to cope with the increase in population and to improve the living environment by 
de-centralising the population from the over-crowded urban districts" (Information Services 
Department 2009). 
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Its large window facing the busy road and a small sign in the plaza are the only 
indicators that draw in new customers. As a result, even though the plaza is always 
very crowded, the shop can enjoy a high level of privacy. 
Inside the shop, there are two rows of wine bottles and a row of wine cabinets at 
the back. The wines are arranged in accordance with their origins. At the back, there 
are wine cabinets which store the most expensive wines and some members' wine 
collections. About half of the wines displayed in YC are from France, and the rest are 
mainly from Australia, Spain and Italy. 
The cash register is located at a comer right next to the shop's entrance. Behind it 
sits the staff, usually a young man in his twenties. Right next to the cash register is the 
kitchen area, with racks of wine glasses for tasting, a sink, a microwave and later an 
electric stove, so that food prepared by the members can be cooked or reheated. Many 
of 'these glasses belong to the members of the wine group: their names are marked on 
glasses with stickers. At the other end of the shop, there is a long, tall table made of 
wooden wine cases, surrounded by around eight stools. This is where people gather 
and taste wine. 
Although, as advertised, free wine tasting is held every weekend in YC, very few 
strangers come in and request to taste wine. When it happens, they would be given a 
glass of relatively cheap wine (usually priced below $100 per bottle) for tasting, but 
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not the wines of the wine group. Technically the wine group is an unrecorded and 
fluid community that gathers in YC, but is not an official club of the shop. 
My first experience participating in this wine group happened in early 2006. I 
attended a public wine tasting held by the wine shop in 2004 and after that had been a 
regular customer, although at that time I had not known any members of the wine 
group and was still rather inexperienced in wine tasting. One Saturday in February 
2006，I was wandering in the wine shop looking at the wine collection. Three men, 
one a key member of the wine-tasting group, were tasting wine at the back of the shop 
and invited me to join them in wine tasting and later to a dinner in a Japanese 
restaurant. I went to the wine shop again the next day and met two of the same men. 
To show my gratitude for the treat the previous day, I bought a bottle of wine and 
shared it with them. After that, I became a regular member of the wine group. 
Over two years, I participated in many of the wine-tasting gatherings held in the 
wine shop, and saw members come and go and how the group evolved with its 
changing population. Despite being a very unstructured community, the group not 
only successfully maintains its operation with very frequent gatherings, but also 
manages to develop into a close community in which the members share not only 
wine, but also their knowledge, emotions and news. It should also be noted while the 
wine group in YC is very well-developed and provide a relatively stable demand of 
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fine wine, a more important source of income for the shop is the sale of relatively 
cheap red wine in large quantity for banquets and parties. 
The Routine of Wine Tasting Gathering in YC 
The group often has wine gatherings on Saturday, Sunday and public holidays. 
Although it is never official, it can generally be expected that a minimum of 5 people 
show up on weekends for wine tasting. Usually the first would arrive at around 4pm 
to 6pin. Then the salesman in YC, often Ming, a young man at his mid-20s, would call 
up some members to check on their availability. When the second person arrives, a 
bottle of wine will be opened. More people come and more wines are opened and 
shared. The choice of wine will depend on the number and the composition of 
participants. Usually around 7pm to 8pm, the group is the biggest. Some members 
buy food from nearby bakeries, restaurants or supermarkets and share it with the 
group. People start to leave after 8pm and the gathering generally ends between 9pm 
to 11pm. However, sometimes the wine gatherings continue past midnight, especially 
on special occasions like a birthday party or a holiday. 
At these gatherings, people not only talk about wines, but also news and current 
affairs. The wine talk often happens shortly after, when a bottle of wine is opened and 
shared, but also quickly diverges into other discussions, including news regarding 
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political issues, stock market or the entertainment business. At smaller wine 
gatherings, the discussion also gets more personal, in which members talk about their 
lives and things happening at work or within one's family. 
Becoming a member of YC 
Rarely would a new or unfamiliar customer be invited to taste wine, and even 
more rarely would one be invited to taste the wine contributed by the group members, 
mainly because there is little desire among group members to expand and recruit new 
members unless people drop out. 
There is a need to limit the population of wine gatherings, as a bottle of wine can 
only be shared by a maximum of twelve to fifteen people. The ideal tasting group 
would be 5 to 7 people, so everyone can have at least two tasting portions of wine, in 
order to be able to identify the evolution of the wine's taste over time. As the wine 
group in YC is rather established and sometimes gatherings have more participants 
than the ideal population, members usually do not invite new customers or bring 
friends along to the gatherings?^ 
Even if one is invited to taste the wine, one cannot be a part of the wine group 
unless he or she observes and understands the hidden rule of reciprocity. According to 
28 The only exception was Ming, the salesman in YC. Since a large wine gathering often means more 
purchases, he often actively calls up members to come to gatherings when a key member arrives, as the 
attendance of a key member guarantees wines being served and can attract other members to join. 
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my observation, the easiest way to get one involved in the wine group is not by 
consuming others' wine and eloquently talking about it, but by sharing one's wine. 
Many anthropologists have studied gift exchange and considered it as an 
important part of social relationship. Marcel Mauss in his book The Gift: Forms and 
Functions of Exchange in Archaic Societies explained that "no gift is truly free since it 
always creates a burden to give something back" (Wilk 2007:158). According to 
Sahlins' Stone Age Economics, the connection of gift and social relations can be 
divided into three categories: generalized reciprocity, balanced reciprocity and 
negative reciprocity. Generalized reciprocity is usually found within the closest social 
relationships. It is "a system of giving things without taking account of how much 
was given, with the assumption that at some time in the undefined future something 
• . • 
will be given back" (ibid.: 162). Balanced reciprocity, like the gifts at a birthday party, 
is direct exchange usually among friends or extended kin. Things are given "with the 
expectation that something of equal value will be returned within a relatively 
constrained time period" (ibid. 162). Negative reciprocity, as in gambling, "is an 
attempt to get something for nothing" (ibid, 163) particularly easily found in an 
impersonal relationship. 
The sharing of wine in the YC wine group is something between generalized 
reciprocity and balanced reciprocity. While a member is expected to purchase a wine 
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and share it with other members in a wine gathering, it is not strictly enforced. It is 
also not a balanced reciprocity as key members often share more expensive wines as 
well as a larger quantity of wine. Key members sometimes open more than one bottle 
of wine in one gathering and occasionally very expensive wines that cost more than 
HKD500 a bottle. Usually a wine tasting would end up with opening more than one 
bottle of wine per person. 
People who are attempting negative reciprocity are not welcome in the group. 
However, seldom would one be specifically asked to open a bottle of wine for sharing. 
Reciprocity is expected to be self-motivated, as it is a sign of one's appreciation of 
other members' contributions. 
The structure of the YC wine group 
The wine group is male-oriented, hierarchical and mobile. First, the YC wine 
group is a male-oriented community. Most members of the YC wine group are men. 
There were only two female members who frequently attend the group gatherings 
alone, one being me and the other a a woman in her fifties. Most other female 
participants attending are partners of an active male group member (often their 
husbands or boyfriends), and their memberships are often seen as subordinate ones, 
almost as attachments to their male partners. In the group, male members definitely 
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outrank female ones in spending as well as drinking. 
Moreover, the group is very hierarchical. Certain key members are more 
powerful and influential than others. Among all members, I identified three as key 
members, who are not only frequent participants, but also have strong influence on the 
operation of the wine group. Other than the business owner of YC, Mr. Tsang, the 
other two key members (whom I identify as Mr. Fan and Mr. Shum) are regular 
customers of YC and were unconnected before the establishment of the shop. These 
key members not only organize wine gatherings for special holidays and celebrations, 
they have strong influence on the time of the normal wine gatherings as well as the 
inclusion or exclusion of group members. 
Key members draw their power mainly from their economic, social, cultural and 
symbolic capital. Mr. Fan and Mr. Shum are considerably wealthy and occasionally 
provide the more expensive wines (priced over HKD800) in the wine tasting. Both of 
them are already retired, although they still have a decent income through investments 
and/or businesses. They are also the most frequent participants of the wine group and 
have been involved in the group since its beginning, making them socially influential. 
While Mr. Fan often claims ignorance of wine, Mr. Shum has profound knowledge of 
wine and is a main educator in the group. They both have considerable experience in 
wine (for example, they are relatively accurate in identifying wines in blind tasting， 
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which will be further illustrated in the later part of this chapter), giving them much 
cultural capital. Both are also over 50 years old, giving them seniority and a degree of 
social power oVer the younger group members. The key members are not only well 
respected, but also execute the screening of new members and monitor the practice of 
wine tasting in the group. 
The group is very mobile. Mobility here has three meaning. First, the 
memberships and participants of wine gatherings are constantly changing. There is no 
application form or membership list. One's membership is a communal decision and 
maintained by the key members, as they have long history in the group and recognize 
old members who may have disappeared for a while and hence are not known by the 
new ones. People sometimes leave the group if they cannot afford the time or the 
wines. New members are recruited once in a while with no public announcement. Not 
only is the membership not institutionalized, the members participating in each 
gathering are also quite random. While there are around 30 regular group members, 
people show up at sporadic times. Many members show up roughly once a month, 
while some show up more often (some key members are there almost every week). 
Younger members who are working often cannot attend wine gatherings on weekdays. 
Therefore, there is a different population in weekday and weekend wine gatherings. 
The time of wine gatherings is also flexible. Usually wine gatherings are not 
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previously arranged, although it is assumed that some members will show up on the 
weekend for a wine gathering. However, the time of wine gathering may change for 
different reasons, for example, to fit key members' travelling plans or to exclude 
unwelcome people. 
Lastly, the place of wine gathering can be mobile. Although most wine-tasting 
gatherings are held in YC, once in a while members organize gatherings elsewhere, 
including the homes of some members, restaurants and even other wine shops. Again, 
these gatherings outside YC are usually organized by key members and only few 
members will be invited. However, these are important occasions as it provides an 
alternative for the key members to gather and strengthen their bonds with a few 
particular members, especially at times when the group at YC has expanded too much 
or needs reform. 
One may ask what the significance is of getting involved in a wine group instead 
of tasting and learning about wine alone or in class. From my experience in YC, the 
wine group not only functions as a place to educate its members about wine, but also a 
place where wine tasters find recognition of their taste and identity. Through 
interaction with other group members, people gain confidence in their understanding 
and interpretation of taste. As we shall see in the latter part of this chapter, the 
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development of one's taste is indeed socially constructed. 
In addition to taste, participants of a wine group also learn to present their 
identity through the consumption of wine. The learning process can be generally 
divided into three sections: learning the importance of wine, recognizing the hierarchy 
of taste and identifying a personal taste. Through the study of one's learning and 
development of taste, we can see how taste is magnified and celebrated as a sacred 
value. Through the discussion of the hierarchy of taste, we shall see how people's 
understanding of taste changes with their experience in wine-tasting and how they 
learn to search for a representation of themselves through wine and taste. 
The Core Value: The Sacred Tasting VS the Profane Drinking 
One way to elevate taste into more or less a "sacred" concept is by imposing 
rituals and taboos in the tasting process. As illustrated in Chapter Four, there is a set of 
elaborate rituals in wine tasting. While small wine tasting gatherings, of private wine 
groups like YC are often more relaxed in carrying out the wine tasting rituals, there is 
also a hidden social order that monitors the behavior of its participants and breaches 
cause tensions and conflicts that threaten the group's harmony. In addition to the 
regular tasting rituals of sight, swirl, smell and slosh (with the exception of spitting, 
which is rarely practiced in private wine gatherings), regular tasting taboos that 
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regulate people's behaviors also apply. 
Taboo is used here not in a religious sense, but in a symbolic sense, as things that 
"fail to fit into the standard symbolic classifications of their culture" (Douglas 1966, 
in Barfield 1997:464). As Durkheim (1915) explained, taboo is "a means for 
maintaining the distinction between sacred and profane" (Durkheim 1915，in Barfield 
1997:464). It not only guides people's behaviors by bringing shame and 
embarrassment to the breakers, it also has a social function in "helping people think of 
themselves as a distinctive community" (Harris 1974:45). While the taboos are 
unofficial, they are passed down orally and by practices and are shared among all 
members. They help generate a sense of unity by drawing a consensus to deal with 
inappropriate behaviors as well as providing a way to distinguish insiders and 
outsiders. By participating in the rituals and observing the taboos, one learns not only 
the skills of wine tasting, but more importantly the sacredness and importance of taste. 
Taboos in the YC Wine Group 
While different wine groups and occasions seem to have different taboos and 
house rules in punishing the violators, taboos in wine groups, including those in the 
YC wine group, often share a common theme: these taboos prohibit turning wine from 
• , 
a drink of sophisticated appreciation into an alcoholic beverage. Such breach can be 
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categorized in two ways: highlighting the role of alcohol and neglecting the taste of 
wine. 
The Role of Alcohol and Intoxication 
While alcohol is an essential and important part of wine, its role is often 
downplayed by wine tasters. Wine tasters in general notice the alcohol content of wine 
by the wine label, the tears on the glass or by the taste of wine, but they seldom talk 
about it. 
In general, wine has an alcohol content of 8% to 14%. Except when alcohol 
content is controlled by the production method (for example, certain German white 
wines have low alcohol content by terminating fermentation early in order to maintain 
a high sugar level in wine), the alcohol content of wine is sometimes an indicator of 
the quality of the grape, as only ripe grapes with high sugar content can produce a 
high level of alcohol during fermentation. It indicates sufficient sunshine in the 
growing season and a dry harvest season, which create a wine with intense flavor. 
It is important to understand the reasons for downplaying the role of alcohol in 
wine-tasting events and in wine groups. As mentioned in Chapter Four, in a wine 
tasting, people consume wine to get both a subjective and objective understanding of 
its physical and symbolic taste. Because drunkenness impairs one's ability to assess 
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the taste of wine, it is considered one of the most inappropriate behaviors in wine 
tasting. When one is drunk, one cannot perform objective judgment to assess the 
quality and the characteristics of the wine tasted, since one's olfactory and gustatory 
sensitivity declines when intoxicated. 
Wine tasters put more focus on the assessment of the taste of wine and consider 
themselves different from wine drinkers, who drink wine for other reasons including 
socialization and personal enjoyment. In fact，these wine tasters often only taste wines 
• • ‘ 
they like and consume wine for enjoyment like drinkers; they sometimes drink wine 
without much tasting and not practicing spitting even if intoxicated. However, by 
claiming their focus on taste and by downplaying the role of alcohol and its 
intoxicating effect wine tasters elevate wine consumption to an act of rational 
appreciation and justify their behavior of large alcohol consumption. 
• The emphasis on taste and how every wine has a different taste also helps wine 
tasters to set themselves apart from alcoholics, people who are addicted to the 
consumption of alcohol and socially stigmatized as losers or as psychologically ill. 
The truth is that the amount of alcohol consumed in wine-tastings tends to far exceed 
regular medical recommended safe level of drinking (two 5-ounce glasses of wine a 
day for men and 1 glass for women). As wine tasters often attend wine-tastings 
regularly，their practice of alcohol consumption can easily fit them into the definition 
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of alcohol abuse or addiction. 
The gatherings of the YC wine group are more often considered social gatherings 
instead of formal tasting occasions, yet they borrow the value system, rituals and 
social order of wine tasting events. Therefore, like other wine-tasting occasions, 
getting drunk is one of the most significant taboos. 
In YC, most wines consumed have an alcohol content of 12-14% and seldom 
would a wine with lower than 10% alcohol be shared, since most members prefer red 
.wines with a strong flavor and a high alcohol content. In YC, the taboo of 
drunkenness has developed into an informal code of ethics which goes against 
behaviors that facilitate drunkenness or identify indicators of one's loss of self control 
or consciousness as influenced by alcohol. 
Pouring too much and drinking too fast are two inappropriate behaviors that 
members of YC frequently complain about. They sometimes talk about people who 
pour too much with disrespect, even if they are serving wine to others instead of to 
themselves. A tasting portion is often about 2 oz.，although adjustment is made 
according to the size of the glass used. On most occasions, people only pour wine for 
themselves and one-third of a glass is the maximum portion allowed. 
If someone pours too much, he is creating an unfair situation, in that one will be 
drinking significantly more than others, or even blocking others from trying the wine 
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as only a limited amount of wine is available. However, people seldom condemn the 
unfairness created, but more often comment on the pressure to drink more than 
needed, which contrasts with the philosophy of tasting—consuming in small quantity 
for discerning the physical and symbolic taste of a wine. 
Similarly, drinking too fast means refilling too fast, which indicates that the 
person is drinking a larger quantity of alcohol than others. In fact, rarely would a glass 
be left empty, as people would ask the person to have more wine 血d pour wine into 
the empty glass. People who drink too fast or have signs of intoxication should fill 
their glass with water, in order to slow down their wine consumption while keeping 
the glass filled. By stopping people from drinking and refilling too fast, the code not 
only prevents an unfair situation in which someone is drinking more than others, it 
also prevents people from over-consumption of alcohol and intoxication. People who 
break these codes may not be criticized directly, but people would avoid tasting wine 
with frequent code-breakers by not showing up on the same day or not opening 
expensive wines when they are around. 
.‘.’.. . . 
However, overt drunkenness is occasionally witnessed in YC. It is partly because 
the location of the gathering is a wine shop, so there is an unlimited supply of wine. It 
is also true that YC is a very intimate group and its members know each other better 
than people in other wine gatherings, so occasional drunkenness tend to be forgiven 
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and hence does not affect people's face as much as in other wine-tasting occasions, 
like large-scale wine tasting events or the other wine groups I participated in. 
Members who feel intoxicated would often leave before getting to the point of overt 
drunkenness. Mr. Fung, a man in his sixties, is an active member of the wine tasting 
group and often leaves when he starts to feel tired and intoxicated. When someone 
gets drunk, or seems as if he will soon get drunk, other members call the wine tasting 
gathering to an end. On a few occasions the wine tasting ended when someone got so 
drunk that members needed to accompany the person home. 
For key members, occasional drunkenness carried little effect on their role in the 
group. However, continuous breaches will raise concern from other members, 
resulting in their not being informed about the time and date of future meetings or 
tastings for a period of time. It can also affect the regular operation of the wine group. 
For example, once Mr. Yuen talked about no longer going to the shop on Saturdays, in 
order to avoid wine tasting with a new member who poured and drank in large 
quantity. Other members heard and followed, and the population of wine gatherings 
on the following Saturdays dropped and was even called off. The gathering resumed 
when this new member disappeared. 
Demeaning Wine's Taste 
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The concept of taste has been so magnified in the wine-tasting community that 
its importance is sometimes even more eminent than that of wine itself. For example, 
spitting in wine tasting for many wine drinkers is an incomprehensible act, since it 
seems like a total waste of the wine. However, for wine tasters, spitting is justified 
especially at a large-scale tasting, in which people have to sample a lot of wine and, 
by spitting, they can taste without being heavily affected by the alcohol content. In 
this case, the consumption of taste is obvious more important than the consumption of 
wine itself. 
What wine tasters usually think of as a real waste of wine is improper treatment 
of wine that ruins its taste. Some of the common problems include improper storage 
of wine, improper serving temperature and creating a bad tasting environment. 
Occasional breaches may not be harmful, but continuous breaches would seriously 
affect one's social standing in the wine group. 
Wine tasters tend to stock up some wines for future consumption. Due to the hot 
weather, a temperature-controlled wine cabinet is necessary in order to properly store 
‘ wines in Hong Kong. Mr. Wu, a wine taster at his fifties, said, "before one buys a 
wine for stocking, you should have to think about whether you can store it properly 
for years. If a wine is heated, it is just going to be a waste, no matter how expensive or 
what brand it is". 
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However, most people in Hong Kong do not have such a wine refrigerator or 
cabinet. First, due to the limited space in Hong Kong, many young drinkers and 
people of the lower-middle class do not have room for a wine refrigerator at home. 
Moreover, it is common that other family members of the wine tasters do not have the 
habit of wine consumption, or even disagree with the member's drinking behavior. 
Therefore, YC unofficially provide wine cabinets for a few group members to store 
their wine. In addition to having a proper storage of wine, keeping the wine in wine 
shops can actually help avoid family conflicts.^^ Storing wines in YC also makes it 
more convenient for wine group members to share them in the gatherings. 
While it is often almost impossible to know exactly how wine has been stored, 
people can tell by tasting whether the wine has been improperly handled. In YC, when 
the members spot a wine that may be improperly handled (overheated, corked or 
oxidized), they would questions the owner on where it was bought and how it had 
been stored. Once I brought a wine to a wine-tasting gathering on a hot summer day. 
It was warmed by having stayed in my bag for around three hours before I got to the 
gathering. Once it was poured, I realized it was a big mistake. Mr. Shum immediately 
knew it was too warm for drinking and asked the wine shop manager to put it into the 
fridge to cool it down. A discussion then followed on how wine became so warm and 
29 One example is the case of Mr. Yuen. He has a wine cabinet in a wine shop and another one at his 
resort house. While he seldom drinks wine at home, he keeps a small number of table wines at his 
resort house and most of his treasured ones at the wine shop. By hiding the wines from home, he can 
avoid having conflicts with his wife, who is opposed to his habit of wine consumption. 
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how it may affect the taste of wine. Luckily the wine was fine after chilling, and I was 
freed from embarrassment. While seldom would one admit treating a wine improperly 
(the shop where it was bought is often blamed), it does signify the importance of wine 
storage and show the importance of taste to members. 
While improper storage of wine at one's home is unobservable, people talk about 
wine shops and supermarkets that have not stored wine properly with disgust. I once 
shared my wine shopping experience with people in the wine gathering, "I would 
never buy wine from X wine shop. I stopped by the shop in a hot summer day. The 
temperature in the shop must be over 25°C. I am so sorry for the fine wines in the 
shop." Mr. Shum, after hearing my words, said, "I don't buy from that shop either. 
Not only do they charge expensively, they did not store them right. I only buy fine 
wines from shops I know and trust in their storage... Look at Y and Z (two local 
liquor companies), they put wine next to their huge window and never care about 
temperature control. They are not wine shops. They are just liquor stores." 
Supermarkets are also notorious for the improper storage of wine. Mr. Chu often 
bought table wine from the supermarket for regular drinking. Once he brought a white 
wine of around $ 100 to a wine gathering and said, "it (the wine) is a good deal. While 
I never trust T supermarket for their storage, it is still a good place for cheap table 
wine. ... The cheap one has a quick turnover rate, so they won't"be stored in the shop 
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for long. The more expensive wine never gets sold and when you buy it, it is very 
likely spoiled... Just don't buy their wines over $200." 
Things that disrupt the tasting environment are also taboos in wine tasting. One 
example is the use of perfume and cologne. Perfume is a big enemy in wine tasting, 
because its aroma fuses with that of the wine, so the tasters cannot get a clear 
understanding of the characteristics of the wine. Women who have just started 
working for wine businesses are specifically warned not to wear perfume to work. 
Places with dim lighting and polluted air are also bad for wine tasting, for this 
disables one's objective assessment of the taste of wine. 
Although these taboos do not carry supernatural power in sanctioning or 
punishing the taboo-breakers, they carry the same level of symbolic significance in 
reminding the wine tasters of the philosophy and belief in wine tasting. They work 
hand in hand with the tasting rituals to promote the importance of taste and 
distinguish the "profane" wine drinkers and the more distinctive wine tasters who 
follow the pursuit of taste instead of alcohol through wine consumption. One's failure 
to observe these taboos will affect his/her social standing in the wine group, as it is 
not only an indicator of their lack of knowledge，capital, self-discipline or 
consideration, but also a signifier of their disrespect for taste, the sacred governing 
concept for wine tasters. 
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Learning about Taste: Hierarchical or Equal? 
Not only are wine tasters constantly reminded of the importance of taste, they 
also learn to assess taste and its differences and hierarchy. While it is often said that 
all tastes are equal and a wine is good as long as it is liked, it is not true that all tastes 
are treated equally. Soon after a person joins the wine-tasting community, it will be 
clear to him, through discussions with others, that certain tastes are more sought after 
than others. 
In the wine-tasting community, people believe that one's ability and 
sophistication in wine tasting is related to one's experience in wine. In other words, 
taste is developed，and is not only innate. As mentioned in Chapter Three, there is a 
physical taste and a symbolic taste in wine. While many people believe that physical 
taste is more biological and inherited, wine tasters tend to believe that appreciation 
and the evaluation of both the physical and the symbolic tastes of wine have to be 
learnt. 
To fully develop one's taste, one must broaden one's experience in tasting by 
drinking different wines, even if one may not enjoy the wine consumed. In fact, the 
belief that experience in any form of wine drinking would help refining people's taste 
has simplified the process of taste development. There are, it is said, many people 
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whose taste is not "developed" even after years of wine drinking. As Karen MacNeil 
(2001) wrote, "drinking wines within a narrow range of preference" would harm, not 
help, one's ability in wine appreciation, since these drinkers get into a phenomenon of 
‘“frame e r r o r ' c o m i n g to a wrong assessment because the entity was evaluated in an 
inappropriate or jaded context" (2001:3). In other words, the prerequisite of the 
development of taste is to adopt an open mind towards different kinds of taste and to 
be adventurous in exploring them. Such a belief also encourages wine tasters to join 
wine groups, for they can share the cost of tasting as well as try more wines through 
contributions of other members. 
However, as a result of joining a wine group, a novice wine taster often allows 
their understanding and preference of taste to be molded by the other members of the 
group, as his experience will mainly be constituted by other people's choices of wine. 
Members in YC often choose wine to share in a wine tasting for based on two 
criteria. First, they choose the particular wine to be shared because they expect it has a 
taste which will be enjoyed. Once in a while, they also choose wines which may have 
a distinctive taste that most have never experienced before. For example, they 
sometimes hold special wine tastings to share wines from less common regions or 
wines made of rare grapes. The idea of trying out new taste is especially important 
and educational to novices. It also functions as a confirmation of one's identity as a 
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wine taster. 
Wine tasters often criticize wine drinkers who stick to their favorite brands and 
grapes without trying anything new (and risking buying a wine they do not enjoy). 
Such conservatism is stigmatized in the wine-tasting group as a signifier of one's 
close-mindedness as well as a potential sign of one's lack of knowledge, resulting in 
the inability to choose a tasty wine with confidence. It is expected of wine taster that 
even though they " have a favorite wine in mind, they ought to experiment with taste 
and be excited to try new tastes because it is believed that a wine taster can improve in 
the ability to access both the physical and the symbolic tastes of wine only through 
extensive experience in wines of different tastes. 
However, it should be made clear that these experiences of new taste are not 
common in YC. There are wine groups which provide more chances in experimenting 
with taste, but most wine groups are rather conservative in wine selections, because 
first，it is hard to find wines of special tastes, and second, people always try to avoid 
picking a wine that may not be appreciated by other group members, so as not to be 
criticized and risk losing face. Therefore, tasters in wine groups often share wines that 
are liked by other members, and hence generate a hierarchy of taste which is then 
passed down to new members of the group. 
It can be argued that there are two systems of the hierarchy of taste, one in terms 
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of quality and one in terms of personal preference. However, it is also true that they 
are often the same, partly because that no one would admit enjoying a wine of low 
quality. For example, Mr. Liu sometimes talks about how he dislikes wines of Chateau 
Lynch Bages because despite its fame, its taste is not what he likes. "For that price, I 
should be able to enjoy a more refined taste". It is clear that one's personal preference 
is closely related to one's understanding of the quality of the wine. The importance of 
personal preferences is only displayed when more than one wine tasted have excellent 
quality. 
In the following, I illustrate how wine tasters learn to objectively evaluate the 
taste and the quality of wine and subjectively appreciate different wine tastes and 
develop their personal preferences. 
Objective Evaluation 
The objective evaluation of taste refers to the identification and .the examination 
of the taste of wine, particularly its physical taste like sweetness, acidity and aroma. 
Wine tasters believe that their ability to evaluate taste improves with experience as 
they will become more capable in identifying and describing different characteristics 
of wine. Mr. Ng, a manager of a restaurant, described how experience helped him to 
progress in the ability of tasting. “At the beginning, I could only describe wine in 
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terms like sour, sweet, fragrant, light or heavy. I could not identify the specific aroma. 
[Referring to his experience in a previous wine gathering] After Mr. Yu said that there 
was some plum and vanilla in a wine, I sniffed again and found he was right, but I 
could not have noticed and identified it on my own.... Now my nose is getting more 
sensitive, but there is still a long way to catch up." While wine tasters are right that 
people's ability in the objective evaluation of wine tends to improve with more 
experience in tasting, what they tend to neglect is how the objective taste is in fact 
socially constructed and hence not as objective as it seems. 
For many novices，learning to identify and describe the aroma in wine is 
probably the hardest part of the evaluation process. It is often said that the best and 
most common way to refine one's ability in wine-tasting is to participate in a wine 
group, in which people share many wines and hence can experience different tastes. 
However, my experience suggested that is only partly true. Tasters do not progress in 
their ability to identify aroma unless they learn the vocabulary associated with the 
taste. What really helps the new members in YC to learn to describe aroma is to hear 
the vocabulary used by other senior members and hence be able to associate certain 
words with certain tastes. 
Novices are often tempted to learn through an aroma education kit, which 
contains fifty four bottles of scents of aromas commonly found in wine, because they 
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can learn on their own without the risk of embarrassing themselves in front of a group 
of more experienced wine tasters. Most people in YC find the kit not as useful as it 
seems. Mr. Pong explained that "learning from it [the aroma education kit] was very 
boring. You feel dumb just sniffing the essence and trying to identify what it is... The 
aroma of wine is a mixture of many scents. It is much more complex than those in the 
kit". He concluded it is much easier and more fun to learn by actual wine-tasting, 
"because through discussion you know what other people sense and whether your 
judgment is right". The objective evaluation of taste can only be verified through 
recognition of other group members. In other words, an objective taste is empirical 
and has to be a social construction. 
Moreover, wine tasters often compare the aromas and flavors of wine to things 
that are uncommon to many people in Hong Kong, for example, eucalypt, thyme, 
violet and black currant. Mr. Lee once said he learnt the smell of eucalypt from wines 
and tasting in YC. "They [other members of YC] often talk about the aroma of 
eucalypt in certain wines. By comparing these wines, I somehow get a glimpse of 
what the aroma of eucalypt is... Now I think I can tell if a wine has a hint of eucalypt 
in it, although I still don't know what eucalypt looks like and whether it really smells 
like what I found in a wine". From his statement, it is clear that the aroma of eucalypt 
in this case is socially constructed. Whether it really resembles the aroma of a real 
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eucalypt may not be important to the taster. 
Subjective Appreciation 
Most wine tasters believe that while taste is in part natural, it also has to be 
learned. Wine tasters by participating in a wine group learn not only to identify 
objective taste, but also to appreciate certain tastes more than other tastes. Most wine 
tasters find that their preference in taste changes as they become more experienced in 
wine tasting. 
I am commonly told that many people did not like red wine when they first tried 
it. Mr. Lee, a wine enthusiast of five years, told me about how his taste is different 
from that when he first started consuming wine: 
I drank wine for the first time soon after I started working. My colleagues and I 
went to a restaurant for dinner and they ordered a bottle of wine. It may have 
been a cheap wine. I don't know. All I remember was that it tasted bad.... Many 
people I work with would order wine when dining out, so I had a lot of chance to 
drink wine. The more I drank, the more I wondered why people liked it so much. 
I started buying more expensive fine wines to try and wine-tasting at home.... I 
used to find it unreasonable that people were spending two or three hundred 
dollars for a bottle of wine. Now I cannot even find many wines that fit my taste 
within that range. 
• The experience of Mr. Lee is not unusual. Many wine tasters I interviewed did 
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not enjoy wine, especially red wine, when they started drinking wine. Mr. Fung, a 
young man who only drinks wine occasionally, once complained to me that red wine 
tastes too sour and bitter, and the taste is not naturally likable. "Wine is nothing like 
juice, which has a taste that gives you a pleasant feeling once you've tried it. Some 
white wines are delicious, but I have not learnt to appreciate the red.... My taste buds 
have not adapted to the bitterness of red wine and I still don't understand why people 
like it so much". 
It is also common that wine novices and casual wine drinkers enjoy white wine 
more than red wine and light-bodied wine more than the full-bodied ones. Usually 
beginners find white wine and light bodied red wine more palatable. Slowly, they 
learn to appreciate full-bodied red wines. As Mr. Poon said, 
It [wine tasting] is a road of no return. Once you have developed a taste for the 
big dry red wine, you will not enjoy the sweet and light ones as much as you did 
before. Once your tongue has adapted to the powerful full-bodied ones, the light 
bodied ones will no longer satisfy you. Not only would one learn to appreciate a 
taste which was not appreciated before, one also grows out of their old 
preference of taste. 
People I talked to gave multiple explanations for this general dislike of 
full-bodied red wine among beginners. The most common discourse is that people 
who are inexperienced in wine tend to buy cheap wines, which often have the cost 
minimized by sacrificing the quality of production and storage. “I remember that it 
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(my first wine) was sour and bitter. My immediate thought was that I would rather 
drink coke," as Mr. Lam described his first sip of wine. He went on and pointed out 
that since most people do not know anything about wine at their first try, they often 
have a bad experience. "How would I know the difference between a $100 bottle and 
a $500 bottle，and the difference between Chilean wine and French wine then? They 
all looked the same. I just wanted to try, so I went for the cheapest one in the 
supermarket, and it was so bad." 
With experience, tasters often turn away from light-bodied wine and find 
pleasure in a more intense and complex flavor. Mr. Wu, a wine lover with over 20 
years of wine experience, said, "there is a path of taste development. People usually 
start from sweet white wine and progressively move to dry red. By experience one 
learns to appreciate the tannin and acidity in wine and even fall in love with them". 
‘ T a r n , a host for a children's television program spoke in an'interview in About 
Wine(葡萄酒賞味手冊)of her experience in wine tasting and how she turned away 
from Beaiijolais Nouveau, a wine with a light-bodied and a sweet taste. "There was a 
time I often drank Beaujolais Nouveau. I liked that it was not too expensive, with a 
juicy flavor and texture, as well as its freshness after chilling. Now since I have more 
choices and more experience in wine, this wine seems too bland, and I won't drink it 
anymore"(新假期 2007:20). 
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even rendered favorable. 
Most wine tasters learn not only to adapt and appreciate the acidity and tannin in 
wine, but also learn to depreciate sweetness. The existence of residual sugar in red 
wine is usually not appreciated. Some wine tasters even frown or grumble when they 
taste a red wine with excessive sugar, as can often observed in wine tastings when 
many new world wines are served. In YC, one of the most common comments on 
Australian red wine is that they are "aromatic, fruity, full-bodied 'but' sweet". In other 
words, even if the taste of Australian wines is no less intense and complex than those 
in prestigious wine regions in Bordeaux, it is less appreciated due to its sweetness. 
There is an obvious hierarchy of taste, in which acidity and tannin is ranked over 
sweetness. 
This hierarchy of tannin and acid over sugar does not come naturally. I argue that 
iris a construction of the wine industry and the wine-tasting community. Tannin and 
acidity are preferred because they are characteristics of expensive high-quality fine 
red wines that have the potential to be stocked and drunk at a later time. 
Acid and tannin will soften when a wine ages and matures. In fact, a fine wine is 
ideally drunk when the tannin and acidity are softened after years of aging. However, 
it often takes more than ten years for a fine wine to be mature for consumption. Due 
to the short history of wine consumption in Hong Kong, the stock of old vintage fine 
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Another experienced wine taster, Mr. Fan, also turned to full-bodied red wine 
even though he started to the interest through few experiences of sweet German white 
wines. Although he still enjoys sweet white wines, he commented that white wine 
only serves as a good starter or a dessert. "After all, the main course is the fine dry red 
wine，’，30 he said. Most wine tasters have gone through a similar path of change in 
taste, shifting away from sweet wine and learning to admire acidity and tannin. 
To most ordinary wine drinkers, however, it seems strange that people would 
prefer sourness and bitterness over sweetness. As Mr. Fung said, "people should have 
a natural inclination towards sugar but the taste of wine drinkers seem to be wired in a 
different way". Mr. Choi, a director of a wine shop on Hong Kong Island, explained 
that as the result of a different interpretation of taste. "It may seem sour^^ and bitter 
for new drinkers, but I would say it is acidic and tannic," he said. "People often 
confuse tannin with bitterness, even in a Chinese society in which people are so used 
to the tannin in tea". Tannin and acid are often considered two important characters of 
good wines. The only occasion that the term “sour，，(in a negative sense) is used by 
wine tasters is when discussing a wine in bad condition, for example, if that has been 
overheated. By the use of wine vocabulary, unfavorable tastes can be neutralized or 
Dryness in wine tasting refers to a condition whereby the sugar in the juice is consumed in the 
process of fermentation. Therefore, a dry wine should have low sugar content. 
In Cantonese, sour and acidic shares the same word, shiun (酸) .I use sour to refer to the notion with 
negative connotation and acidic to the neutral depiction of the acidity in wine. 
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wines are too few and they are often very expensive. As a result, wine tasters turn to 
younger fine wines, in which tannin and acid are still strong, in order to show their 
appreciation of high-quality wine. In other words, those who like tannic and acidic 
flavor are actually enjoying the quality of wine which is displayed through these tastes 
instead of the taste of wine itself. 
Such a hierarchy of taste also creates social pressure that reinforces the hierarchy 
by forcing people into liking these tastes. Experienced wine tasters generally try to 
avoid falling into the stereotype of novices, stigmatized as lovers of sweet and 
light-bodied wines. By stressing their preference in full-bodied red wines, wine tasters 
will seem more experienced. There is also a stereotype that women tend to enjoy 
white wine and men tend to prefer red ones, partly due to a cultural stereotype that 
men are tougher and hence like more aggressive taste as well as the fact that men are 
more likely to be experienced wine tasters than women. 
Searching for Oneself: a Favorite Wine and a Preferred Taste 
Many wine tasters have a preferred taste and some favorite chateaus and wineries. 
Some tasters prefer Australian wines' fruitiness; others prefer wine from northern 
Rhone for its earthiness and meatiness. Margaux lovers praise this particular wine for 
its elegance, as well as its floral and fragrant aroma. Tasters who vote for Pomerol 
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enjoy its velvet-like texture and the aroma of plum and violet. Sometimes it is a 
special wine that marks important moments of tasters' lives. Sometimes it is a social 
wine that is used to share with friends. However, one's favorite taste is rarely random. 
In fact, it is very likely a careful choice that wine tasters consciously make to fits 
one's self presentation. The wine they like may not even have to taste particularly 
good to them, as long as they can successfully represent them to others. 
In an intimate wine group like the one in YC, where people share wine for tasting, 
the wine taster's favorite wine or preferred taste often becomes part of their identity in 
the group and plays a role in the group dynamic. Knowing other people's preferred 
taste is also a signifier of the bond among members and their mutual respect and 
consideration. For example, when Mr. Lee, a senior member known for his preference 
for Australian wine, was present, not only would he share a bottle of Australian wine 
for tasting, other members would also find it more comfortable to share a bottle of 
Australian wine, even if Australian wine is not a popular choice in YC at other times. 
While some wine tasters are loyal to their favorite wine, some change quite 
frequently. Changes are especially frequent among tasters with less than ten years of 
wine tasting experience. First, it is because, as mentioned above, one's preference of 
taste changes with one's experience in wine tasting. Therefore, one's favorite wine 
also changes at the same time. As seen in the previous quote, Ms. Tarn moved to 
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full-bodied red wine from Beaujolais Nouveau with more experience in wine tasting. 
Mr. Sze, a thirty-something wine taster, told me that he liked Australian but now 
prefer Bordeaux wine. “I used to think Australian wine tasted good and was priced 
reasonably. I liked 389，407 (wines from Penfolds, a wine company in Australia). 
Now I prefer Bordeaux wine. They are more elegant. Australian wine is mainly about 
fruitiness. Wines from Bordeaux are different. They are so much more complex." 
Since wine is produced and imported only in limited quantity, people have to 
find a new taste once the supply is out. Moreover, the quality of wine is heavily 
affected by the vintage. It is common that wine tasters need to find substitutes when 
wine from their favorite chateaus has suffered a bad vintage. 
People's favorite wine is often not the best wine they have even drunk. Wine 
tasters often have different answers when asked to name their favorite wines and the 
best or the most remarkable wines they tried. It is because there are a few 
requirements a favorite wine need to fulfill. 
First, one cannot claim a wine as a favorite if he or she had not tried it before. 
Not only must one have tried it, one should be able to afford it and consume it when 
feels like doing so. Of course, it is not required to share your favorite wine with the 
group. However, one should at least know the taste, if not also the history and other 
related information, of the wine well enough before claiming it as one's favorite, and 
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that requires one to at least taste the wine multiple times. "There is no point to say I 
like Petrus, because everyone likes it but no one ever drinks it," Mr. Shum once said 
in a tasting. Petrus, a wine from Pomerol, Bordeaux, is not only extremely expensive, 
but also very limited in supply and very difficult to find in the market. What Mr. Chi's 
comment subconsciously suggests is that one's favorite wine should fit one's social 
standing. 
Therefore, among middle-class wine drinkers, their favorite wines are usually 
not well-known names, but those that can be consumed with a degree of thrift. In YC, 
the member's favorite wines are often not the famous five grand-cm chateaus in 
Bordeaux, but the ones which are less well-known and more reasonably priced. In fact, 
many said that certain wines become their favorite not just because they had an 
enjoyable taste, but also because they have a good quality-price ratio. 
‘ Although in general，people consume wine as a way to trade up, in private wine 
groups, we often see people downplaying the role of money by trading down. 
Silverstein (2006), in his book, Treasure Hunt: Inside the Mind of the New Consumer， 
writes that one feature of the pattern of consumption of the middle class today is that 
people are torn between trading up and trading down. He observes that other than 
trading up—consumption of new luxury~middle class also like to trade down: they 
strive to spend "as little as possible to buy basic, low-cost goods that still deliver 
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acceptable quality, reliability, and increasingly, elements of fashion and current 
design" (Silverstein 2006:4)，partly in order to be identified as a smart shopper. 
I seldom heard people in YC and other wine groups mentioning famous wine like 
Chateau Lafite-Rothschild or Chateau Petrus as their favorite wine. Part of the reason 
is because they are famous, or even too famous. First, they are so famous that even 
inexperienced wine drinkers would have heard of their name. Second, they are 
notorious for being expensive, as there is a big speculation market due to their fame. 
Lastly, as these are very rare and expensive wines, they are not drunk in normal 
circumstances, not only among the middle class, but also among the upper class. 
People claiming them as one's favorite wine would be seen as ostentatious and 
disingenuous. 
However, the most important reason for choosing a particular wine as one's 
favorite is that the wine resembles the aficionado in terms of its symbolic taste. For 
example, Margaux is a wine region famous for producing high quality wine which 
often described as fragrant and elegant. The famous Chateau Margaux is often named 
as the Queen of Bordeaux. It is a region representing femininity and prestigious status. 
It is not a coincidence that many female wine tasters find Margaux as their favorite 
wine region and that not one female taster that I have met told me that they do not like 
wines from Margaux region. On the other hand, Pauillac, another region in Bordeaux 
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where the famous Chateau Lafite，Latour and Mouton-Rothschild are located, often 
produces wine with aromas of cedar and cigar. This is the preferred region of many 
male tasters, while a few female tasters told me that they do not like the 
aggressiveness of the wine from Pauillac. It is reasonable to suggest people's favorite 
wine serves as a projection of what they think of themselves or what they think of as 
their ideal selves. 
Other typical stereotypes of taste to personality includes: preference for fruitiness, 
sweetness and white wine as representations of youth, femininity and inexperience; 
preference for acidity and tannin as representations of masculinity and strength; 
preference for rose, velvet and fragrant aroma as representations of femininity; and 
preference for new-world wine as representations of modernity and old-world wine as 
traditionalism. 
, I shall use my own experience as an example. I opened a bottle of a grand cm 
wine of vintage 2003 from the region of Margaux for an evening gathering of eight 
people. 2003 is an exceptional year for Bordeaux, for it was an extremely hot and dry 
year. The wine was aromatic and full-bodied, but I did not like it very much and 
thought it was different from what I had expected. One of the more senior members of 
the group agreed and added, "a classic Margaux is always like a mature lady in big fur 
in cold weather, elegant and concealed, while full of potential. This one is more like a 
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17-year-old girl in a bikini.... Maybe I am too old for this; I prefer a Margaux of 
cooler weather". I was relieved that I mentioned not liking this wine before his 
comment, for it would not be my pleasure to be understood as having an identity or a 
taste equivalent to a 17-year-old girl in a bikini. When tasters are talking about taste, 
especially symbolic taste, they are in fact often communicating their value systems 
and identity. 
This search for a favorite wine and taste is a search for personal identity. It is 
about finding out who you are through examining and evaluating taste with other 
wine-tasters. While it is safe to disagree on the taste of a wine, a disagreement 
concerning people's preference of taste could be understood as a challenge to their 
identity. Although uncommon, it may threaten the harmony of the group and the 
relationship among its members. 
Conclusion 
To conclude, taste as we see in this chapter is not only a complex of symbols, but 
also an expression of personal identity. The core value of the wine tasting community 
is built upon the recognitioh of the importance of taste, and yet this concept of taste is 
not natural. It is socially and personally constructed on the basis of hierarchy. 
Both the physical taste and the symbolic taste of wine at many levels have to be 
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socially constructed because this is the only way to confirm one's understanding of 
taste. Through consensus of members in the wine commimity, wine tasters can 
empirically construct an objective understanding of taste. However, the interaction in 
wine tasting also shapes and changes people's conception of taste and their 
preferences. New members of the wine-tasting community soon leam to internalize 
social taste and use a new way of wine appreciation to rebuild their preferences. 
Through this path of taste development, people transform from appreciating only the 
physical taste in a biological way to enjoying symbolic taste, which is built upon not 
only the physical taste of wine, but also the social values of other wine tasters. 
Not only are tastes socially constructed, they also only have meanings when they 
are socially agreed upon and recognized. Taste is constructed when a taster described 
his/her experience in flavor and aroma in the particular vocabularies of the wine world 
and everyone else nods. In other words, both physical taste and symbolic taste is 
social taste. 
Wine tasters develop a favorite taste which is often a subtle expression of who 
they are or who they want to be. Through their interpretation of the taste of a wine, 
people are also interpreting their fellow tasters by their response to tasting. However, 
since such exchange of identity is often unconscious, many people have not realized 
the role of taste in self-representation and how disagreement on taste becomes 
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embarrassing by challenging not only one's ability to taste, but also the interpretation 
of the tasters' identity. 
The social meaning of taste is hidden in wine tasting and often goes unnoticed. 
However, it plays a governing role in the whole system of wine tasting in Hong Kong 
and is probably the same elsewhere. 
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Chapter 7 Comparing San Francisco and Hong Kong: How 
Different Wine Tastes 
Introduction 
For this research, I also traveled to California in the summer of 2007 in order to 
collect information on wine consumption in San Francisco. San Francisco is not just a 
centre of technological and economic development, but also one of the freest cities in 
the world, where diversity is most respected. Being close to Napa Valley and Sonoma 
Valley, wine is viewed as local product that is widely consumed. In August 2004，I 
went to the University of California, Berkeley for a one-year exchange program, 
which exposed me to wine tasting groups in San Francisco and enabled me to 
experience a very different way of wine consumption. With both cities enjoying high 
levels of economic development and freedom in consumption, the differences in wine 
consumption patterns in Hong Kong and San Francisco reflect the influence of the 
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different locality and cultural background. 
With only limited time and resources, I was not able to compile a full scale 
research report as I did in the wine market in Hong Kong. However, by cross-cultural 
comparison, I attempt in this chapter to provide a more global view of wine 
consumption and thereby identify the distinctive characteristics of the Hong Kong 
wine community in comparison to that of San Francisco. Through this comparison, I 
hope to show how wine can be consumed and understood differently, and also look 
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into the reason behind such differences. 
After a short description of my fieldwork in San Francisco, in the following, I 
will focus on discussing some significant characteristics of the wine tasting 
community in San Francisco. I put them into three categories for ease of illustration 
and analysis. First, I look at the characteristics of the general wine community in San 
Francisco and compare it to that in Hong Kong. Then I look into the wine tasting 
community and discuss how wine tasting is practiced differently than in Hong Kong. 
Finally, I examine the different interpretations of wine and taste in the two cities and 
analyze the possible reasons behind such differences. 
Fieldwork in San Francisco 
Fieldwork for observing the patterns of wine consumption in San Francisco was 
conducted from 23 May 2007 to 9 August 2007.1 began my research in San Francisco 
by looking up information on wine places, including shops, bars, tasting rooms and 
nearby wineries online, in the tourist information centers. I also gathered related 
information from friends and other available networks. After preliminary visits to over 
15 wine places (including bars, tasting rooms, wineries and cellars), I selected 3 wine 
bars for more intensive fieldwork. Each selected site has a distinctive character that 
attracts a particular group of wine drinkers. I engaged in participant observation and 
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took detailed notes on the places, the wines provided and the people there. 
I decided to put more focus on wine bars instead of wine shops in San Francisco 
because wine shops, although providing a basic understanding of what people bought, 
failed to help me identify how they consumed the wine that was purchased. Wine bars, 
on the other hand, provided opportunities for observing the actual drinking behaviors 
as well as more chances to interact with wine drinkers. 
A trip to Napa Valley, the most famous wine-producing region in the U.S.A.，was 
conducted in mid-June with the help of a chemist who works in one of the biggest 
wineries in the valley. I visited multiple wineries and conducted interviews with 
winemakers and other workers in the wineries, gathered information on their own 
wine experiences as well as their view of the San Francisco wine culture. 
Overall，through the fieldwork in San Francisco, I collected data on wine 
consumers, recorded their practices and patterns of wine consumption, interviewed 
(formally and informally) 20 people on their understandings and thoughts of wine, 
and analyzed the relationship between San Francisco and its wine culture. 
Drinkers' Society vs Tasters' Society 
Shortly after the start of my fieldwork in San Francisco in 2007, I realized that 
the structure of the wine community in San Francisco is very different from the one in 
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Hong Kong. First, there is a much- larger and more influential group of wine drinkers 
in San Francisco. Second, there is a prominent set of wine producers, which is totally 
absent in the consumer-based society of Hong Kong. 
Wine consumption is much more popular in San Francisco than in Hong Kong. 
In a report of the Wine Market Council, the adult per capita consumption of wine is 
estimated to be 3.02 gallons (11.43 liters) in the U.S., while the per capita wine 
consumption in Hong Kong is 1.7 liters, "which is equivalent to less than one glass of 
wine per person per month" (Dewald 2003:61). I would assume San Francisco, a city 
next to the famous wine production region, the Napa Valley, to have a higher rate of 
wine consumption than other parts of the U.S., making the gap in the popularity of 
wine consumption between San Francisco and Hong Kong even wider. 
However, while Hong Kong has a much more concentrated group of regular 
wine consumers, this group also tends to be more specialized and willing to spend 
more on quality wine. According to Tinney (2007), wines priced over US$16 (around 
HK$125) were responsible for 0.7 percent of the U.S. market in volume. On the other 
hand, in Hong Kong, 55.5% of the total retail sales volume of red wine and 57.5% of 
that of white wine are priced over HK$135 (around US$17) per bottle (Berry 2008:7). 
In other words, while the U.S. market is dominated by wine consumers who can be 
satisfied by cheaper wines, the Hong Kong market is controlled by wine consumers 
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who are willing to spend relatively more for a bottle wine, presumably of better 
quality. While in San Francisco there may be a higher proportion of wine tasters than 
other parts of the country, their influence is still apparently minimal as compared to 
those in Hong Kong. 
As witnessed in my fieldwork, wine is most often casually consumed without 
having to pay much attention to the tasting rituals. Although wine is now very easily 
accessed in Hong Kong, as it can be found in almost all supermarkets, wine is still 
less commonly found in restaurants and bars in Hong Kong than in San Francisco. 
Wine is also easily accessible at a cheap price in San Francisco. One can easily find a 
bottle of wine for under US$10. Articles recommending wines under $15 are often 
found in newspaper. In fact, most people are comfortable buying and drinking cheap 
wines. 
‘ As wine is commonly served with food as part of a meal or in parties, people in 
San Francisco have mainly learnt about wine from their own experience, instead of 
from wine groups or classes. They are often less demanding as to the delicacy of the 
wine drunk. Many of my informants in San Francisco expressed that there are 
moments for fine wine as well as for table wine. On the other hand, wine consumers 
in Hong Kong move to the very fine wine much faster than their counterparts in San 
Francisco，as a result of the different strategies in learning about wine. There is very 
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little room for table wine in the tasting community in Hong Kong. 
Many of my informants in Hong Kong have told me that they are more 
sophisticated in wine than foreigners, and through my research it is proven true, only 
if sophistication is defined by the consumption of fine wine. As described by the 
director of one of the most popular wine shops in Hong Kong, Hong Kong has a very 
refined and sophisticated, yet segregated, wine community. People either drink the 
best and the finest wine or they don't drink at all. As a result of the different structure 
of the wine community, wine tasters in Hong Kong have a higher social standing in 
the local wine community than those in San Francisco, while ordinary wine drinkers 
are less socially discriminated against by tasters in San Francisco than in Hong Kong. 
Drinkers, Tasters and Producers 
In Hong Kong, the hierarchy of the wine community is largely based on one's 
ability to economically consume wine or one's knowledge of wine and wine-related 
issues. In San Francisco, one's relations to the wine-producing industry tend to play a 
more important role. Winemakers and winery owners are more socially respected than 
general consumers in San Francisco. Instead of the wines one consumes, one's 
experience of living or working in Napa Valley, winery visits or wine trips, and their 
wine-related properties (for example, a home-made wine, a wine label, a winery or a 
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wine shop) are common elements in wine talk, in which people empower themselves 
through highlighting their involvement in wine production. 
Two informants I talked to in San Francisco told me that they had produced wine 
in their garages. One told me that he had blended his own wine in a winery and had 
these bottles labeled in his name. Four told me that they lived in or close to Napa 
Valley. Two told me that they have friends or family members working in the wine 
businesses in Napa Valley, and many more have friends in wine businesses elsewhere. 
Never did I hear any of my informants in Hong Kong associate themselves with the 
wine production industry. 
As the above reveals, while Hong Kong is completely a consuming society in the 
wine industry, San Francisco is strongly tied to the wine producing regions in 
California, especially Napa Valley, which is the most important wine producing region 
in the U.S. and is only two hours north of the city. Not only are the two regions 
geographically close, people share very similar culture and are often socially 
connected. During my stay in San Francisco, more than half of the wine tasters I 
talked to knew people who lived in Napa Valley or worked in a vineyard or winery. 
This close relationship with the wine production industry not only makes wine more 
commonly and frequently consumed, but also creates a different social hierarchy in 
the wine community from that in Hong Kong. 
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Another important difference in the wine tasting community between Hong 
Kong and San Francisco concerns the role of female wine consumers. As mentioned 
in the previous chapter, it is unusual to see female participants in a wine group in 
Hong Kong. However, in wine bars in San Francisco, the number of female wine 
drinkers is almost as large as their male counterpart. The female staff in wine bars in 
San Francisco tend to be as professional, knowledgeable and authoritative as the male 
ones. A female winemaker in San Francisco tells me that women are getting more and 
more important not only in the marketing of wine, but also in the production of wine. 
It is a very different situation in Hong Kong. Although female staff are employed in 
many wine businesses, they are quite often challenged by their male colleagues and 
sometimes also by male customers in their knowledge of wine. While they are as 
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professional in managing a shop or serving in a wine tasting event, it is rare that 
customers would approach a saleswoman for recommendations on wine when 
salesmen are around. A saleswoman in a wine shop in Hong Kong told me that she 
often found customers did not believe her when she spoke, because many wine 
consumers thought women drank less wine than men and hence knew less about wine. 
Another saleswoman told me that people do not understand her selling wines because 
they think that "only bad women drink". It is clear that the two societies have a 
different valuation of woman in their relation to wine. 
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Learning to Taste Wine in San Francisco 
While novice wine tasters in Hong Kong often learn about wine tasting through 
participation in large-scale wine tasting events or private wine groups, wine bars are 
an important place for novices to learn about and taste wines in San Francisco. While 
the ritual of swirling is common, the rituals of "sight", "sniff' and "slosh" are rarely 
deliberately practiced anywhere outside wine bars. In fact, as observed in my 
fieldwork, the complete set of wine tasting rituals (including the spitting) is only 
carried out in wineries and vineyards. Wine tasting in San Francisco seems more 
individualized and less subject to social pressure. 
As noted above, wine bars are a rarity in Hong Kong, but rather common and 
getting more and more popular in San Francisco. During the summer of 2007, I 
visited six wine bars and focused on three for more intensive fieldwork. One was a 
self-service wine bar, which had many vending machines which would drop 1 ounce 
of the wine specified when a smart card was inserted with credits deducted. Another 
one is a wine bar attached to a wine shop located in a tourist attraction area very close 
to the financial district. The last one is a wine bar and restaurant in a residential area. 
All of these wine bars providing a wide range of wines by the. glass as well as by 
tasting portions, which make wine tasting more economic and affordable. Many wine 
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bars in San Francisco not only serve wine by the glass and by the bottle, but also in 
"flights", a selection of three to six wines of certain themes in tasting portion. These 
flights are especially designed for people to sample and compare wines, so they can 
learn about the differences in taste and the uniqueness of each wine. 
The proliferation of wine shops in San Francisco enables people to learn wine 
through exploring on their own instead of sharing wines in a wine group. During my 
fieldwork, I witnessed many people tasting wine and taking wine notes alone in wine 
bars. I talked to John, a young man of his twenties, in a wine bar when I saw him 
studying a wine book with a carafe of Italian wine. He told me that he had started 
working in a fine Italian restaurant which required him to learn about wine and take a 
wine test. "Wine bars like this are very good places for me to taste different wines as 
they sell a wide range of wines in smaller portions that I can afford... I am learning 
about Italian wines and therefore I am here to try this dolcetto d'alba.” 
In wine bars in San Francisco, wine tasters are not as much identified by their 
practice of the tasting rituals, but more often by the habit of taking wine notes. In fact, 
my notebook helped me a lot in my fieldwork. In San Francisco, bartenders often saw 
me taking notes and viewed me as a serious wine taster, making the initiating of 
conversations on wine and the wine industry in San Francisco much easier.. 
Other than tasting wines in wine bars, another way for people to learn about wine 
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and taste different'kinds of wine is to go on a wine trip. In fact, among wine tasters, 
wine trips are a commonly practiced pilgrimage, almost like a rite of passage, that 
gives one status as a serious wine taster. "Have you been to Napa?" is one of my most 
frequently heard questions from my interaction with wine drinkers，not only because I 
am a tourist from afar, but also because a visit to Napa Valley carries a strong 
symbolic value, almost as if visiting Mecca of the wine community in San Francisco. 
In a wine trip, what most people do is to drive around Napa Valley and stop at 
wineries for wine tasting in the tasting rooms. Depending on the popularity of the 
winery and the quality of wine served, the winery charges a fee of US$10 or more for 
the tasting of three to five wines. The tasting rooms are the only places in San 
Francisco where I saw people spitting into a spit tub. First, unlike large-scale wine 
tasting events in Hong Kong, people in wine bars pay for each wine they taste, so it is 
1-ess likely that people will consume a large quantity of wine. In the self-service wine 
bar where people use the same glass for all wine tasting and spit tubs are found, 
people drank most of the wine and never did I see anyone spit into the tubs. In most 
wine bars and some tasting events, a new glass is served for every wine ordered. 
Therefore, unwanted wine can be left in the glass and a spitting tub will not be needed 
to pour out the excessive wine. 
Other than tasting wine, people can also learn about the winemaking process in a 
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wine trip to Napa Valley through certain large wineries which provides not only 
tasting services but also exhibitions of the history of the wineries as well as the 
production process. 
While most people in San Francisco do not have a chance to start learning about 
wine through participation in a wine group or large-scale wine tasting events as 
people do in Hong Kong, many learn through friends who are interested in wine or 
through opportunities in their working environment. Three of my informants told me 
that they learn the tasting rituals and basic knowledge of wine through working in a 
restaurant. I also attended a staff training of a wine bar and restaurant, in which the 
bartenders, waiters and cooks were taught professionally on German white wines and 
given samples of eight German white wines of different styles and classifications. 
The Understanding of Wine and Taste in San Francicso 
In addition to cultural and social difference, people in San Francisco also learn 
wine tasting in a very different way than people in Hong Kong, creating a very 
different understanding of wine and taste in the wine community. 
One of the underlying reasons for the different understanding in taste is that wine 
tasters and drinkers have a different imagination of the process of wine production, 
partly due to the close relationship between San Francisco and Napa Valley, and partly 
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due to the different characteristics of the wine consumed in the two cities. 
As a result of the dominating role of French wine in the Hong Kong wine market 
and the general lack of knowledge of the actual practice of wine production among 
Hong Kong wine drinkers，the wine production process is often romanticized and is 
imagined to be carried out in a very traditional or even historical way. It is believed 
that terroir is most influential in the taste of wine, while the role of winemakers is to 
elaborate the best oi terroir by their skills and knowledge of winemaking. 
In San Francisco, on the other hand, people are very aware of and more willing 
to accept the role of technology in the production of wine. While people generally do 
understand wine as a natural product carrying the feature taste of a particular winery 
or vineyard, people in San Francisco also pay significant attention to the winemakers 
and strongly believe in their power in shaping the taste of wine over that of the 
terroir. 
Not only is this due to the fact that winemakers are more accessible to the wine 
drinkers in San Francisco than those in Hong Kong and hence are able to explain their 
roles to the consumers, wine tasters in San Francisco are also more prone to visit 
wineries than those in Hong Kong, resulting in a different imagination of wine not as 
a product confined by the historical burden of the European tradition, but a local 
product that is made-according to the vision of the winemakers or the winery owners. 
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Therefore, wines that used the method of chapterization (adding sugar in grape 
juice in order to facilitate fermentation and reach a higher level of alcohol content) are 
widely accepted in the U.S., while they are considered to be a spurious representation 
of the terroir in Hong Kong. 
Due to such differences in the understanding of wine, people also understand the 
meaning of wine's taste differently. One of the most obvious differences in people's 
understanding of wine is how they characterize it. In Hong Kong, wine tasters in 
general divide wine in terms of the place of origin, sometimes in region like Margaux 
and Pomerol (both in Bordeaux), and sometimes in countries, like Chile or Australia. 
However, in San Francisco, it is common to see wine lists in wine bars arranged in 
terms of the grape varietal, for example, in terms of Chardonnay, Cabinet Sauvignon 
and Pinot Noir. This is partly due to the fact that many wine drinkers in San Francisco 
consume mainly California wines, which often print out the grape varietals used on 
each bottle. However, in Hong Kong where people mostly consume old-world wines, 
grape varietals are not shown on wine bottles and it is less common for people to use 
such a system of division. 
While people in Hong Kong often pay more attention to the places of origin and 
it is more common for them to acknowledge the influence of terroir and/or vintage on 
the taste of wine, San Francisco wine tasters tend to pay more attention to the 
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winemakers and often notice that with the help of irrigation (which is forbidden in 
many European wine regions), chapterization and laboratory tests on grapes, the taste 
of wines are very much standardized. 
Moreover, famous European wineries tend to make only one wine, or at most one 
red wine and one white wine，a wine that is supposed to be the best fit for the land. In 
the U.S.，many wineries make more than one wine. For example, Robert Mondavi 
Winery in California makes bottles of Cabinet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Merlot and 
multiple blends every year. I talked about such a difference in the production of wine 
in the old world and in the new world with John, a wine taster of over 10 years. He 
said, "it is because Americans are individualists. Personal preference is the most 
important thing. It is how the market here works. People want different kinds of wine, 
so the wineries make different kinds of wine for them. It is just commercial". Mr. 
Shum, a senior wine taster in the YC wine group, also thought of this as a cultural 
difference. He said, "Americans only look for a taste they like, so it is okay to 
diversify to satisfy individual needs. In Hong Kong, we believe that tastes are equal 
and local characteristics should be preserved. Even if it is not a taste that I particularly 
favor, I would not understand that wine as a bad wine, because I think tastes are equal 
and differences should be respected and preserved." While I do not believe he actually 
thinks that all tastes are equal, as discussed in previous chapter, their statements are 
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true to a certain extent that since- the wine market in the U.S. is dominated by wine 
drinkers who place less attention on taste and variety, standardized wines are created 
to fit few stereotyped tastes. In Hong Kong, since wines are all imported and the 
market is dominated by wine tasters, a variety in tastes are cherished and respected. 
Social Status of Wine Tasters 
Although people in San Francisco gain less social standing through the behavior 
of wine consumption, due to the mass consumption of cheap table wines, being a wine 
taster or a connoisseur is still understood as socially distinctive, for it implies the 
possession of a certain level of wealth and knowledge. Sam, an occasional wine 
drinker, told me that "wine drinking is middle-class... In an ordinary pub, like those 
that students and workers go to, if you order a glass of wine and sit alone on the bar 
table, people do not think about wine tasting. They give you a weird look and think, 
'what are you trying to present here?'" It is clear that the act of wine drinking alone is 
not a common practice among people of the working class. 
Not only does wine tasting signify social distinctiveness in terms of economic 
and cultural capital, its practitioners are predominantly "white" in race. As witnessed 
in my fieldwork, over 80% of staff as well as customers of wine bars are Caucasian. 
In a public wine tasting in a wine bar, during the three hours of the tasting events with 
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over 100 people attending, with me excluded, there was only one Asian woman, one 
black man and one black woman, all accompanied by a Caucasian partner. 
Wine tasting is also a signifier of a healthy lifestyle in San Francisco, somewhat 
similar to the case in Hong Kong. Although there is a higher concern over alcoholism 
in the U.S., wine is viewed as the healthiest choice among all alcoholic beverages and 
many also believed that a moderate consumption of wine is helpful to one's health. 
One interesting phenomenon in wine bars in San Francisco is that most consumers are 
slim. While the U.S. has a higher rate of obesity than Hong Kong, it is not the case in 
the wine community, at least not in San Francisco. 
As we can see from the above discussion above, although wine carries a similar 
role as a signifier of social distinctiveness in San Francisco and in Hong Kong, people 
derive a different understanding of taste in wine and choose to consume wine in a 
very different manner. I wish to use this comparison to point out that wine culture 
differs considerably and that taste，although biological, is understood differently 
across cultures. When wine tasters in Hong Kong tend to enjoy old-world wines 
which embody a sophisticated taste but often have very limited information on wine 
bottles, i.e. can only be understood by people with specific wine knowledge, wine 
tasters in the U.S. have to have a common touch in enjoying new-world wines or even 
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table wines that is easily understood by the mass. 
In San Francisco, many wine consumers are wine drinkers and enjoy occasional 
consumption of a cheap table wine. The domination of wine drinkers controls the 
market and creates a rather relaxed environment for wine consumption. Wine tasting 
rituals are not required; they are practiced as a personal choice. While wine tasters in 
general enjoy sharing wines and talking about wine with people sharing similar 
interests, they find it very difficult to do in San Francisco so as it is very hard to 
distinguish wine tasters and wine drinkers due to the proliferation of wine 
consumption. Wine tasting is thus turned into a very individualized experience, 
creating a very individualized taste. 
In Hong Kong, although most people are not wine consumers, the wine market is 
heavily dominated by wine tasters. As a result, wine tasters are able to define the rules 
and rituals of wine tasting and even to some extent forces wine drinkers to follow 
such practices through peer pressure, as illustrated previously • in the case of 
large-scale wine-tasting events. By focusing on taste instead of wine, wine tasters 
successfully employ wine as a strong, signifier of social distinctiveness as well as that 
of their personal identities, as does not quite take place to the same extent in San 
Francisco. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
"Social life is largely一not exclusively, but largely—formed around things of 
one sort or another.... Things give people ideas of one sort or another. They lead to 
shared beliefs. Always and inevitably, they bring some people together and exclude 
others. The social exchanges that take place through things are often strategic". 
(Moeran 2005:193) The formation of wine groups and the wine tasting community is ‘ 
not casual; these are platforms for social exchanges, and are created just as 
strategically as the exchanges themselves. 
When people look at consumption, a functionalist approach is often taken to 
analyze why people consume. This thesis seeks to avoid functionalism, looking into 
the wine market and the wine tasting community in Hong Kong with an 
anthropological focus, trying to understand how wine plays a role in correlating one's 
perception of taste with one's identity and values. 
My initial objective of this research was to understand what people are 
experiencing when they are participating in the act of wine consumption. While this 
seemed too vague and broad at times, it was an ambitious objective which gave me 
freedom to explore the full scope of this subject, without having to limit myself to 
assumptions and biases. Through careful observation of what people actually do when 
consuming wine over an extended period of time, not only did I gain knowledge and 
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skills in wine tasting, I also got to participate in many discussions and chats on wine 
consumption. 
With a growing understanding of wine and the participants of wine consumption, 
taste comes to stand out as a key item in this field. Taste not only represents a physical 
part of wine that can be acquired through one's biological sensory systems, it also has 
cultural values and symbolic significance, which led to my theorization of the three 
understandings of taste, as laid out in the introduction of the thesis. 
In Chapter Two, I discussed the development of the wine market in Hong Kong 
in order to provide a better understanding on the history of Hong Kong and how social, 
economic and political factors affect the market. This chapter sought to show how the 
understanding of wine and taste has changed in relation to these factors. As a result, 
wine progressed from barely a drink of the lower-middle class to a sign of social 
distinction. The process of wine climbing up the social hierarchy is important to our 
discussion. First, it stresses that wine as a symbol of distinction is not natural and 
should not be taken for granted. It is a result of social, economic and political 
development. Second, the meaning of wine in Hong Kong is very closely related to 
the changes of the society as a whole. Wine as a commodity is a useful tool for 
understanding the symbolic system of Hong Kong society. 
Chapter Three discussed the differences of physical taste and symbolic taste, as 
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well as the concept of tasting. Taste can be interpreted in different ways. As we saw in 
this chapter, the understanding of taste constantly shifts between objective and 
subjective definitions of the term. Such flexibility not only allows for continuous 
exploration of taste, but also encourages discussion of one's experience in the 
community to help construct a socially-agreed-upon interpretation of taste. With 
description of the people in the wine tasting community and the four types of 
wine-tasting activities, this chapter examines the characteristics and the variety of the 
wine-tasting community, in which wine is tasted in different styles to fit the diverse 
needs of the people in the wine community. 
Chapter Four is mainly descriptive, looking into the large-scale wine-tasting 
events in Hong Kong to understand how taste is reified through the practice of the 
tasting rituals. Taste in the wine-tasting community is assessed in terms of sight, 
aroma and flavor; a set of specific rituals has been developed in order to facilitate the 
assessment of taste. In this chapter, I argue that in most cases these rituals are more 
about asserting one's identity as a wine taster than actually assessing the tastes in wine. 
By observing the practice of the steps of the tasting rituals in large-scale wine-tasting 
events, the participants evaluate other participants' role and understanding in the 
wine-tasting community, differentiate the tasters and the drinkers and hence arrive at 
different reactions to different wines. It is clear that by the elaborated rituals carried 
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out in the events, wine and taste -have become fetishized and elevated to a spiritual 
level in which wine consumption is not only justified, but also fantasized as an act of 
taste appreciation. The constant display of the tasting rituals is a way for participants 
to distinguish between tasters and drinkers. 
Chapter Five looks into the general understanding of the symbols of wine and 
how these symbols join together to turn wine into a signifier of social distinction. I 
analyzed the seven symbols of social distinction, which are Westernness, uniqueness, 
wealth, knowledge, leisure, aestheticism and health, and considered how these 
symbols are associated with wine. Although the links of social distinction with wine 
consumption are widely recognized, not only among wine tasters, but also among 
people in general, these symbols are built upon the characteristics of wine 
consumption and in fact have little relation with the taste of wine. In other words, 
while wine possesses social symbols of distinction which attract conspicuous 
consumption, the weak linkage of taste and social status fails to explain the obsessions 
concerning taste among the wine tasters. 
To explain the importance of taste among wine tasters, in Chapter Six I look into 
how wine tasters interact in smaller wine groups. As pointed out in the chapter, 
instead of celebrating the symbols of social distinction, people in the wine group put 
most attention in constructing and celebrating a personal identity through their tastes 
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of wine. In a wine group in which all members are regular wine consumers, the 
symbols of social distinction granted by the consumption of wine are not as important 
since they are already assumed. Therefore, to climb the social ladder in a wine group 
one has to learn the importance of taste, the hierarchy of taste, an objective way to 
evaluate and a subjective way to appreciate wine. In a wine group, it is also observed 
that people's role in the group is closely related to the wine and taste one prefers, 
which is often a reflection of the taster's identity and his/her social standing. Wine has 
become a medium to subtly communicate one's values and worldviews with other 
participants. As a result, participants of a wine group also often acquire a 
socially-constructed taste in order to fit in the wine group and internalize such an 
understanding of taste. 
In Chapter Seven, I compared the wine market in San Francisco and to that of 
Hong Kong and used my fieldwork experience to highlight how one's taste, 
something commonly thought of as biological, is shaped by our particular cultural 
background. It is concluded that social expectations of wine define the preferred taste 
in a society. Since people in Hong Kong and San Francisco understand wine in a very 
different way, it leads to the discussion of different perceptions of what actually tastes 
good and what constitutes such differences in the understanding of taste. 
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I understand that the thesis could have been more critical of the relationship of 
wine and its consumers, particularly since the translation of taste into one's identity is 
often unjustifiable. In fact, many times such interpretations can sound pretentious and 
make me wonder whether the tasters believe in it themselves. However, even if it was 
only in their own imagination, this thesis helps to understand how people develop 
their senses of taste and relate this to symbolic meanings. 
Natural senses like taste and smell are personal experiences that are often taken 
for granted and neglected, and yet they are how one experiences the world. Such a 
study is challenging, because senses are experienced at all times by every individual, 
and yet there is a lack of vocabulary as well as logical organization of senses that 
people can employ to express their senses. To address how people think of taste and 
how their experiences are identified, reified and shared is important in order to fully 
observe and understand the transition of taste into identity. Although such transition in 
the wine-tasting community has little influence on the lives of the tasters, it is a good 
start to study how people experience tastes and understand themselves in terms of 
senses. 
While the government is promoting Hong Kong into a wine hub in Asia, little 
research has been conducted to understand the wine market as well as to-understand 
wine consumers. Research done in other countries may not fit the case in Hong Kong. 
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Not only is that the Western world has a very different wine culture from that of Hong 
Kong, even research done in Japan and Korea fail to represent the wine community in 
Hong Kong, as these countries have a signature national/local alcoholic beverage that 
is widely consumed and celebrated by man. In anthropology, we commit to a holistic 
model, which enables us to compare and contrast, studying our subject across 
boundaries set by academic disciplines. The thesis does not use one specific theory, 
but employs different theoretical angles to help understand the complexity of one's 
choice of consumption of wine in Hong Kong. Wine tasters are studied as individuals 
searching for their own identity as well as members of an imagined community, of 
which taste and certain concepts of social distinction are celebrated and real social 
relationships are built. 
Particularly important is the notion of the co-existence of physical taste and 
symbolic taste. Anthropologists have studied food and taste often only in symbolic 
terms. The importance of aroma and flavor is often neglected, and analyzed as a 
matter of natural biological response or as the result of socialization. Biologically, 
aroma and flavor often serve as indicators of ripeness, which reflects the nutritional 
value of many kinds of food. From a functionalistic point of view, taste is biological 
and universal, so there is little for anthropologists to study. Other scholars look into 
taste as result of acculturation. People learn from social experience the definition of 
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good and bad taste. However, most scholarly work focuses on how particular kinds of 
food are divided into different categories, and the details of taste, including aroma, 
flavor and texture, are often ignored. I argue that more research on the senses should 
be carried out. Different senses including sight, smell, taste and hearing are important 
ways for people to learn and understand the world directly surrounding them. 
However, there seems to be a lack of a systematic way to understand, explain and 
illustrate senses and how people interpret them. In this thesis, I have looked at senses 
of aroma and taste in wine and employed wine-tasting as a way of studying the 
symbolic meaning people have imposed on the senses. 
Another issue that strikes me in this research is while taste is employed to 
regulate the consumption of wine, it is also used to justify alcohol consumption. There 
are rituals and taboos in the wine-tasting community to prevent excessive 
consumption of wine. However, with the government's abrupt abolition of the wine 
tax and an aggressive attempt to promote wine consumption to the masses without the 
tasting culture, the recent changes in the wine market may disrupt the balance of 
tasters and drinkers in Hong Kong and at the end, result in an increase of alcohol 
abuse among young people who look to pursue social status through the consumption 
of wine. While the immediate economic benefits of the abolition of the wine duty are 
quite obvious, it is also important to be skeptical of the long-term social and cultural 
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influences of the government's encouragement of wine consumption. 
Further research should also be done on the development of the wine market in 
China. With rapid economic growth and a strong desire to acquire senses of freedom, 
modernity and individuality through consumption, Chinese consumers are consuming 
wines on a large scale and their influence has affected not only the local wine industry 
and market, but the global wine market as well. Brand-name wines, including the 
famous wines of Chateau Lafite, Chateau Petrus and Domaine Romanee-Conti, are 
now in a greater demand in China than ever before. While a class of sophisticated 
drinkers is slowly arising, wine is still mostly understood as an alcoholic beverage 
from the West. Tales of blending wines with soft drinks and herb teas are not 
uncommon. Fake wines (often a blend of grape juice with alcohol) and counterfeit 
wines flood the market. These changes are happening quickly and unprecedentedly in 
.China, and research on wine in China would provide insights not only on economic 
aspects, but also on the social and cultural aspects as people's consumption behavior 
is also a window of the value systems and personal identity in China. But of course, 
such a study goes far beyond the bands of this current thesis. 
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